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ABSTRACT

This study aims~ to detennine evolving process of urban street and street design

approaches through history, to examine general street design considerations and the

pedestrian friendly street design policies, to introduce traffic calming measures as an

effective new method in the revitalization of the urban streets~ and to offer traffic calming

techniques and policies as a new alternative in the restructuring of Turkish cities' streets.

The case study focused on the application of the traffic calming measures in an

intensively urbanized central area in izmir. Pragmatic approach indicated that the

implementation of traffic calming techniques may work efficiently in Turkish cities if the

wide range neighborhood traffic improvement programs can be applied. These programs

may include following approaches in a wider sense: establishment of traffic safety

education for children and adults, encouragement of city and neighborhood streets as

community space rather than car space, implementation of new urban design methods for

enhancing safety and livability, improvement of efficiency and effectiveness of traffic

laws and legislate changes in funding and our traffic laws to provide safe and accessible

conditions for non-car users.

On the other hand, the promotion of traffic calming measures throughout the

country can only be provided with the construction of the model projects and the

preparation of the traffic calming design guidelines by the significant municipalities.No

doubt that, the application of the area-wide traffic calming schemes will have the major

role in the creating of walkable streets in our cities and towns.
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Bu <;all~ma ~unlan ama<;lamaktadlr: kentsel sokaklann ve sokak tasanffil

yak1a~lmlannm tarihsel geli~imini belirtmek, sokak tasanffil kavramlanru ve yaya-dostu

sokak tasanffil politikalanru genel bir <;er<;evede ineelemek, trafik sakinle~tirme

metodlanrun sokak ya~arntrun yeniden eanlandmlmasmda yeni ve etkili bir yontem

oldugunu gostermek ve Turk kentlerindeki sokaklann yeniden yaptlandmlmasmda, trafik

sakinle~tirme yontem ve politikalanru yeni bir sokak tasanffil se<;enegiolarak sunmaktlr.

Omek <;all~maizmirde yogun kentle~mi~ bir alanda trafik sakinle~tirme tekniklerinin

uygulanmasma yogunla~ffil~tlf. Pratik yakla~lm gostermi~tir ki, eger uzun vadeli yerel

trafik geli~tirme programlan uygulanabilirse trafik sakinle~tirme metodlan Turk

kentlerinde de etkin bir bi<;imdegeryekle~tirilebilir. Bu programlar geni~ bir yeryevede ~u

yakla~tmlan i<;erebilir:yeti~kin ve <;oeuklara trafik gUvenligi egitiminin verilmesi, ~ehir ve

mahalle sokaklanrun toplumun kullandlgt mekanlar oldugu otomobil alaru olmadlgtrun

gosterilmesi, gUvenli ve ya~anabilir <;evreler i<;in yeni kentsel tasanm yontemlerinin

uygulanmasl, trafik kanunlanrun etkinliginin arttlrtlmasl, ve trafik kanunlannda ve

fonlannda ineinebilir sokak kullaruetlanrun gUvenligi ve eri~imini saglamak i<;in yasal

degi~iklikler yapllmasl.

Diger yandan, trafik sakinle~tirme metodlarmm ulke <;apmda yaygtnla~tmlmasl i<;in

yerel yonetimler trafik sakinle~tirme tasanm rehberleri hazlrlamah ve omek projelerin

uygulanmaslnI saglamalldlr. ~uphesiz alan bazmdaki trafik sakinle~tirme ~emalanrun

uygulanmasl kentlerimizde "yurunebilir sokaklar"m yarattlmasmda onemli bir role sahip

olaeaktlr.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Motor transport has revolutionized our lives but has brought with it many

disadvantages.The loss of life upon urban streets will become more obvious in the near

future. Therefore, there is immediate need to restore the priorities upon the street space

in favor of the public transport, walking, and cycling that are the viable alternatives to car

travel.

Today the use of urban streets, as a part of urban life, are in danger especially in

developing countries because of the rapid rise in car-ownership, increase in population

level,inefficient transportation system, poor quality urban design etc.

Many cities in developing world, including Turkey, have now exceed the population

levelsthat were originally expected at the time of their development. Migration to urban

areas could not be prevented. Motor vehicle ownership levels are also rising rapidly.

Because of the inefficiently organized transportation system city centers and old historic

quarters of many cities were invaded by motor vehicles. Therefore, urban design, like

many other civic activities, is often neglected in practice. In the absence of good urban

design, this can lead to town cramming with people living at unacceptably high densities

in citieswhere the traffic congestion reduces economic efficiency and the quality of life.

Urban design assists to create urban areas that are livable, vital, safe, and

democratic. This type of high quality urban environment will help to create a more

sustainable environment. Good street design requires to meet sustainable urban design

solutionsfor urban streets.

Traffic calming is a set of techniques and policies, which is an important part of

sustainabletransport policy. According to D. Sucher, it is the most significant new idea

in city planning in the last 30 years. (Sucher, 1995) Its policies and objectives may not

solve all the problems in our urban streets, but it will be the new beginning in order to

achievea sustainable future.



1.1. Methodology

The theoretical framework of the dissertation comprise the detailed literature

survey about the definition and history of streets, basic principles of street design, and

the introduction to the traffic calming techniques. Some terms that were used in the

thesis are very new for our planning practice. Therefore, a brief description of these

concepts were given in appendix section with Turkish suggestions.

Street design itself is a very broad topic for the scope of a rigorous study. Therefore

the emphasize was given to a specific issue: Traffic Calming. Although traffic calming

techniques has been known throughout the world for 30 years, it is almost an untouched

topic for Turkey. Thus, it is too hard to find the comprehensive study and application

projects related to traffic taming efforts in Turkey.

The use of urban streets for social and recreational activities has lost their functions

due to the rapid rise in car-ownership and population in Turkey. In this thesis, traffic

calmingtechniques and policies are proposed as the new method in the revitalization of

our urban streets in favor of non-car users.

The case study section includes the application of theoretical approaches of traffic

calmingin the example of Bornova, that is an intensively urbanized center in izmir, is

under growing pressure from the increasing volume and use of motor vehicles.

The multiplicity of authorities in our big cities result in further chaos as each one

acts independently in terms of design and location of their respective elements, and

consequentlyintegrated development and harmony of the overall environment are lost in

the process.

The study further suggests a rational approach for provision of traffic calming

measuresby various local authorities to ensure desired harmony and integrated approach

in this vital field of urban design.

The determination process of the case study comprises two phases: definition of the

problemsand the adaptability of the traffic calming techniques for the choosen area.

. Firstly, the 'problems that reduce the pedestrian priority in that area was examined

and classifiedin eight main groups: general appearance of the site, streets and passages,

vehicular circulation, car parking, quality of pedestrian spaces, infrastructure, land use,

and planningproblems.
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To decide the priority and seriousness of these variables preliminary site survey

analysis were made and the necessity of the urgent solutions in vehicular circulation,

parking, and pedestrian places was determined.

The production of a road hierarchy diagram is a useful design tool in traffic calming

projects. It allows to make comparison between the ideal and actual case, and can

identify deficiencies requiring immediate remedial actions. In order to achieve an

appropriate road hierarchy following studies were made: the dimension of the roads,

current traffic flows, and traffic speed. These inputs assisted to decide which roads need

to be downgraded for environmental reasons.

After these studies the road hierarchy was constituted under three main road

categories according to their traffic volume: Major roads (>1500 vehicle per hour),

collector roads (>500 vehicle per hour), and local roads which traffic volumes are less

than 250 vehicle per hour. However, the absence of official statistical datas about the

trafficvolume and accident reports and the lack of staff in the measure of traffic flows

created numerous difficulties in the process of analysis.

The study area is the commercial and administrative center of Bomova. Therefore,

parking demand is heavy throughout the district. Parking requirement of the area was

calculated through the observations. In order to determine the parking priority of the

roads, a comparison table was constituted which describes the differences between the

actual demand and parking lots that were provided by local authority and proposed by

physicalstandards.

After that, the problems of vulnerable road users were established in the study area:

The health hazard issues were determined in terms of road safety. Common pedestrian

routes and crossings were indicated and the availability of the street furniture and other

publicutilities were examined in order to measure the environmental quality of the site.

In the second phase, in terms of the effectiveness of the traffic calming projects the

availabilityof the following conditions were checked:

• The boundary of the study area can be defined clearly by the major roads,

• For local roads, traffic flow should not be more than 300 vehicles per hour in each

direction, or should carry a volume ofless than 3000 vehicles per day,

• In order to provide intensive pedestrian activity the cross-section of the street should

be at least 9 m. between buildings,

3



• For dense urban areas, trip distrubition ratios should be determined. If the ratios of

the walking and public transport modes are high, the appilication of the project will be

eaSler,

• The availability of the funds should be examined due to the high reconstruction costs

of these projects.

Preliminary researches indicated that Bornova central district is appropriate for the

area-wide traffic calming plan in many terms. However, the principal aim of this study is

to introduce pedestrian priority street designs and policies to the Turkish cities and

towns.

To see the benefits of the traffic calming techniques the construction process of the

plan should be finished. The effectiveness of the proposal can only be.measured with the

after studies which determine the changes in traffic volume, traffic speed, number of

accidents, level of noise and air pollution etc ...

The study in this area may attract attention and be used as a guide for the new traffic

calming improvements in izmir as well as in the other big cities and towns.
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Chapter 2

DEFINITION OF THE STREET

2.1. The Meaning Of The Street

The word "street", according to Kostofs description, is an entity made up of a

roadway,usually a pedestrian way and flanking building." (Kostof, 1992; pp: 189)

In the Oxford English Dictionary, the street is described as "a road in a town or

village[comparatively wide, as opposed to a lane or alley] running between two lines of

houses;usually including the sidewalks as well as carriageway. Also the road together

withadjacent houses." (Ellis, 1991; pp: 115) The significant point of this description is

thestreet as a road and place and also inseparable from the buildings that flank it.

In the definition of the street paving is also important. Because the very word

"street" derives from Latin "sternere" which means "to pave". (Kostot: 1992; pp: 190)

Accordingto Rkywert, street is related to all Latin-derived words with "str" root that are

connected with building, with construction. Street recurs in many European languages

for example, Italian "strada" or German "strasse" "suggest an area set apm1 for public

use and can include spaces with simple, limited demarcations without necessary

connectionsto other streets. It does not necessarily lead anywhere in particular therefore,

mayfinisha plaza or in blind alley. (Rykwert, 1991)

We may use several terms such as road, boulevard, street, promenade, avenue etc.

whichhave similar meanings and have been used almost interchangeably. However, there

is a main distinction between street and road. Road suggests movement to a destination

andthe transportation of people and goods on foot, by pack-animal or vehicle. "Ride",

Anglo-Saxonroot of the road, implies passage from one place to another. French word

"rue" or Latin and Italian "via" have also similar meaning. (Rykwert, 1991) On the other

hand, street may have these attributes, but its more common meaning in Moughtin's

words"is a road in a town or village, comparatively wide as opposed to a lane or alley."

(Moughtin,1992; pp: 129) One particular feature of the road or the thoroughfare which

is incompatiblewith the street is the movement of fast-moving or heavy traffic with all its

engineeringrequirements.



There are many other words to imply forms of passageway in English and in other

languages. But these words whether described individually or classed into broader

categories constitute the variation of the two main words: street and road. Alley, for

example, always denotes a narrow passage; avenue is a wide street with one or more

lines of trees; and the term boulevard again suggests simply a tree-lined street. The

historical backgrounds of these terms will be discussed later in detail.

The isolation of three groups of words, according to Rykwert's classification,

suggest three different ways of considering the street: The first group including terrace,

row, arcade, embankment or gallery display the way in which the street is physically

constituted by its context. The second group contains words like path, track, parade, or

promenade, all of which are connected with ways of proceeding on food but with slight

difference in meaning and physical features. For instance, when promenade is well-paved

and broad the track has unmarked ground. The third group is related to vehicular traffic

and it involves legal and engineering subjects: highway, thoroughfare, m1ery etc.

(Rykwert,1991)

According to Ellis, roads, highways and freeways, which is given as the third group

words, fall outside the multiple nature of streets. (Ellis, 1991) However, today the

transportation role of the street is the most significant among the others.

The street in Joseph Rykwert's phrase is human movement institutionalized. An

individual may clear or mark out a path in a wilderness, but unless he is followed by

others, his path never becomes a road or street, because the road and street are social

institutions and it is their acceptance by the community that gives them the name and

function. Street as an institution is an equally critical subject beyond its architectural

identity. Because every street has an economic function and social significance.

(Rykwert, 1991)

The purpose of the street can be examined into three broad categories: movement

channels for traffic, the exchange of goods, and social exchange and communication. All

three are inseparably related to the form of the street. There are complex levels of social

engagement encouraged and hosted by the street. (Moudon, 1991) The use of street as a

channel for traffic causes the decline of their social role in human life.
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2.2. The Street as Public Space

According to Kostof, "the only legitimacy of the street is as public space. Without it

there is no city." (Kostof, 1992; pp: 194) Streets, squares and parks are the public open

places of a city. Duplicity of streets, as Kostof pointed out, allow to access to adjacent

property and passage of through traffic. But beyond these practical needs the

fundamental reality of streets, as public space, is political. II) his words "if the street was

an invention, it set out to designate a public domain that would take precedence over
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individualrights, including the right of building what one wants where one wants and the

rightto treat the open space as one's front yard" (Kostof, 1992; pp: 192)

Public efforts throughout the history preserved the integrity of the street channel

from the encroachments of private property. Street always implies the struggle between

public and private property upon the urban scene. The public goods require that the

street space be kept open, accessible to all and equipped for its functi9n. The invasion of

public street for one's own purposes can be done in two ways: through encroachments

and through blockage or privatization. Encroachments are incremental over time.

(Kostof, 1992)

For example, in traditional Islamic city, public right-of-way was determined by the

agreementsof their residents. Whereas in Western city public right of way and property

lineswere distinguished by regulations. (Yerasimos, 1996) On the other hand, private

streets were seen in some 16th century renaissance streets and private streets of 18th

centuryLondon. (Fig. 2.1) These streets were not open to all and the access was limited.

However, in general context, the main reality of the street is its accessibility by all

people,their machines and their goods.

Fig.2.1. Strada Nuova, a mid 16th 'century private street, (Kostof, 1992; pp: 192)
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2.3. Social Dimensions of the Street

As Gutman pointed out that, street is a social fact. According to him, a street has

two social functions:

One of these is instrumental: the purpose of the street is to ensure a link between

buildings and activity nodes, over which the goods and people necessary to sustain the

agricultural, marketing, manufacturing, administrative, and military activities of the

settlement can pass. Sometimes, the emphasis has been on the circulation of pedestrians,

as in medieval, but from the beginning of urban civilization the street has also been

designed to accommodate pack-animals and vehicles.

The other function of the street is expressive: the street as a link between people

facilitiescommunication and interaction, thus serving to bind together the social order of

local community. Its expressive function also includes its use as a site for randomize

social interaction, including recreation, conservation and entertainment. It use also

contains the rituals of community . (Gutman, 1991)

Social function of the street is expressive rather than instrumental. In pre-industrial

cities expressive function of street was more evident. The traditional street in Lynch's

words "served many functions beyond that of passage. It was marked, workroom, and

meeting hall. We have shouldered these functions out of the right-of-way, to the

advantage of traffic and to society's loss." (Lynch and Hack, 1994; pp:202) In traditional

way oflife house was home or outside room, also often the workplace or very close to it,

and the locus for recreation and leisure activities. For this reason, it makes sense to think

that popular awareness and interest in the street environment were more complete and

extensive in pre-industrial cities. Industrial revolution in Western countries brought new

concepts, factory systems, the nucleus family an then finally modern transportation

devices, especially the automobile. The definition and differentiation of systems of streets

have grown increasingly complex as society itself, has increased in complexity. Kostof

suggests that, the unique characteristics of any street derive from "the urban process".

Social, political, technical and artistic forces generate the city's form and consequently

effect the shaping process of the street. (<;elik at aI., 1994) Rapid development caused the

changes in social and spatial structure of the street in our age. Today the role of street
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and the nature of social interaction vary with class, ethnic group, age structures and type

of specializationof neighborhood.

Increasing specialization and division of society have removed many of the socially

cohesiveactivities once found in the street. Entertainment, marketing, information, and

personalservices, once available on the street but now there are less than before. There

are numerous reasons which cause the decline of daily social life that occurs in public

urban spaces. These are; increasing rate of private car use, new information and mass

media technologies, impersonal supermarkets and car-oriented shopping centers,

increasedcrime and violence on the street etc. The decline of city streets according to

Levitas,can only be explained in terms of the changing technological and sociopolitical

configurationsof the society. (Levit as, 1991)

An anthropologic view of the street's evolving role in society is summarized in six

points:

1. The street in the context of settlement patterns helps to maintain social organization

by providing controlled linkages that regulate social interaction. Historically the street

as a center of information gained significance with increases in literacy and means of

communication.

2. Concept of privacy with the emergence of the street seem analogous to increases in

production and hence the emergence of the city.

3. Withthe development of social organization, an increase in specialization occurs that

is reflected in the street. Institutions serve to connect people to their greater society

but can also alienate through the rise of private organizations. This development is

exemplifiedin segregated use of the street: i.e. commercial street, residential street

and industrial street.

4. Withinthe city of the further specialization of streets results in the creation of separate

neighborhoods for different classes. This result in different relationships and rituals

availablewithin particular neighborhoods.

5. Centralization of administration, beginning with Baroque Era, created expression of

power and in the form of widened avenues a perspective views which will be

mentionedin detail soon.

6. In the same way older street forms displayed social adaptation of cities, new

technological adjustments will be expressed in the form of the streets; most likely
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through automation. This tends toward the street functioning as linkage rather than

locus. Also this relatively means that the reducing of street's function mainly to the

carrier of motorized vehicles. (presutti, 1996)

Charter of Athens (1933) declared the rejection of streets as places for people and

gave credit to efficiency, technology and speed. This negative impact of automated

society and technology were criticized by younger generations of modernist architects,

plannersand sociologists after 1960's. Traditional role of the street in our life was tried

to restore by pedestrian friendly, sensitive projects. As Levitas suggests that "at best we

use the radio as well as television, streets will remain with use because we need the

variety of social as well as intellectual experiences they can uniquely offer" (Levitas,

1991;pp:239)

2.4.Street as Place for Communication

One of the great characteristics of cities is the strong notion of people in

communication,because of the street function as a nodal point for both regional and

internalcommunication from the ~eginnings of the urban development. (presutti, 1996)

The·street as channel of communication deals with the notion that people physically

engagedin an exchange of ideas, goods or emotions and the street has the capacity to act

as a physical locus on urban space for this exchange. Our economic, social and even

environmentalstructure depends on the street, roads and highways as a means of

movement,orientation and communication. The street through its process has always

becamea heavily built its artifact not only its surface but also in its subsurface for subway

andinfrastructure facilities and along its edges.

The street, among other communication tools, is the most sensitive one in terms of

its role in the urban public life. Most public activities such as ceremonies, riots, historical

eventsetc.. acted upon the urban streets throughout the history. Efficiently arranged

networkof the streets allow the quick access for strategic nodes. According to a military

mind,control of the street means control of a portion of a city. This feature of the street

was seen largely by Renaissance and Baroque city builders. (Czamowski, 1991) Three

factorsgreatlyeffecting the street as a place for communication are;
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• The replacement of the street as an information source by new communication

technologies

• The reliance of automobiles to travel on streets

• The development of new streets that do not facilitate pedestrian movement. (Presutti,

1996)

Advances in communication and new methods of production make it less necessary

for people to live in close proximity to each other. Today communication among

members of society can take place in locations and by means remote from the street.

Despite its relative longevity among other communication devices the street is an process

of continual transformation. The faster progress on the technology and information the

more obsolescence is seen on the street scene. New technologies developments of our

age such as motorized vehicles, radio and television network and growing importance

and dominance of world-wide-web, mass media technology etc. that made possible

communication removed from the street. (Czarnowski, 1991)

According to Mitchell "21th century capital will become a "City of Bits" whose

places will be constructed virtually by software instead of physically from stone and

timbersand they will be connected to logical linkages rather than by doors, passageways

and streets." (Mitchell, 1995, pp:24) (Fig.2.2)

Impacts of new information technologies are relatively new concept upon the

communication role of the street. However the effects of automobile on urban street is

more evident. Private cars has become the locomotive power of communication and

increase the range of movement of particular functions. Traditional street network,

where the pedestrians and motorized vehicles used the same channel, could not support

this transformation in the age of speed and success. The new streets are designed mainly

for the comfort of cars and ground level communication damaged due to the grade

separation. Due to the replacement of the street as a system of access and movement the

role of the street as locus for communication were narrowed. (Czarnowski, 1991)

In sum, the street is under transformation process both physical and spatial sense.

Even their role of communication has been changed streets will survive as the

communication artifact in a different way.
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Fig2.2.A model of the cyber town

2.5. Street as Urban Space Element

Alltypes of space between buildings in towns and other localities can be thought as

urbanspacewithout imposing aesthetic criteria. But aesthetic qualities and geometrical

characteristicsof this space allows us consciously perceive external space as urban space.

Internalspace shielded from weather and environment is an effective syinbol of privacy;

externalspace is seen open, unobstructed space for movement in open air, with public,

semi-public,and private zones. Public urban spaces are the places and facilities that are in

publicownership:road, paths, civic paths, square. (Krier, 1979)

Streets are the elements of the exterior space. According to Ellis's definition 'the

exteriorspaces of the city, and the built structures are the walls of those rooms. These

walls are a responsibility to the formation of those rooms. The interior functional

considerationsof buildings can be coordinates to allow them to perform the function of

creatingexteriorcity space." (Ellis, 1991, pp: 130)

Urban space can also be divided into two main precedents: hard space and soft

space.Accordingto Trancil(, "hard space are these principally bounded by architectural
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walls,often these are intended to function as major gathering places for social activity."

(Trancik,1986, pp: 161) Streets, squares and urban parks constitute the hard spaces. In

order to achieve successful hard urban spaces three factors are important;

1. The three-dimensional frame, which defines the edges of space and the degree of

enclosureand characteristic of spatial wall. Human scale is important while designing

the scaleof the wall.

2. Thetwo-dimensional frame, that refers to the treatment and articulation of the ground

place,its material, texture and composition.

3. Objectsin the space, which are the elements like sculpture, fountain, plantation etc.

provideaccent and focal points and make the space memorable. (Trancik, 1986)

The most successful urban spaces are the perfect harmony of these hard space

features.While traditional street and squares such as Uffuzi in Florence or Piazza Del

Campoin Siena contain the harmonious combination of these features, especially in early

modernists'proposals the idea of solidly defined urban streets were non-existent. (Fig.

2.3 )

\
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Fig 2.3. Solid walls as the definer of the street: Nolli's Rome (a),Wagner's housing

project (b), (Trancik, 1986; pp: 102)

Thethree dimensional frame of the street is important here. According to Gutman,

"...Street is three dimensional. This may seem obvious, but it cannot be stressed too
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strongly. Otherwise there is an inevitable tendency to confuse the street a two

dimensionallink which represented by highway engineers and surveyors of today."

(Gutman,1991; pp:249) Generally speaking, successful street spaces, as Trancik states

that,"though linear in form, will also have properties of three-dimensional frame, two

dimensionalpattern and objects to provide interest and focal points." (Trancik,1986;

pp:70)

Apredominantfield of solids and voids creates the urban pattern. Street and square,

courtyards,public parks and gardens, and waterfronts, which play a part in the exterior

city,constitutethe urban voids. Streets, that were lost their social function and physical

duality,were historically the unifying structure of the city. Urban streets and squares

traditionallyformed a systematic hierarchy of order from locally controlled space to city

wideroutesfor communication. Throughout the urban history, the network of the street

andsquarewhich are the important elements of urban void, functioned as the principal

structurefor civic design and spatial organization. (Trancik, 1986) However, this role of

streetandsquare replaced largely by modernist tradition. Le Corbusier, for example, was

againstthe solidly defined corridor streets and he said "we must kill the corridor street."

(Kostof,1991;pp:95) (Fig. 2.4)

Fig2.4. LeCorbusier's vision of the "corridor street", (Fishman, 1991)
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On the other hand, public monuments, urban blocks and directional edge-defining

buildings constitute urban solids. Directional or edge-defining buildings are the

significantelements that can surround and define the axial lines of sight and also frame

theimportantplaces. Berlage's perimeter blocks in Amsterdam (1915) is a good example

in the terms of how to edge defining blocks form the figural street space and create a

continuousurban fabric. (Trancik, 1986) (Fig. 2.5)

Fig 2.5. Berlage's edge defining perimeter blocks, (Trancik, 1986; pp.l 04)

Urbanstreet tradition of Asian cities distinguished from the Western cities according

to Kurokawa.For him, in Asian cities, street spaces exist between private and public

spaceandbetween residential and commercial space, possessing the characteristics of

the both the former and latter types of space. He believes that there is a difference

betweenthis types of open space and the Western square which is more clearly defined

bothinterms of area and function. In contrast to Western square, the Asian street is not

clearlydefinedit is harder to tell where it begins or ends, and it generates responses to

innumerablevariations with time. (Kurokawa, 1991)

He criticizedthe Western planning tradition:

"The street is thus undifferentiated, demarcated area of multiple functions but these dense and rich

spatialqualities of the street were completely ignored in the function-oriented city planning of the West.

Thereinstead,the square or plaza developed, an open space of sun and greenery. I have no wish to deny
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the of functional city planning, but I am more and more certain that we must go back and reassess the

advantagesof space with an ambivalent or multiple meaning, spaces which have been sacrificed for the

sakeof functional priorities." (Kurokawa, 1991; pp: 100)

TheForm of the Street

''The form of the street can be analyzed in terms of a number of polar qualities such

as straight or curved, long or short, wide and narrow, enclosed or open, formal and

infonnal." (Moughtin, 1992; pp: 133) (Fig. 2.6) The form and shaping process of urban

street will be discussed in street design and history headings.

a b

Fig 2.6. City form and the street pattern: Aluneadabad-India, organically evolved maze

likestreets (a), Brasilia-Brazil, Modernist city, its gigantic scale highways (b)

(Jacobs,1993; pp:205,217)

2.6. Conclusion

The continual transformation of urban streets is the result of economic social, ,
political, and technological changes throughout the history. To see the changes in

meaningof the word "street" we need to look closer to the urban history which will be

mentionedin next chapter.
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Chapter 3

THE STREET IN mSTORY

Social,political, economic, and technical forces has impacted the shaping process of

theurban street. The continual transformation of the street space will be examined in the

chronologicalorder in the sub headings of general characteristics of the period, street

system& network, pedestrian- traffic relationships, the street scene, and the urbanists

concerningwith the street design.

3.1. The Roots Of Early Streets

Beforethe rise of cities and early urban centers, pre-urban villages were occurred in

ancientworld mostly in Bronze Age in Anatolia. These settlements have their paths but

thesewerenot always imply streets.

In the period of early rise of cities, four important urban centers appeared:

Mesopotamia,Indus Valley, Egypt and China. These early civilizations were spreaded

alongthe fertile valleys where food, water and transportation possibilities were at hand.

(Eisnerat aI., 1993)

3.1.1.Street System & Network

The need for defense, climatic reasons and sometimes, religious beliefs were the

shapingprocess of early civilizations' streets.

Defense:

In <;atal Hiiyiik, a Bronze age settlement in Anatolia, conglomerate of houses

constituteda complex system without streets due to the need of protection against

intrudersand enemies. Outside walls of these tightly clamped housing groups did not

splitwithdoors and windows and thus served as "defense walls". The inhabitants had

reachedtheir houses from the roofs. (Aktiire, 1994) (Fig. 3.1)
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Fig3.1.Catal Htiyilk 5790-5700 Be , (Akttire, 1994; pp:31)

A little later in Hacllar , that is also in Anatolia, the town was fortified and thus the

compactform of the settlement allowed narrow alleys for pedestrian between housing

groups.

In early urban centers defense had also the great importance. "The determining

factorof Mesopotamian city form to put the maximum number of people on a minimal

amountof'Iand. This was the result of the need for defense and for preserving lands for

agriculture,and also reflected the social need of the residents for propinquity." (Golany,

1995; pp:71)

ClimaticReasons:

Compact form of Mesopotamian cities also created highly protected shadowed areas

to their users. "Thus the compact city provided cooler streets and streets and dead ends

withprotection against hot and dusty winds during the day." (Golany, 1995, :71)

The main avenues which lead to city gates have oriented according to prevailing

windto tempering the heat. On the other hand, in the case of Tell-el-Amarna and Kahun
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there was a negative adaptation to the climate. The widest street of Tell-el-Amarna was

180 feet (55 m) wide and opened to maximum hazardous effects of torrid sun. In these

in tances religious motives, mechanized order and speed were the dominants. (Mumford,

1991)The zigzag alleys of Mesopotamian city provided protection from the intense heat

andenemies. (Fig. 3.2)

Fig 3.2. Street system in ancient Mesopotamia (Morris, 1994; pp:23)

ReligiousReasons:

The early Chinese cities reflected the cosmic order. These cities were the reflection

at thebalance between human body and nature. In ancient Mesopotamian cities, the main

avenue was leading to the major monumental buildings that were mostly the religious

centers. The orientation of these avenues, according to Mumford, indicated the growing

dominanceof sky gods. (Mumford, 1991)
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Streetnetwork:

For the first time in history, in Beycesultan and Hactlar that were the Bronze Age

villagesin Anatolia, the street were distinguished into the two hierarchical category in

residentialareas: a major artery and the local street. (Kostof, 1992)

Streetswere developed as three levels in ancient Mesopotamia. The first level is the

widestone and the main street of the city which leading to the major monumental

buildingsand dividing the neighborhoods. The second was narrower penetrating into the

residentialareas and provide limited pack animal transportation. The last and the most

importantone was the cul-de-sacs that provide privacy and protection from attackers

and sun.(Golany, 1995)

3.1.2.Pedestrian &Traffic Relationships

In Karum of Kiiltepe, the narrow lanes that were used by pedestrians connected to

thewidethoroughfares which allowed to movement of wheeled vehicles. The edges of

thestreets,which were constituted by the outside walls of the buildings, were paved with

single-lineborder stones that provide a narrow pedestrian walkway. (Akture, 1994)

In Mesopotamian cities, the streets which leads to residential areas ensured the

limitedpack-animal transportation.

3.1.3.Street Scene

The first conscious street, according to Kostof, appeared in Khirokitia dating from

the 6th millennium Be Khirokitia's streets were built of limestone and raised considerably

aboveground level, with stone ramps leading down at regular intervals and was lined by

houseson either side. On the other hand, in Beycesultan the streets were unearthed of a

graveled,that is, "paved street." (Kostof, 1992)

In Indus Valley, Mohenjo-Daro's streets were all paved and regular in shape. The

houses were arranged according to width of the streets. (Eisner at a!., 1993) On the

other hand, the average width of narrow alleys in Mesopotamian cities were no more

than 8 feet (2.5 m) wide. (Mumford, 1991) Another important civilization was ancient

Eb'YPt:the street of Egypt settlements were not paved and drained. (Eisner at a!., 1993)
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The importance of pnvacy, associated with culture was affected the early

civilizations' street scene. In Mesopotamia, ancient Greek and China, the family home

turned is back on the street and focused around an internal courtyard. Another

interesting point related to street scen~ was the absence of street lighting. "Since the

streets of ancient cities were dark at night and did not ensure any entertainment for

citizens, people spent their times in the evenings at home, often on the rooftops."

(Golany, 1995, pp:92)

3.2. The Classic City

Early Greek cities of Aegean were irregular in form. During the early years of

Atheniandemocracy in 5th century BC, Greek cities were naturally evolved. The planned

Greek city were seen in the latter part of the 5th century BC in Hippodamus's Miletus

plan Than some Greek cities in Aegean costs were laid out according to systematic

principalsof gridiron urban form. (Eisner at aI., 1993) Main urban form determinants of

these cities were the topography and climate. The Greek city had clearly defined limits

and compact in form.

The Romans having been impressed by the Greek architecture and planning. There

were great engineers and aggressive city builders without purely aesthetic ideas as the

Greeks had. But they improved and modified some Greek forms.

There was a great hierarchical order between Roman towns that connected directly

to each other by provincial roads. This system was so efficient that "All roads leads to

Rome" derived from there. The networks of roads were located the important and

trategic military and trade activities. (Morris, 1994)

3.2.1. Street System & Network

Gridiron Street System:

Greek street pattern have been influenced by Platon's ideals and Euclidean geometry

and irregular shape of urban form was replaced by Hippodamus, architect from Miletus,

in the latter part of the 5th century Be.
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lie was been credited with the origination of the gridiron streets system. Actually it

was not an new invention of city planning. There was very early examples in ancient

Egypt, Mesopotamia and Indus Valley. However, he effectively adapted the gridiron

cherne to create a rational anangement of buildings and circulation. (Eisner at aI.,

1993) (Fig. 3.3)
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Fig 33. Hippodamus's Miletus plan (Kostof, 1991; pp: 106)

The Romans also used gridiron street system in their new towns. There was a strict

rationalorder in their street patterns. The Roman gridiron urban form comes from the

Roman military camp "Castrum." In this scheme, the square or rectangular area is

divided into four parts by two main streets intersecting right angles. The primary

Cordo" and the secondary "decumanus". The cardo, running from north to south which

represents the axis of the world, and the decumanus the course of the sun from east to

west. (Norberg-Shulz, 1993) The cardo and the decumanus were connected to the

Roman cross-country high roads and moved these traffic to the center of the city.

ccording to Mumford, this old-fashioned arrangement of the main axis created a

needlesscongestion in central locations. (Mumford, 1991) (Fig. 3.4)
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Fig 3.4. Castrum scheme (a) and Roman castrum example: Timgad, Algeria (b),

(Saarinen,1949; pp:38)

BothRomans and Greeks were used gridiron urban fonns. The grid, in met, is the

mostcommonpattern for planned cities throughout the history. Grid fonn also was used

inColonialplans and Modernist's proposals later on. There were some practical reasons

thatmadegrid popular:

• First,the grid is systematic. It allows flexible and diverse system at planning. In all

gridironforms the streets pattern is orthogonal that are the right angles rules and

streetlinesin both direction lie parallel to each other.

• Second,it is easy to laid out. Greek and Romans land surveyors used the device called

"groma"passes from Egyptians. In this system, as Kostof defines'''one of the lincals

was usedfor sighting a main direction and the other to determine the direction in the

fieldat rightangles to it."(Kostof, 1991; pp:96)

• Third, it is expandable. Grid system allows expansion of towns and its quarters for

laterdevelopmentswithin a same order. It also provides production of spaces within a

shortperiodof time.
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ColonnadedStreet:

The most common street form in eastern provinces of Roman Empire was the wide

shoppingstreet, stretching indefinitely towards the horizon with its length often marked

by colonnades.(Mumford, 1991) "The Roman word "particus" which can be simply be

renderedas 'covered colonnade' refers to vaulted arcades." (Kostof, 1992; pp:216)

Colonnaded streets were often located near concentrated open market, and cover

the shoppingavenues where the individual shops take place behind them. The shopping

avenueswere generally broken visually by four-way arches at the crossing points of the

mainstreets. The well preserved examples of porticoes can he seen in Ephesus, Timgad

andPalymra.(Fig. 3.5)

After the collapse of Roman Empire closed facades gained importance. However,

porticoesdid not disappear altogether and survived within a degenerate form in some

NorthItalian cities of Medieval. (Kostof, 1992) Centuries later, 19th century Utopians

wereusedcovered arcades as the places of social amenities in their proposals.

\

Fig 3.5. ColonnadedStreet, Timgad (Algeria), (Kostof,1992; pp:263)

3JJ. Pedestrian & Traffic Relationships

The gridiron form of Greek streets sometimes created access problems.

uperimposingthe rigid geometrical form of the Hippodamus street system upon the

rugged topographyof the sites occupied by most Greek cities, created numerous streets
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o teep they could be negotiated only with steps." (Eisner at ~l., 1993; pp:62) This

ituation also created some problems to pedestrians while reaching to the important

publicbuildings located at the top of the settlement. In addition to this, transportation of

freightsby wheeled vehicles were very few due to the steepy principal traffic streets.

In the Greek city, "the functional uses of buildings and public spaces were

recognized in the arrangements of streets. They provided for the circulation of people

and vehicles without interference with the orientation of dwellings or the assembly of

people in the market place". (Eisner at aI., 1993; pp:61) Streets are the open public

pacesas agora and forum and mostly used by pedestrians rather than wheeled vehicles.

In Roman cities there were sidewalks protecting pedestrian from the wheeled traffic.

However,they had been forgotten until the late 1ih century. (Hass-Klau,1990) "The

Romanword for sidewalk was "semita" refers to 3rd centuryBC." (Kostof,1992; pp:213)

The street network was overloaded and congested due to the increase of

population,continual conflict between pedestrian and wheeled traffic became intolerable

in Rome.At last, traffic congestion became the subject of municipal regulation in the

p nod of Julius Caesar; in I st century BC according to regulation, the wheeled traffic

would not enter the Rome between sunrise and sunset. However, the noise of these

ehicle were moved to the night. Later than, the numbers of the teams and loads of carts

werepermitted to enter the city. Those regulations were applied to the new cities. But

their orthogonal gridiron forms generated more traffic than the street network could

copewith.(Mumford, 1991)

3.2.3. Street Scene

In ancient Greece ,as in Mesopotamia and in the cities of Islam, inturned residences

erethedominant forms. The outer walls of houses lined the streets and created privacy

to theirusers. In these cases the determining factor is culture. (Kostof, 1992)

The width of Roman roads varied from 8 feet (2.5 m) to 24 feet (7.5 m) wide on

pans of the great trunk highways, but generally the standard width was 15 feet (5 m).

umford,1991)

In the newer, smaller cities and as well as Rome street paving is widely applied,

Romansettlements had paved streets, the water supply and the sewer. In Pompeii, the
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pedestrian had raised sidewalks and stepping stones across the traffic thoroughfare.

(Mumford, 1991)(Fig. 3.6)

Fig3.6. Streets of Pompeii (Italy), (Kostof, 1992; pp:210)

3.2.4.The Urbanists Concerning with Street Design

VilriviusAnd His Ideal City:

Vitrivius was an architect and urbanist in Roman period during 1sl century Be. By

the time of Vitrivius, as Mumford points out, "a regard for hygiene and comfort further

modifiedthe layout of the Roman towns so that he even suggested that minor streets and

alleysbe oriented to shut out the unpleasant cold winds and the infectious hot ones."

(Mumford,1991; pp:241)

He used the radial scheme which indicates the prevailing winds and their directions.

Vitriviushimself did not create radial streets but used the wind rose to create a safe grid.

(Kostof,1991)He also used a circular wall in his ideal town which make defense easier.

However,in Roman military thought square and rectilinear forms were accepted as an

idealformfor defense of cities and believed that a circular settlements could be besieged
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easily.Vitrivius proposal was circular in form and its streets was gridiron. (Fig. 3.7) In

thiscontext, his idea can be thought as revolutionary and utopic in comparison to their

time. 1600 year later of his death the radial scheme was re-established in most

Renaissanceand Baroque cities in Western world. (Ya~hca, 1996)
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Fig. 3.7. Vitrivius's ideal city (a) versus Castrum plan (b), (Ya~hca, 1996; pp:42)

3.3. Medieval

Most of the medieval towns had similar social, and political characteristics: the

churchwas the powerful association of Western Europe and the feudalism was the local

governmentmanaging the justice, legislation and army during lih and 13th century.

(Mumford,1991)

The towns in later middle ages had common features; enclosure, density and

intimacy.But in general, the medieval town can be thought as living organism where the

citywall is hard shell and the church and marketplace are the nucleus of that town.

(Norberg-SI1Ulz,1993)
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3.3.1.Street System & Network

Most of the medieval streets were curving, irregular in shape and contusing. No

doubtthat, there were some practical reason that made streets so confusing. According

toE. Saarinen, these factors can be considered in two broad categories;

l.Developmentperiod of the town: This consists the tempo in which town grew. For

example,the workers settlement of Kahun in ancient Egypt were designed for a special

purposeand founded within a short period of time. Another example the Roman castrum

wasagain established in a short period time. In both example the gridiron system were

preferreddue to its ease of creating equal building sites, its regular street hierarchy and,

itsadvantagewhile surveying the plots.

On the other hand, in medieval town the planning program was uncertain and

evolvingprocess of that was taken long time. Since the character of the plan was

reflected that uncertainty and irregularity the shape of medieval streets generally

accidentaland surprising. (Saarinen, 1949) (Fig. 3.8)

a b

FigJ.8. Time and evolving process of towns: a typical medial town, Noerdlingen

,Germany(a) and Egyptian working quarter, Kahun (b), (Saarinen, 1949; pp:42)
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2. ChangingConditions of Life: Medieval street was so confusing and often irregular in

shape.Because they had some advantages in terms of defensive and climatic reasons.

Defense: Since straight and regular streets provided easy entering and spreading to

the town Medieval streets were so confusing and a labyrinth in shape that brings some

advantageto their inhabitants;

• provide advantage to defenders for hiding and surprising

• make enemy unfamiliar with the town arrangement

• behind a labyrinth of streets the public buildings and open spaces find security

• sincehand to hand finding was the prevailing mode the confusing labyrinth of streets

was the most appropriate. (Saarinen, 1949)

Climate: Medieval streets were not always narrow and irregular but sharp turns and

closures were often occurred. "When the street was narrow and twisting, or when it

cameto dead-end, the plan broke the force of the wind and reduced the area of mud."

(Mumford, 1991; pp:354)

Medieval townsmen consciously designed their towns to protect against cold winter

wind.Since medieval life mostly went on outdoor, even cooking and manufacturing were

doneupon the street, the protection against the bad weathers was very significant issue.

The very narrowness of medieval streets made such activities more comfortable in

winter.(Mumford, 1991)

StreetNetwork:

The wall, the gates and the civic nucleus -church and marketplace- determine the

main routes of circulation in medieval plans. (Mumford, 1991) "The roads radiated

generallyfrom the church plaza and market square to the gates, with secondary lateral

roadways connecting them." (Eisner at aI., 1993; pp: 77)

Medieval streets were mostly pedestrian oriented and therefore regular wheeled

traOicwas very little, the notion of traffic net work was absen\. The st reet net work was

the radioconcentric in most medieval plans. These continuous circular streets created the

walleffectthat surround the town center. (Mumford, 1991)
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3.3.2.Pedestrian & Traffic Relationships

In a medieval town, except a few main roads between the gates and the market

place, streets were used for pedestrian circulation rather than a main traffic arteries.

Wheeledvehicles was generally absent from all but the main roadways. (Eisner at aI.,

1993)

In medieval towns, pedestrian needs were dominated. The urban fabric allowed to

providethe intimate relationships and direct face- to- face communication. Streets were

not designed to accommodate the wheeled vehicles and neither water pipes nor sewage

drainsneeded to be provided. Therefore, to follow nature's contours while passing the

treets was more economical. (Mumford, 1991)

As described previously, movement in medieval towns was largely on foot However,

in late medieval period wheeled traffic increased with the rise of merchantile economy.

(Eisnerat aI., 1993)

Today contemporary city streets are threatened by the expansion of wheeled traffic.

In contrast to our times, medieval streets were in human scale, pedestrian friendly and

the lineof communication for pedestrians.

3.3.3.Street Scene

The accepted image of medieval city was constituted by the narrow built-up streets

whichprovided walkers dynamic always changing and visually surprising 3-dimensional

fonns. As discussed previously, this structure was the functional resultant form of the

needfor defense and protection against the bad weathers. The short approaches to the

greatbuildings, the blocked vistas, increase the effect of verticality and provided street

scenewas usually accidental. (Morris, 1994)

"Throughout the middle ages there was a tendency for buildings to encroach even

furtheronto streets" (Mumford, 1991; pp:325) The one of the extreme examples of these

trendin medieval age was the "bridge streets" in which the houses and shops lining the

bridge.(Kostof, 1992) (Fig. 3.9)

Dueto the defensive considerations houses had guarded access on the ground floor

that servedas domestic wall. (Mumford, 1991) "Thus mass and height were important
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symbolicattributes, the medieval builders tended to keep to modest human dimensions ...

Smallvariations in height and building material and roof-top profile and variations in

window openings and doorways gave each street its own physiognomy" (Mumford,

1991; pp:355)

"Streets were usually paved and maintained by the owners of the property facing

uponthem. This may account in part for their narrow width" (Eisner at aI., 1993; pp:79)

Inwestern Europe, streets were paved for pedestrians: for example, in Paris (1185) and,

inFlorence (1235) all streets were paved. But this spreaded so slowly to other medieval

citiesin Europe. (Mumford, 1991)

,c,

Fig,3.9. Bridge Street, The Ponte Vecchio, Florence 1340's, (Kostof, 1992; pp:226)

3.3.4. The Urbanists Concerning with Street Design

LeonBatistaAlberti and Winding streets:

Accordingto Mumford, Alberti was a typical medieval urbanist. His concern was to

constitutewinding streets due to the practical reasons for defense and health. He

supportedthe dead-ends and alleyways to increase the defensive precautions in the city,

HeolTerednarrow and winding streets due to the climatic reasons. Albel1i observed that

thewideningof streets the air is more bracing, breezes and some sun will reach all the

housesandthe face of stormy blasts will be broken. (Kostof, 1991)
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Fig.3.9. Bridge Street, The Ponte Vecchio, Florence 1340's, (Kostof, 1992; pp:226)

3.3.4. The Urbanists Concerning with Street Design

LeonBatista Alberti and Winding streets:

According to Mumford, Alberti was a typical medieval urbanist. His concern was to

constitute winding streets due to the practical reasons for defense and health. He

upported the dead-ends and alleyways to increase the defensive precautions in the city.

He offered narrow and winding streets due to the climatic reasons. Alberti observed that

the widening of streets the air is more bracing, breezes and some sun will reach all the

housesand the face of stormy blasts will be broken. (Kostof, 1991)
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According to Alberti, '~ding of streets will make the passenger at every stop

discovera new structure and the front dour of every house will directly face the middle

of the street and whereas in larger towns even to much breadth is unhandsome and

unhealthyin a small one it will be both healthy and pleasant to have such an open view

fromeveryhouse by means of the turn of the street." (Kostor, 1991, :70)

The slow curves he observed that were suitable for pedestrians and tried to

overcomethis tendency consciously in his arrangements. Although he found wide streets

lesshealthyand unsuitable for climatic reasons, he proposed straight and broad streets

for noble and powerful cities to increase the air of greatness and majesty. (Mumford,

1991)

3.4. Renaissance & Baroque

Duringthe Renaissance there were several dominant aesthetic considerations which

werecommonin all countries in Europe:

First, there was a great importance of symmetry to create a balanced composition

withone more axial lines. Second, at the end of the major, straight streets to locate

monuments,obelisks or statues as a terminating element that closing to vistas had big

importance.Third, with the repetition of a basic elevational design, individual buildings

bad created a sense of single, integrated architectural ensemble. The last was the

applicationof the perspective theory in the art that made street as a locus of 3-D design

considerations.(Morris, 1994)

Baroque period had seen from 17th century to first half of the 18th in Europe,

especiallyin two important capitals: Rome and Paris. According to Norberg-Shulz,

baroquecity started in Rome by Pope Sixtus V who applied a great program for

religiousreasons. The idea of new monumental buildings which were interconnected by

a ringof boulevards and royal plazas was grown in Paris. These new ideas were

originatedfrom the French garden architecture. (Norberg-Shulz, 1986) However,

beyondthesedevelopments there were some social, economic and political reasons. The

transformationwas occurred while realizing the baroque order of new life: "from

medievallocalism to baroque centralism, from medieval uniformity to baroque
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universality, and from absolutism of church to the absolutism of centralized power of

nationalstate." (Mumford, 1991; pp:398)

The basic attitudes and form of life of Baroque age can be summarized with such

terms; system, centralization, extension and movement. (Norberg-Shulz, 1986) On the

otherhand, Baroque brought new forms: in art, perspective and anatomy; in architecture,

axial symmetry and formalistic repetition; and in city building, carefully detailed

geometrical plan. (Mumford, 1991)

3.4.1.Street System and Network

In contrast to Medieval street, baroque street were regular and straight. These

changesin street system can be examined in the three main categories:

I.Need for Defense: The use of gunpowder changed all the military strategies. The fall of

Constantinople encouraged the military consideration in the design of ideal Renaissance

city.(Morris, 1994)

Another development related to ideal Renaissance city is the interpretations of the

works of Vitrivius. Vitrivuan theory generally applied in a radial-concentric forms,

enclosedwithin an octagonal defensive wall and eight radial street lead out to the angle

towers rather than the gateways. This was the asterisk plan that was one of the most

important inventions of Renaissance and Baroque. In these plans, the radial, straight

street were scattered from the center and such a central location, artillery could

commandevery approach easily. The new orders of these ideal schemes dictated the

radiating streets and avenues that cutting impartially through old tangles or new

gridirons,moving towards the boundless horizon. (Mumford, 1991)

2 Ideologyof Rulers: "The straight street can direct the social and practical advantages

it passes into a discourse of ideology and with a suitable coding of architecture and

decorationit can import a powerful representational message" (Kostof, 1991)

The rulers of tlus age had different purposes while dictating their system. For

e ample,Pope Sixtus V's urban renewal in Rome (1563) had religious reasons. On the

otherhand,Napoleon ill had military goals. The strong rulers of Baroque age forced the

militarystreets. According to Alberti, "military streets-viae militares- should be straight

to achievemaximum appearance of order and power on parade. It is necessary to
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provide a body of soldiers either within an open square or a long unbroken avenue."

(Mumford, 1991; pp:422)

In comparison with medieval time, the

tempo in city life was so fast and in-egular system of old historic quarters of the city

could not support the increasing number of wheeled traffic. To make the movement of

wheeled vehicles easier straightening and widening of streets in the age of absolutism

became necessary. The straight street also has a practical superiority, in that it connects

two points directly and so speeds up communication. (Kostof, 1991)

With the growing concentration of people especially in capital cities crooked streets

and dark alleyways became the locus of crime. In order to provide some breathe for old

quarters, new city designers of this period demolished old houses and other structures

alongcrooked streets and built the straight street.

treet Network:

Renaissance street network was mostly based upon old medieval irret,TlJlar streets

and alleyways. On the other hand, baroque street network had two new components:

avenueand boulevard.

Avenue: The avenue, according to Mumford, "is the most important symbol and the

mainfact about the baroque city." (Mumford, 1991; pp:421)

The origin of the avenue is largely rural. In 19th century French resources, avenues

weredescribed as "lined with tall trees to distinguish them for the sUITounding landscape

of leafy forests, low hedges and field of crops." (Kostof, 1991) They were designed

according to the axis of the important monuments and straight in shape. 16th century

r ion of this rural avenue became common all around the France with its planting trees

along the principal post roads. Surrounding of Paris was structured by a network of

radiatingroads and geometrically ordered gardens after 17th century (Kostot: 1991)

Boulevard: The boulevard stalied as a boundary between city and country.

ccording to Morris, "the boulevard is the line of fortification itself but when these

n rted into wide tree-lined streets. The designation of boulevard was kept today the

ord means simply a broad tree-lined avenue." (Morris, 1994, :201)

In 1670, with the destruction of the old city walls of Paris, these fortified sites

n rted to the broad, elevated promenades, planted with double rows of trees and

ible to carriages and pedestrians. These tree-lined rampm1s -soon known as
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boulevard-became a system of connected public promenades which designed to facilitate

thewheeledvehicles. (Kostof, 1991) (Fig. 3. 10)
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3.10. BaroqueAvenues and Boulevards: (a) Paris, Boulevard du Temple, (b) Parc

nceau. (Benevolo,1989;pp:69)
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3,...2. Pedestrian & Traffic Relationships

Military traffic was one of the most significant factor of the age beginning with

lberti's works and went on the boulevards of Haussmann in 19th century Paris. Grand

avenues of Baroque also accommodated the wheeled traffic the carts and vagons.

Increase in the number of carriages and coaches was the result of new technological

improvementsin the wheel design. After that period wheeled traffic became urgent in the

17th century. Though some protest were done by pedestrians against the existence of

di turbing wheeled traffic in the city streets, the new spirit in society was in favor of

rapidtransportation.

Because crooked and narrow streets of medieval city was not designed for the

accessof wheeled vehicles, the geometrically ordered uniform avenues appeared in the

baroquecity. The movement of wheeled vehicles played a critical role in geometrizing of

pace.According to Mumford,

"Movement in straight line along an avenue was not merely economy but a special pleasure: it

broughtinto the city the stimulus and exhilaration of swift motion and it was possible to increase this

pleasure aesthetically by regular settings of buildings with regular facades and even cornices, whose

borizontallinestended towards the same vanishing point as that towards which the carriage itself was

101ltng.In walking the eye courts variety, but above this gait, movement demand repetition of units that

arctobeseell. "(Mumford, 1991, :421)

The uniform avenues also brought movement and confusion to the quiet, self

fficienturban quarters. In contrast to centralized and spontaneous marketplace of

edieval,in Baroque age commercial and entertainment activities started to take place

alongthesebroad avenues.

Pedestrianspace were under pressure of increasing wheeled tramc, but a special

p was provided in grand avenues for ordinary pedestrian: "the sidewalk". On the

other hand, the early examples of separation of pedestrian ways fi"om heavy traffic

uterie had seen in Leonardo da Vinci's proposal for Milan. In his ideal scheme, to

vide multilevel separation of vehicular and pedestrian traffic· special routes were

edfor the heaviest goods traffic. (Morris, 1994)
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Fig.3.11.Leonardoda Vinci's proposal for Milan, (Kostof, 1992; pp:237)

3.4.3.Street Scene

In renaissance street scene architectural landscape elements such as colonnades,

screens,terraces, trees and scrubs were applied in various forms by Renaissance

urbanists.(Morris, 1994) In renaissance period, since street scene dominated with old

medievalstructures, the new. buildings creating a rich complex order, after more

satisfyingaesthetically than the uniform, single minded composition after 16th century.

Accordingto Mumford, Uffuzi in Florence is one of the best example of this visual

achievementwith its straight, narrow and complex character. (Mumford, 1991).

The symbols of new baroque street scene was the straight street, unbroken

horizontalroof-lines,the round arches and the repetition of uniform elements. According

to Alberti"streets will be rendered much more noble if the doors are built all after the

samemodeland the houses on each side stand on even line, and none higher than the

other."(Mumford,1991; pp:399) The use of straight lines and uniform building lines

broughtthe unifonn motion and created monotonous street scene in visually limitless

Anotherdevelopment which affects the Renaissance and Baroque street scene was

innovationof perspective. ''The study of perspective demolished the closed vista,
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lengthened the distance towards the horizon and centered attention on the receding

planes,long before the wall was abolish as a feature of town planning." (Mumford, 1991;

pp:418) Perspective effects were emphasized in grand avenues by the location of

tenninal features both architectural (monuments, uniform facades, repetition of

architecturalelements) and sculptural (statues, fountains and obelisk) (Morris, 1994)

Street scene also reflected the ideological message of the despotic rulers. "All the

mainavenues would lead to the palace, as often as not would close the vista. The axial

approach served as a spotlight to focus attention on the political power." (Mumford,

1991, :445)

On the other hand, Baroque city can be thought as a big theater scene with its fine

avenues,monuments and squares. However, beyond these magnificent scene there was

no baroque order. There was only denied life of people who were suffering from the

de potic rulers. In this great theater, as Norberg-Shulz pointed out, everybody assigned

hisrole. (Norberg-Shulz, 1993)

3.4.4. The Urbanists Concerning with Street Design

Renaissance urbanists had three main design components at their proposals: the

primarystraight street, gridiron based districts ,and enclosed spaces-squares and piazzas.

Anotherimportant design consideration was, of course, the need for defense.

camozziand Palmanova:

Palmanova's street system is organized as a gridiron within the defensive perimeter.

Its perimeter is a nine-sided polygon and its central square a regular hexagon. These

hapesare resolved into an integrated pattern by a complex arrangement of radial streets.

ixleadout from the center to angle of the wall. Additionally twelve radial streets start

fromthe innermost ring of three concentric streets. "Palmanova is one of the most well

preservedexamples of such military originated renaissance cities of today." (Morris,

1994,:173)(Fig. 3.] 2)

Po e SixtusV and Fontana:

Pope Sixtus V had different purpose according to those others concerning with

militaryissues. His principal aim was to connect the main holy spots of the city with the

oetworkof wide straight streets. Sixtus V and his chief architect Fontana used sculptural
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elementsin the main intersections to emphasize the change of direction of the streets.

SixtusV's plan, according to Norberg-Shulz, "made Rome the prototype of the basic

unitof Baroque architecture of the followirig century." (Norberg-Shulz,1993; pp:132)

However,the new wide straight street networks of Sixtus V caused the demolition of the

someoldhistoric quarters of Rome. (Fig. 3. 13)

Fig 3.12. Scamozzi's Palmanova, 1593, (Moughtin, 1992; pp:32)

SebastianoSerlio and the Theater of the Street

Moughtinstates that, "any classification of streets must start with Vittivius and his

descriptionof the three street scenes for use as the backdrop in a theater." (Moughtin,

1992; pp:127) In the Ten Books of Architecture these street scenes described as tragic,

comicscenesexhibit private dwellings, with balconies and views representing row of

windows,after the manner of ordinary dwellings; satyric scenes are decorated with trees,

caverns,mountainsand other rustic objects delineated in landscape style.
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Fig.3.13.The planning of baroque Rome by Sixtus V, (Giedion, 1967; pp:79)

Serliointerpreted these tree street types of Vitrivius in his book The Five Books of

Architecture. Again as Moughtin pointed out "The scenes depicted bySerlio, using

geometricperspective are a classical form of architecture for the tragic scene, Gothic for

thecomicscene, and a landscape outside the city for the satyric." (Moughtin, 1992;

pp:127) (Fig. 3.14)
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The geometric perspective of baroque streets can be observed III Serlio's tragic

scene.According to Vidler the tragic street scene acted out the dramas of state: the

powerof rulers. (Vidler, 1991)

a

b c

Fig. 3.14. Vitruvius's description of the three street scenes: tragic scene (a), cornie (b)

and satyricscene (c), (Moughtin,1992; pp:127-128)
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3.5. Enlightenment

By the end of the power and influence of great Baroque system around 1750, a

fundamentally new situation came into being: the industrialism. The industrial and social

revolutions of this new period declared the decline of the old world but instead they did

notbring a new order as in Medieval or Baroque ages. Therefore 19th century urbanism -)

canbe thought as the age of confusion and disorder. (Norberg-Shulz, 1993) J
The prime reason which led the industrial city was the rise of capitalism. According

to Mumford, by the 17th century capitalism had altered the whole balance of power. The

city was designed based upon the commercial principles and the human needs were

neglected. The new rulers of this era were the businessmen instead of despotic rulers of

BaroqueAge. (Mumford, 1991)

The rapid and unchecked concentration were caused some social problems in the

newurban quarters of the expanding city. "The main elements in the new urban complex

were the factory, the railroad and the slum." (Mumford, 1991; pp:522) The factory

becamethe nucleus of the new urban developments; railroad provided extension of such

developments, and the slum became the common urban picture of them. According to

Patrick Geddes, " Slum, semi-slum and super slum to this has come the evolution of

cities."(Mumford, 1991; pp: 511 )

Social reformists and scientists of this period saw the hygiene as the remedies of

physicaland social illness. To bring back fresh air, pure water, green open space and

sunlight to the city became the first object of such hygienists. They discovered the

ifficultyof improving inner city and proposed dispersed multi-centered growth patterns.

he result was the rise of suburbia which brought significant changes in both the social

ontentsand the spatial order of the city. Hygienic superiority of the suburb was one of

e major attractions. (SouthwOl1h and Ben-Joseph, 1996)

In this period, the ideas and principles of utopians, urbanists, and social reformers

ameso important in the shaping process of urban life and urban developments.
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3.5.1.Street System & Network

In the industrial age, the disappearance of the unity of Baroque street can be

observed. There were two important tools to provide expansion and growth of new

cities:speculative grid, and suburban development.

SpeculativeGrid and Rise of Mass Transportation:

The extension of the speculative gridiron and the public transportation system,

,accordingto Mumford, "were the two main activities that gave dominance to capitalist

forms in the growing cities of 19th century ... Allover the western world during this

period, new cities were founded and old ones extended along the lines." (Mumford,

1991;pp:484-487)

'1'he gridiron pattern was used almost exclusively, being easy to survey and layout

and simple to subdivide." (Southworth and Ben-Joseph,1996; pp:28) Such plans were

recognizedwith its standard lots, its standard blocks, its standard street widths, in short,

withits standardized comparable and replaceable parts. Gridiron plans were appropriate

for quick parceling of the land and a quick conversion of farmsteads into real estate and

quicksale. (Mumford, 1991)

The grid also provided a framework which has infinitely expandable but which

allowedsmall increments of growth within a well understood pattern. The grid system of

cityplanning became the predominant urban form, especially in 19th century America.

Itsefficiencyand ease of surveying made the gridiron popular to speculators. (Cohen,

1995) The New York Commissioners plan of 1811 was the typical one. The plan of New

Yorkprovided for a uniform network of streets, crossing at right angles. The plan simply

byplacing buildings for activities of all kinds within the pre-arranged network of the

regulargridiron street. According to Commissioners report: "a city is made up of houses

andwhen streets cross at right angles houses are less expensive to build and more

convenientto live in." (Benevolo,1989; pp:214)

Themistake in this idea was the acceptance of houses as major function of the city.

Whereasthe new industrial city constituted different kind of organizations and functions.

Functionaldifferentiation between the residential, industrial, the commercial and the civic

quartersdemanded blocks of different lengths and depths, with appropriate streets and
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avenuesto accord with their loads of traffic and their functionally different building

layouts.(Mumford, 1991)

Another important development was the rise of mass transportation. With this new

technologicalinvention, as Mumford point out, "walking distance no longer set the limits

of cityextension was hastened, since it was no longer avenue by avenue or block by

block,but railroad line, by railroad line, and suburb by suburb, raying out in every

directionfrom the central district." (Mumford, 1991~pp:489) (Fig. 3.15)

Fig.3.15. A typical railroad development: This plan were used to make 33 different

towns,(Southworth and Ben-Joseph,1996~ pp:28)

"Railtransit also on a much smaller scale, by tramway or train was to be the main

detenninantof the two alternative models of the European garden city. One was the axial

structureof the Spanish Linear garden city by Arturo Soria Y Mata in the early 1880's

andtheotherwas the English concentric garden city by Ebenezer Howard." (Frampton,

1992; pp:489)

NeedforHygieneand Public Health:

InEnlightenmentperiod due to the overcrowding and insanitary conditions of the

industrialtown prime concern was hygiene. This led the public health acts in diseased
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urbancenters, and produced some radical solutions: the surgical operations in old urban

quarters. On the other hand, escaping from the evil of industrial towns was realized in the

formsof suburbs.

Riseof Suburbia:

Due to the impacts of industrial revolution dead or infected parts, which called

slums,were appeared in the overpopulated and crammed cities. This situation led the

development of the idea of garden city and suburbization. After 1830, the picturesque

suburbswere launched.

In suburban settlements, the planners abandoned the conventional terrace form along

a street grid. In cont'rast to this, the curvilinear street scheme was supported by self

containedvillas in their own grounds. (Kostof, 1991) "Following romantic principles, the

suburbanhouse and plot and garden were deliberately deformalized. The street avoided

straightlines, even when no curves were given by nature" (Mumford, 1991; pp:557) The

curvilineararrangements of streets were the most influential features of such settlements.

PublicHealth Acts:

"In industrial city ordinances related to public health were usually spurred on by the

outbreak of epidemics ... Congestion was perceived in terms of street width and the

overall height of flanking buildings. Narrow canyon like streets kept sunlight from

reachingground level. The general remedies were to set height limits and to widen

streetscorrespondingly." (Kostof, 1992; pp:205)

In 17'hcentury especially in newly developed areas there was a great tendency for

wideand straight streets due to the increase in usage of coaches and health matters. On

the other hand, in 19th century crowded streets of old city quarters became the bed of

many diseases. In England in order to control these illness 'bye-law street' was

establishedwith Public Health Acts between 1848 and 1866. (Kostof, 1992) "The vision

of wide,straight, paved streets entranced the authorities who saw it as the best solution

forthe illsof their cities." (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996; pp:37) As planning principle

ofsuchstreets 17thcentury baroque uniformity and order were imposed. (Fig. 3.16)

1}llically,bye-lawstreets are very long, straight and arranged within a grid of paraIleJ streets. fulther

monotonousin overall feeling, they are framed by brick row houses, two or three stories taIl, identical, in

1a}outandstyle. The main element that lends variety within a street is the color the brick facades are
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painted.The major impact of Bye-law Street Ordinance was establishment of the right of way of 12.2

15.25 m as a standard configuration for residential street widths, a standard still used today."

(Southworth&Ben-Joseph,1996; pp:39)

Fig3.16. EnglishBye-law streets: Whitehall Road, Birmingham, (Kostof, 1992; pp:206)

Onthe other hand, in Germany the wide straight street was common in the mid 19th

centurywhichencouraged by the legislations concerning the public health.

"The situation was made worse by regulations regarding the height of abutting buildings. Codes

IIOrmallyset building height in proportion to street width. This meant that the wide streets of Germany

condoneduniformly tall buildings, indeed encouraged them. Wide streets were more expensive to

constructand since this cost was assessed to the owners of adjacent property, it had to be recovered by

buildingas dense and tall as you could get away with" (Kostof, 1992, :206)

After1880instead of wide streets, narrow streets were advised for residential streets

of Gennany.Because of the enormous scale of such wide streets the intimate

relationshipsin residential areas were broken. Wide streets also invited wind and dust to

theresidentialquarters. Therefore, they were seen inefficient due to the health matters.

(Kostof,1992)
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StreetNetwork:

"Avenue and boulevard, that are the two significant road types, still had great

importancebut their usage was differentiated. First boulevards were formal footways

designed for the promeneur." (Giedion,1967; :pp757) However, the 19th century

Haussmannboulevards were designed mainly the carrier of heavy traffic.

Distinction between the avenue and boulevard became uncertain after the second

halfof 19th century:

"Withthe planted stretches of the old walls, the original boulevards, now within the limits of the

expandingcities. As early as the 1830's the introduction of new design features popularized in Great

Britain,both the interior avenue and to the original boulevards created a level of uniformity. These

featuresincluded underground storm drains and sewers and visible to the eye, paving, house

numbering,mail boxes and most important of all, sidewalks. The urban boulevard was divided into three

distinctstrips. The sidewalks were shoppers and shopping, the break between two functions." (Kostof,

1992;pp:254)

Although these large boulevards accommodate different kind of commercial and

entertainmentfacilities they were too large to provide intimate relationships and closed

vistasas in traditional streets. Boulevards also demolished the integrity and social

structureof the old quarters and neighborhoods. (Kostof, 1991)

On the other hand, avenue and boulevard had different usage in America. Avenues

wereprimarytraffic arteries and not encouraged for social activities and boulevards were

thegreen connectors of parks with the outer parts of town that were made popular by F.

L Olmsted.In the American suburbs boulevards were used as parkways. However, they

transformedinto traffic arteries by automobiles later on. But the origins of our times

boulevardwas largely constituted by the time of Haussmann under the brief autocracy of

apeleollIII.

HaussmannBoulevards:

The reasons that made the rebuilding of Paris inevitable can be examined in three

main headings:

I.Theruler's wishes: Napoleon III wished to make Paris the first great city of the

Industrialage. His insistence upon grand boulevards .came from the desire of to increase
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hispopularity and make further revolutions more difficult. To replace the old mediaeval

streetswith straight wide boulevards would be better for troop movements.

2.Traffic& Hygiene: Paris had reached about one million inhabitants under the rule of

Napoleonm. ''The streets of medieval an Baroque, were inadequate for the traffic, the

oldhouses were ill suited to the sanitary requirements of the industrial city and the

concentrationof functions and interests in the capital raised the price of building land to

suchan extent that a radical transformation was inevitable." (Benevelo, 1989; pp:67)

3. Bourgeoisie's Pressures: The bourgeoisie's wanted to reshape the city in its own

imageto make its own business, residences and places of an entertainment the

monumentalcare of the city. (Kostof, 1991)

Haussmann principles and achievements for the city of Paris can be summarized into

threemainheadings;

1. Thefirst principle was related to public health issues. Haussmann called this operation

as eventrement which used in medical terminology and indicated that drastic cure,

massivesurgery, need to save badly infected urban organism. His method of approaching

the subjectwere criticized not only by their contemporaries but also the historians of

today.According to Kostof, Haussmann was the demolition artist and great expert of

massivesurgery. (Kostof, 1992) (Fig. 3.17)

2.Thesecondwas to assure peace by the creation of large boulevards which will permit

thecirculationnot only of air and light, but also of troops (Giedion, 1967) Slum areas of

oldquarterswere also a threat to public order. The dark alleys and .dead ends are the

hideoutsof the majority of released prisoners. (Vidler, 1991,pp':91) While grand

boulevardseliminated the danger of public demonstrations and riots also would clear

spacesfor imperial ceremonies. (Erder, 1986)

3. Haussmann's third principle was related to vehicular circulation. "To facilitate

circulationto and from railway stations by means of penetrating lines which will lead

travelersstraight to the centers of commerce and pleasure and will be prevent delay,

congestionand accidents." (Giedion, 1967; pp:745) Haussmann saw traffic and glory as

a convergentgoals in his later works. The boulevards that focused theatrically on his

historicmonuments were also meant to carry fast traffic. (Trancik, 1986)
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Above all, Haussmann's boulevards replied the bourgeoisie desires. "These

boulevardsput on public display the new pastimes of fancily dressed cafe crowd, turning

theentirecity into a bourgeoisie spectacle." (Kostof, 1991; pp: 224)

Fig3.17.Haussmann's demolitions for Boulevard St. Michel, (<;elik at aI.,1994 ;pp: 14)

FeaturesofHaussmann Boulevards:

Haussmatmboulevards had great lengths which sometimes three mile a long created

thesenseof endlessness. "He spread a uniform facade over the whole Paris. One can still

feela last touch of the unity that had marked baroque architecture" (Giedion, 1967;

pp:769)Regularized facades and equally standard systems of street furniture such as the

pissoirs,benches, shelters, kiosks, clocks, lamp-post, signs etc. was designed by

Haussmann's engineers Eugene Belgrad and Alphand. These elements became the

typicalforParisianboulevards later. (Frampton, 1992) (Fig 3.18)

"Theavenues became continuous streets of ground-flour shops, with dwellings on

the upperfloors. Haussmann's scheme was gargantuan in scale, but it was too late

becomeaneffectivemonument to the ego of monarch and too early to solve the planning

ofindustrialcity. It was the swan song of the baroque city" (Eisner at aI., 1993; pp: 105)

Haussmannizationin Europe:

Haussmatmlike regularizations became popular not only in other French cities but

I1so incentralEurope throughout the second half of the 19th century: (Frampton, 1992)
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Ringstrasse,the prime avenue of Vienna, was one of such examples which developed

with the principles of Haussmann's regularization. (Erder,1986) Engels called this

processas Haussmannization. (Vidler, 1991)

Fig3.18. Features of Haussmann's boulevards: Alphand's Les Promenades de Paris,

(Kostof,1992;pp:228)

Covered(Arcaded) Street:

Glasscovered shopping arcade was one of the new products of the commercial

enterprisein 19th century. Shopping arcades were built of glass walls and iron frames

whichare the new achievements that new technology offered. (Mumford, 1991) Glass

roofsand bilaterally symmetrical interior facades became the standard image of these

pedestrianoriented 19th century arcades. (Kostof ,1992)

Accordingto Mumford '1hese new structures had the special merit of taking

shoppingoff the crowded street, with its confusion of vehicles and noise and admirable

exampleof function planning" (Mumford, 1991; pp: 500) Another thinker Loyer

suggestedthat '1he arcade is the forerunner of the department store as well as the
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modemenclosed shopping mall. The popularity of the passage can also be seen as a sign

ofthesad state of the normal Parisian streets." (Kostof ,1992; pp:231) (Fig. 3.19)

Fig.3.19. Covered Street: Galerie d'Orleans, (Vidler, 1991; pp:79)

Thecovered street idea can also be seen in the works of some 19th century utopians:

Ledouxporticoes and Fourier's gallery streets. In Ledoux's ideal city of Chaux,

porticoeswere covered outdoor rooms for citizens that provide protection from sun and

rainandalso the positive instrument for encouraging social activity. On the other hand,

Fourier'sgallery streets were the places for dwelling units and also the shelter against

therainandcold. (Vidler, 1991)
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3.5.2.Pedestrian-Traffic Relationships

The rise of capitalism, increase in population in cities, and rapid rise in the number of

wheeledvehicles created new traffic problems especially in medieval originated city

quarters.Some of the old uses were lost their impetus in the city and sacrificed to fast

movingtraffic or to financial gain.

In commercial plans of 19th century, the corridor avenue was a linear thoroughfare

whichdesigned to carry large volumes of wheeled traffic. In suburban developments the

plannersmainly placed the shopping area along a corridor avenue rather than on compact

marketplace. (Mumford, 1991)

In 19th century street regulations traffic volume of the street determined the width of

street.At the bottom of the hierarchy, alleys provided access to the rear of properties.

Quiteresidential street and at the top there was major traffic artery.

After the revolution, some street regulations were made in Paris to determine the

street hierarchy: short routes, 6 m wide~ inner arteries 12 m wide and the big

thoroughfareswere 14 m wide. (Kostof, 1992) In the reign of Haussmann, the street

wideningin the older parts of the city became inevitable.

On the other hand, sidewalk and street furniture for pedestrians came into being as

thetypicalfeatures of the street after 18th century. In England, a series of improvements

instreetdesign were introduced and popularized in the beginning of 18th century. These

achievementswere the macadam paving, storm drains and sewers, piped water, house

numberingand sidewalks. (Kostof, 1992) Again in England, as Southw0l1h states, the

firstmodem street section was created in West Minister street improvement program

in 1765. "Streets were lowered and leveled and footway on each side were elevated

pavedand defined by curbstones. The carriageway was paved with smooth granite

slopingto small drainage channels on both sides of the curbs" (Southworth&Ben

Joseph,1996~pp: 18) Such improvements in street design continued with Haussmann

boulevardsin Paris and became universal.

The uses of overpasses and underpasses were brought a new dimension to the

pedestrianand traffic relationships in Olmsted and Vaux's Central Park plan. This plan,

accordingto Mumford, ''was superior to any conventional two dimensional city plan for,

by usingoverpasses and underpasses wherever possible, it provided four independent
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trafficnetworks: footways for pedestrians, bridlepaths for horseback riders, carnage

driversfor wheeled vehicles, and cross-town transverses for city traffic." (Mumford,

1991; pp:557)

Industrial revolution involved new technological changes in street design. However,

thesechangeswould be more radical inthe motor age.

3.5.3. The Urbanists Concerning with Street Design

19th CenturyUtopians and Their Ideal Cities:

The utopian movements of the 19th century were a moral reaction to the

overcrowdingand filth of the industrial age. Utopians; Ledoux, Laugier, Patte, Fourier,

Owenand others "thought of remedies they believed that the present irrational forms of

settlementwould have to be replaced by the other completely different ones, dictated by

purereasons,in fact, side by side with the real city they set the image of the ideal one."

(Benevolo,1989; pp: 148) "They had all in common an impulse to treat social ills with

largedosesof lights, air and greenery." (Cohen, 1995)

Accordingto Vidler, Morelly (1750) was the forerunner of the utopian socialist of

theearly19th century. He defends the geometrical arrangements of streets by means of

order.(Vidler, 1991) According to him, if the regularity became dominant, confusion,

chaosand disorder would be eliminated. When the labyrinth shaped medieval streets

openedand straightened the social disorder would be dispelled. He saw the crooked

streetswhichaccommodate criminals and rebelist as a danger for state. (Vidler, 1991)

Laugier (1755),on the other hand, recommended the large avenues for the beauty

andorderof cities. According to Laugier there were tree main elements that make a city

magnificence;its entries, its streets and its buildings. Primary function of the street

accordingto him was to render communication easy and uncomfortable. In his time,

Pariswas so tortuous, so full of bends and senseless angles and traveling from one

quarterof city to another with wheeled vehicles even by walking was almost impossible.

Hisremedywas clear: "Almost all the streets should be straightened and enlarged. They

shouldbe extended as much as possible to eliminate too frequent windings. New streets

shouldbe driven through all blocks that are longer than 600 feet (180 m). At all

intersectionsof streets the corners should be rounded: at all crossroads there should be
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squares"(Vidler, 1991; pp:37) Laugier's vision of limitless wide avenues were realized

laterinthe reign of Haussmann.

Patte's (1765) approach was surgical. According to him "the city as a body in

varyingstates of sickness and disease and to be cured by alis of medicine. If the city was

torebuiltin the image of man and the city was exhibiting severe problem, it was no more

thana sickbody, to be diagnosed and treated as any man" (Vidler, 1991; pp:39) Patte

suggestedthat the streets are the distribution system of cities, if once they infected they

needtobe a surgeon knife to defeat their illness.

Actually,the notion of city as an organism derived tI-om the modern biology after

mid17111 century. The pairing of human organs thought as the elements of urban form.

Openspaceslike squares are parks were the heart, pumping blood (traftic) through the

arteries(the street). (Kostof, 1991) Patte's surgical treatments on the urban forms was

similarto the term eventrement that used by Haussmann.

On the other hand, in Owen's(1820) proposal the street eliminated or at least

transformedinto a court. (cloister) According to him "As court alleys lanes and streets

createunnecessary inconveniens are injurious to health and destructive to almost all the

naturalcomfortsof human life, they will be excluded" (Vidler, 1991; pp:60) He saw the

streetsofindustrialtown as the place of every social ill and replace them with cloisters in

hisidealscheme.

OlmstedandAmerican Suburbs:

TheEnglishpicturesque tradition of design strongly influenced American architects

andurbanists.Frederick Law Olmsted was one of who criticized the gridiron system for

rectangularblocks with overcrowded row houses where poor living conditions went on.

Hisrejectionof grid and the adaptation of the of the curvilinear road and single family

houseinsteadcrowded row houses was the contrast with the mechanistic order of the

urbanenvironment."(Southworth&Ben-Joseph,1996; pp:30) His remedial solution was

thesuburbandevelopment far from the evil of industrial town. Then Olmsted and Vaux

designedthefirst suburb in Riverside Illinois in 1868. (Fig 3.20)

"AtRiverside, tree-lined roads, gracefully-eurved lines, generous spaces and the absence of sharp

comers werelaid in deliberate contrast to the prevailing city street grid. Houses were set back at least 9.2

withpedestrian walkways on both sides. Trees were planted in a strip between the path and the
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roadway, the first time Olmsted systematically carried out tills feature in the suburban context. This form

of roadplanting as a physical and visual separator between road and pedestrian that influenced by the

Haussmann boulevards" (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996; pp:31)

a

b

Fig.3.20. Riverside plan (a) and the typical cross-section of the residential street (b),

(Southworthand Ben-Joseph, 1996, pp:32)
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EbenezerHoward and Garden City:

EbenezerHoward in his book "Garden City of Tomorrow" of 1898 came a new idea

ofgardencity.In this book, he promise on earth "beauty of nature. Fields and parks easy

access.Pure air and water. No smoke, no slums." (Trancik, 1986; pp:51)

In Howard's scheme small circular cities surrounded a circular central city and

connectedto it by spokes of railroad and to each other by main roads. The radial,

concentricplan focused on a central park and was originated around a series of

landscapedboulevards and avenues. (Trancik, 1967) "Midway between the center and

theouter most circle is a grand avenue, 400 feet (120 m) in width, with trees and

greenery."(Giedion, 1967; pp:783) (Fig. 3.21)

Howarddid not specify curved streets and cottage houses for the Garden city, but in

practicethe result was different. Howard's idea was realized in Letchworth (1904) by R.

UnwinandB. Parker.(Kostof, 1991) Howard's garden city diagram was partially applied

fiftyyearslater in English New Towns and in Greenbelt Towns in USA after world war

1.His notion has encouraged the gradual disurbanization of housing prototypes

throughoutthis century. But the original idea of the garden city "where town and

countryare married" according to Giedion, this was doomed to failure. (Giedion, 1967)

tLB
A DIAGR'\M ONLY.

SITE SEL£CTEO

FJg. 3.21. E. Howard's Garden City Diagram, (Trancik, 1986, pp:51)
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ArturoSoria Y Mata and Linear City:

The highway engineer Arturo Soria Y Mata designed a linear suburb around Madrid

in 1882, which is based on the idea of open but ordered linear growth and on a new

activeinterrelationships between settlement and nature. According to him, "the medieval

ideaof walled city ought to be replaced by the idea of open and rural city." (Norberg

Shulz,1993;pp:170) 'tIe recognized transportation as an element of the highest

importancefor city planning. His starting point was the street railway track" (Giedion,

1967; pp:786) A tree-lined boulevard along which ran a private street car was the main

componentof his proposal. (Moughtin, 1996) The streets of his ideal city was laid out

andoldgrid system but the buildings were placed in isolation from each other. Soria Y

\-lata'sdynamic and interdependent linear city included, in his own words of 1882 "A

singlestreet of some 500 m width and of the length that may be necessary (a city) whose

extremitiescould be Cadiz or St. Petesburg or Peking or Brussels." (Frampton, 1992;

pp:27) (Fig. 3.22)

Accordingto Rykwert, "there has been a correlative attack by those followers of

Haussmannwho have subordinated all functions of urban settlement to the street itsel£

particularlyto the street as carrier of traffic. The most extreme of these was the Spanish

urbanistArturo Soria Y Mata." (Rykwert, 1991; pp: 15)

Fig. 3.22. Arturo Soria y Mata's Linear city (Krier, 1979; pp: 78)
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CamilloSitte and Medieval Aesthetic:

"Haussmann's Paris set the style for other European cities of industrial age. Long,

widestreets, lined with rows of similar buildings became the prototype which has applied

tothe old centers." (Erder, 1986; pp: 140) The critical reaction to this progress came

fromarchitect and urbanist Camillo Sitte.

Sitte was the admirer of Medieval and Renaissance forms. He suggested that the

remedywas to be found in a return to methods of the medieval town a way humanizing,
thecontemporary city. (Giedion, 1967)

He offered an image for older cities "as a relatively undifferentiated solid mass with

publicspaces carved out, a set of designed voids connected by streets, providing a

rhythmicchoreographic sequence, a continuity of spaces, where the street and square are

three-dimensional rooms for public life and public space is the starting point for city

design."(Brill, 1989; pp: 16)

Sitte was against the street widening because in his opinion it v~ry often had nothing

to the with traffic flows but was only a fashionable thing to do. "The ideal street was

picturesque,curved instead of being straight, and had to form a completely enclosed

unit... Moreover, the winding character of ancient street kept sealing off perspective

\;ewsin them while offering the eye a new aspect at each succeeding turn ... " (Hass

Klau,1990;pp:31)

Sitte had many supporters both in England and Germany. His influences had seen in

thelaterworks of Unwin and some German urbanists like StLibben, Henrici and Jansen

duringthe early decades of 20th century.

3.6.Streets in the Motor Age

Traffic congestion had become a senous problem after the middle of the 191h

century.It further increased by two major inventions: bicycle and automobile. Bicycle

developedtowards the end of the 19th century. The period, between 1890 and 1895 often

referredas the "Bicycle Craze Era." (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996) Then the car

inventedfirstly in Europe in 1885 than became universal after the mass production of

Ford'smodel 'T' in 1907. (Hass-Klau, 1990)
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Withthe rise of the use of automobiles the early protests and discussions against

themstarted. To solve the chaotic use of urban streets some laws, ordinances and

regulationswere arranged in the early years of 20th century. Most of these laws aimed to

limitthe development of the automobile. However, invasion of automobile completely

changed the economic, social, and political structure of modern society.

( outhworth&Ben-Joseph,1996)

Automobileimpacts upon built-up environment were so destructive. Its use changed

theroaddesignand its storage changed the design of the houses. Automobile became the

powerfultool of urban extension, decentralization and social alienation. Futurists

celebratedthe advent of automobile. "A roaring car, ratting along like a machine gun is

morebeautifulthan the winged victory of Samothrace." (Kostof, 1985; pp:720)

The rapid rise in number of car-ownership involved better roads which allow the

comfortablemovement of the cars. Asphalt, the all-purpose street cover, became

standardin Europe and United States after 1885. (Kostof, 1992) Better roads brought

fasterandadvancedautomobile design, also higher road construction standards.

Toeliminatethe chaotic street space in urban areas after 1920's many familiar traffic

ignstodaywere created. But for many planners traffic regulation was not the solution of

the futuredemands of traffic. New ideas came from utopians' projects which were the

earlyresponsesof the demand of the motor vehicles. No doubt that, street layouts and

road buildingbecame the essence of planning and development and a determining factor

in hapingthe pattern of the environment.

In order to regulate the pedestrians and traffic relationships early solutions of

separationof traffic modes were adapted in utopians' plans for large cities in Europe.

ajorityof these utopic projects included the separation of pedestrian areas and motor

trafficroutes.One of the first plans, in terms of relieving street congestion, were the

undergroundrailways in England in the latter part of 19th century. However, these

projectsweretoo expensive to construct. (Hass-Klau, 1990)

ExceptBritish ideas to ease traffic congestion by separating traffic in the form of

f8Ild arcades,the French developed even more seriously the idea of separating different

c modes in urban areas. Eugene Henard advocated the multilevel separation of

1rIffic modesin the 'Town Planning Conference' of 1910 in London. (Fig. 3.23)
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Fig.3.23. Eugene Henard's multi-level circulation scheme, (Cornell University Planning

Archive)

In his point of view it would be possible to have three or four superimposed

platformsaccording to the level of traffic flows. The French idea of separating transport

modesinto different levels was used in particular during and after 1920's by various

designersbut significantly by Le Corbusier. (Hass-Klau, 1990)

3.6.1.Street Design in 20th Century

Thetwentieth century has seen the development and widespread acceptance of two

majorcitydesign manifestos: Garden City Movement and Charter of Athens. According

to A.B.Jacobs both were in large measure responses to the building excesses and

resultantfoul living conditions of the 19th century industrial city. The Garden City

Movementbecame the models of suburban development that emphasized central green

areasrather than streets as the means of achieving face-to-face communication and

buildingswell set back, if possible, divorced from streets. On the other hand, in the

Charterof Athens (1933) the rejection of streets as places for people and for the making

IDd expressionof community was even stronger in favor of efficiency, technology and
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speed.Public health was also one of the most important concerns of Modernist. The city

in the park notion made streets unnecessary and orientation to street was seen as a

fundamentalwrong. (Jacobs, 1993)

3.6.1.1.Garden City Movement

Howard's and Sitte's ideas became the starting point for various architects and

plannersof 20th century. Unwin and Parker of England, Stein and Wright of United

Statesand Stiibben and Goecke of Germany became the forerunners of garden city

manifesto.

BritishGarden City Movement and Raymond Unwin&Berry Parker:

Unwinand Parker saw the Classical English Village as a model for a community

againstthe inhuman living conditions of industrial city. Village's green, groups of houses

andlongvillage street surrounded with clusters of cottages attracted them. (Hass-Klau,

1990)

Unwinfound his architectural inspiration in the German town planning principles of

Stiibbenand especially the writings of Camillo Sitte. Unwin and Parker also influenced

theideasof Ebenezer Howard. Howard's statements of ''the marriage of town and

country"attempted to realize in their design for Hampstead Garden Suburb. Also Parker

andUnwinwon the competition to design the first Garden City: Letchworth (1904)

(Southworth&Ben-Joseph,1996) According Kostof, Letchworth explored the possibility

ofa marriagebetween formal and informal planning, but with clumsy results. (Kostof,

1992)(Fig.3.24)

In 1906Parker and Unwin prepared a plan for a garden suburb in Hampstead. In

HampsteadGarden Suburb the formal arrangements of elements proposed by Unwin and

Parker:stately squares, radial streets, straight avenues. (Kostof, 1992) (Fig.3.25) In

1911,Unwinwas convinced that the formal street layout was better: "I believe that with

careand imagination beautiful streets can be built on quite formal lines by simply

manipulatingthe building line a little." (Hass-Klau, 1990, pp: 59)

Unwin'sconception of the street was modem, but not Modernist. He thought street

designas an 'art'. In his work 'Town Planning in Practice' he suggested the mechanics

ofspatialperception and the requirements of traffic and sanitation as the driving forces
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behindof streets. (Kostof, 1992) He interested in to create a series of street pictures

(closedvistas) in both Letchworth and Hampstead Garden suburb.

Fig. 3.24. Parker and Unwin's plan for Letchworth, 1904, (Southworth 1996; pp:42)

Therequirements of motor traffic was entirely alien to the thinking of Unwin. He

wrote"theless area given over streets, the more chance one has of planning a nice town"

(Kostof,1991, :77) According to Unwin, if cutting down on the number of the needless

streetsthe more chance could be given to create internal parks and play areas.

(Mumford,1991)

Thestreet layouts designed by Parker and Unwin influenced the most street designs

inthecomingdecades.

GermanGardenCity Movement: Quasi-Romantics:

Inthe beginning of the 20th century the most important new ideologies concerning

theurban environment in Germany was the Garden City Movement or 'Quasi

Romantics'.Quasi-Romantics were to reform the existing urban housing structure,
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whereas the Garden city representatives were not interested in this aspect. The ideas of

thesegroup were strongly influenced by Camillo Sitte.

a

:::>

I
....•...

b

Fig. 3.25.Hampstead Garden Suburb plan(a) and a typical street cross-section (b),1907,

(Southworthand Ben-Joseph, 1996, pp:44)
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Quasi-Romantics, Theodor Goecke, Walter Curt Behrendt and Hermann Jansen,

aimedto ensure open green space, healthy living environment and many new modem

aspectsof urban planning, such as land-use plans, building at different heights. According

tothemthey would all be combined with some romantic ideas of the past. (Hass-Klau,

1990)

Theyadvocated a categorization which was ideologically derived from and idealized

medievalstreet network. In 1893, Goecke argued against the formal division between

trafficand residential streets. According to him formal street layout could easily be

convertedinto a traffic street. He designed his residential streets on medieval lanes. In

thisschemesome residential streets contained no vehicle traffic.

Goecke's main idea was to develop urban housing blocks that consisted of different

buildingheights. His principle was to relate the width of the street to the height of the

building."The lower the height of the buildings the narrower the planned roads."

Accordingto Goecke "a traffic street would surround a four or five storey-high housing

block, and inside the block, the buildings would become lower and the streets

narrower."(Hass-Klau, 1990; pp:65) In Germany narrow street widths of residential

roadsandthe designing of footpaths were largely influenced by Sitte and Goecke.

The first German garden city was applied in Hellerau near Dresden. In 1906,

RichardRiemenschmid who was an admirer of Sitte took over the overall planning and

constructionstarted in 1909. In his overall street plan Sitte's influence was more evident.

Afterthat, another garden suburb, Falkenberg, designed by Bruno Taut in Berlin in

19l3.(Fig.3.26) In contrast to Hellerau, Falkenberg had much straighter streets. (Hass

Klau,1990)

As in Britain, in Germany, new street designs were developed by supporters of

Gardencity society and the Quasi-Romantics. The works of Herman Jansen will be

discussedlater due to the importance of first Turkish planned city: Ankara.

RadburnStreetLayout and American Experience:

In manyrespects street planning in United States was not so fundamentally different

fromtheEuropean examples. But in USA since number of automobile and use was much

highera newstreet layout design idea which includes protection of pedestrians from the

ftoodofmotortraffic came from this country: Radburn Street Layout.
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BeforeRadburn, a group of planners and architects in USA founded the Regional

PlanningAssociation of America (RPP A) in 1923. It included the urbanist such as Lewis

Mumford,Clarence Stein, Henry Wright, Catherine Baure, Alexander Bing and so on.

FigJ.26. Plan of the Falkenberg Garden Suburb, Berlin, 1913, (Hass-Klau,1991; pp:68)

TheRPPA believed in the garden city principles and the ideas of their members were

closestto concepts of some of the most important British and German planners. In

re~onalcontext, garden cities were seen as the main settlement forms of America by the

RPPA.(Hass-Klau,1990)

TheRPPA was strongly in favor of anti-urban development against the gigantic

metropolis.Most of the members were influenced by Unwin's anti-car thinking in urban

areastheywanted to protect community life from the adverse effects of cars.

Oneof the first practical achievements of the RPP A, .as Hass- Klau pointed out, was

theformationof a private company: the City Housing Corporation formed in 1924.

(Hass-Klau,1990)

The City Housing Corporation started with Sunnyside, New York and after the

financialsuccess of Sunnyside, Radburn project was launched. The Corporation chief
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architects,Clarence Stein and Henry Wright,' designed Radburn (1928) after Sunnyside.

Steinand Wright succeeded to adapt the garden city principles into their projects that

canrespond to American living conditions and growing use of automobile. Stein saw

Radburna reaction to the American metropolis:

''Theautomobilewas a disturbing menace to city life in the USA. The flood of motors had already

madethe gridiron street pattern, which had formed the framework for urban real estate for over a

centuryas obsolete as a fortified town wall... The checkerboard pattern made all the streets equally

invitingtothrough traffic. Quite and peaceful repose disappeared along with safety... Parked cars, hard

grayroadsand garages replaced gardens. Radburn's design was a reaction against traffic and impact of

carsonresidentialliving and as such it had to accept the role of suburb rather than that of a garden

city."(Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996; pp:63)

Radburn contained a new street layout and hierarchy. It consisted of four level street

hierarchy:

• "service lanes for direct access to buildings,

• secondary collector roads around the housing blocks,

• mainthrough roads, connecting the various neighborhoods and districts,

• Express highways 'or parkways to provide inter-urban transport links." (Hass-Klau,

1990;pp: 105) (Fig. 3.27)

In Radburn, pedestrians and cars were separated by overpasses and underpasses. As

Steinpointed out, none of their ideas was specifically original. Their road system

hierarchywas derived from Olmsted's route separation in New York's Central Park.

Alsosome of the ideas were borrowed from Europe. Several authors and Stein himself

suggested that Parker and Unwin's street layout was inspired in Sunnyside and

Radburn'sdesigns. The use of cul-de-sacs in Radburn was largely coming from the

Englishtradition. (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996) (Hass-Klau, 1990)

In tenns of pedestrians, Radburn scheme ensured pathways leading to the continuos

parkstrip opened to large common open spaces within the center of the superblock.

Trafficroads and pedestrian walks was strictly separated.

Due to the impacts of 1929 economic crisis Radburn project not fully completed.

However,Radburn recognized the car's presence. It was ''The Town of Motor Age".
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Radburn'sresidential character and street access systems have been a prototype of sound

communityin many notions ever since. (Eisner at aI., 1993)
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Fig.3.27. Radburn plan (a) and the comparison of street sections of Hampstead Garden

Suburb (b) and Radburn (c), (Southworth and Ben-Joseph, 1996; pp:63)
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3.6.1.2. European Modernism

European Modernist architects found traffic protected superblocks the key to

creatingtheir ideal cities. Famous architects and urbanists such as Le-Corbusier, Walter

Gropius,Ludwig Hilberseimer and their followers saw the automobile and technology as

the forces that would shape the new modem city. They rejected the traditional and

historicpatterns and worked on a new scale which emphasized speed, movement and

efficiencywith a strict separation of cars and pedestrian. This was, with Le Corbusier's

words,'1he machine-age revolution". (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996; pp:71)

In 1920's, some German urbanists, such as Hilbersiemer, Scheibe and Hegemann,

thought the idea of elevated footways as a best solutions. Ludwig Hilbersiemer

representedhis ideal city in this decade. (Hass-Klau, 1990) In his ideal city, high-rise

buildingwas in straight, parallel rows. Traffic system of streets rigidly separated. Ground

wasreserved to the. cars and pedestrians was on the platforms which connect to the

blockseach other. (Trancik, 1986) (Fig. 3.28)

Fig.3.28. Hilbersimer's ideal city in 1920s, (Trancik,1986, pp:23)

But the radical changes in urban pattern came from Le Corbusier who is the famous

architectof French urban design movement and one of the creators of functionalist

designprogram. There were three important principles behind Corbusier's influence on
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modernurban space: ''First, the linear and nodal building as a large scale element;

second,the vertical separation of movement systems and the third was the opening up of

urbanspaceto allow for free-flowing landscape, sun and light." (Trancik, 1986; pp:27)

Accordingto Le Corbusier, traditional city could not be the body of fast moving

traffic."A city made for speed is made for success" he claimed, and recognized the

presenceof automobiles in his street picture. Segregated street systems and auto

orienteddesign was applied by him in "A Contemporary City for Three Million People"

of1922. In this project the city is bisected by elevated highways for fast traffic, 40 m

wide;other main roads cut across the grid. (Fig. 3.29) Between them, the ground is

reservedfor pedestrians. In many ways this project was the polar opposite of Unwin's

ideal town.

Fig 3.29. A contemporary city for 3 million inhabitants, (Trancik, 1986; pp:29)
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All traditional formulas of streets were rejected by Corbusier. According to him

"streetsin narrow trenches walled in by seven-storied buildings set perpendicular on the

pavementand enclosing unhealthy courtyard, airless and sunless wells ..." and he

proposedinstead "great blocks of flats opening up on every side to air and light, and

looking,not on the puny trees of our boulevards today, but upon greensward, sport

groundsand abundant plantations of trees. This means the isolation of buildings from the

streetlines."(Kostof, 1992; pp:233)

LeCorbusier's vision of this new streetless urbanity was also ignored the features of

streetas an environment for their inhabitants. The street turned out to be the channels for

traffic.As Hass-Klau pointed out, he had little time for the needs of the pedestrians. His

citieswereplaces for motorists who could drive at high speed and not be held up by any

trafficcongestion. (Hass-Klau, 1990)

Corbusier's term "machine age revolution" was launched in 1928 with the first

InternationalCongress for Modem Architecture (ClAM) in Switzerland, Le Corbusier

hadgreat influence on the members of ClAM and his vision of streetless city was

acceptedby them.

In 1933,with the publication of his project ''La Ville Radieuse" or Radiant City, he

announcedthe end of streets. "Streets are an obsolete notion. There ought not to be such

thingsas streets; were have to create something that will replace them." (Moughtin,

1992, :129)(Fig. 3.30)

Corbusierwas against the organic pattern. For him, the modem city ought to be

governedby the straight line for efficient traffic circulation. He gave the examples in this

subjectin his book on Urbanism: ''The circulation of traffic demands the straight line; it is

theproperthing for the heart of the city. The curve is ruinous, difficult and dangerous; it

isaparalyzingthing ... The winding road is the 'Pack-Donkey's way' the straight road is

man'sway...That (pack-donkey's way) cannot to be way of humans. Man walks in

straightline because he has a goal and knows where he is going." (Southworth&Ben

Joseph,1996;pp:71)

Consequently,his argument of 'man walks in a straight line' required right angles

streetsset at right angles to one another. (Kostof, 1991) If the analogies of the machine

andthe right angle were applied to the ordering of exterior space, the resulting grid

couldbe used us a method for eliminating accidental and juxtapositions. On the other
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hand,Le Corbusier and most of the functionalists tended to use grid as means of

segregatingactivities into defined zones. (Trancik, 1986)

Fig 3.30. A perspective from La Ville Radieuse (Trancik, 1986; pp:29)

In 1947, his unite d'habitation (large residential unit) at Marseilles he brought the

conceptof rue interieure or interior streets. Two types of interior streets were

categorizedas Vs and V6 in his seven level road hierarchy. Le Corbusier's universally

applicable'7 Vs" had seven different road types: "Vi is a regional thorough roads; V2 a

majorurbanroad; V3 a road for motor traffic only, without sidewalks; V4 the traditional

mainstreetof shops and daily life; Vs a minor street branching off toward housing; V6

eithera path leading to the house door or the interior street of an apartment block; and

V, is a path leading through linear parks, containing schools, sports grounds etc."

(Kostof,1992;pp:237) (Fig. 3.31)

LeCorbusier dominated modern architecture in the period from 1920 to 1960. He

broughtanti-street concept at the scale of urban design. Later on his ideas were criticized

bylatermodernists, sociologists and younger generation of urbanists.
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Fig3.31.Corbusier's "7 Vs", (Kostof, 1992; pp:237)

3.6.1.3. Critics of Modernist Street

In the 1950s ClAM's preoccupation with function, structure and standardization

werecriticizedby a young group of second generation European modernists, especially

theEnglishmembers of ClAM. Alison and Peter Smithson, Jacob Bakema, Aldo Van

Eyckandseveral others formed ''Team 10" in order to re-establish the human needs and

activitiesin space. The key word in their vocabulary was humanism. (Trancik, 1986)

Theywere in favor of large-scale developments and order, to create a sense of place

usededge-definingperimeter walls, cluster blocks and the concepts of pedestrian net

overthestreet net or streets in the air. (Trancik, 1986)

Team10 tried to rehabilitate the street as a part of community design. According to

theSmithsons, "The street is not only a means of access but also an arena for social

expression."(Gutman, 1991; pp:252) Their aim was to replace of emphasizing three

dimensionalquality of street instead of two dimensional modernist street grid and also

believedthe importance of defining street as a multi-use space. However, their analysis

ledtothe Corbusier's notion of streets-in-the-air. For Golden Lane housing projects the

Smithsonswrote "The principal of identity we propose is the basis of Golden Lane
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Projecta multilevel use of residential streets-in-the-air." (Gutman, 1991; pp:252) This

projectunbuilt and failed to success. Because, as a concept, the multi-level use of

residentialstreets was not acceptable within the cultural norms of British society. For

ages,British idea of residential street was fully devoted the English garden city tradition

andanchoredto the land. (Moughtin, 1992)

Although the Smithsons were never able to realize this concept in large-scale built

work,others did. For example, Candilis-Josic and Woods at Toulouse-Le Mirail (1962)

realizedthe organic city building process. Street system was basis on the linkage theory.

Clusterblocks and pedestrian net were applied. (Kostof, 1991) (Fig. 3.32)

Fig.3.32. Toulouse Le Mirail, France, (Kostof,1991, pp:90)

Ideaof multi-level use and streets-in-the-air was reflected to North American cities

aselevated pedestrian circulation systems. In Houston, Toronto and Montreal especially

. commercialareas took the form of network of subsurface passages and skyway
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systems.However, these examples brought the privatization of public space against the

street as the primary place for social interaction. The controlled environment of

Americanskyways criticized due to the class and ethnic segregation. The walkways were

generallyused to connect office, hotels and department stores along a corridor which

surroundedby shops. They were not fully public and not a true alternative to the street

network.(Kostof, 1992)

Another attack .to CIAM and modernist street came from the sociologists

significantlyby Jane Jacobs in United States. As Moughtin states, she is a great apologist

forthe street. According to her, "Streets and their sidewalks, the main public places of a

city,are its more vital organs. Think of a city and what comes to mind? Its streets. If a

city'sstreets look dull, the city looks dull" (Moughtin, 1992; pp: 130) She saw the

dangersof modernist anti-street notion. The publicly unowned spaces between blocks

werethe main generators of the crime. According to her, in order to create a safe

environment,"there must be eyes upon the street, eyes belonging to those we might call

thenatural proprietors of the street... and the sidewalks must have users on it fairly

continuously,both to add to the number of effective eyes on the street and to induce

peoplein buildings along the street to watch the sidewalks in sufficient numbers."

(Moughtin,1992; pp: 130) Similar ideas can also be seen in Oskar Newman's Defensible

space.

After 1960's New Rationalism headed by Aldo Rossi of Italy, Ricordo Bofill of

Spain,Leon and Rob Krier of Luxembourg. The Kriers' main mission was to reconstruct

thetraditionalurban block as the definer of streets and squares. The formula for Krier's

reconstructionof the European city was : "A city can only be reconstructed in the forms

ofstreets,squares, and quarters. The street and squares must present a familiar pattern.

Theirdimensions and proportions must be these of the best and most beautiful pre

industrialcities." (Ellin, 1996; pp: 17)

Accordingto R. Krier, modem movement is so limited in their scope and so lacking

insubstancethat they lost all credibility in a very short period of time. Early Modernists

wereoftenconsidered the planning of urban paths in regional context and lost the human

scalein space. The Kriers defended the poetic content and aesthetic quality of space.

Theyalso suggested that the real public open space elements; streets and square, were
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omitted in the modernists' regional context. The integrity, uniformity and continuity

aspectsof the traditional streets were not taken into consideration.

The Kriers and their followers were fully recognized the importance of historic street

concept within the modern city. Rob Krier, in his work Urban Space, wrote: "The

asphaltcarpet which serves as a channel for the movement of cars is still called a street.

It retains no connection with the original significance of the tern1. Certainly the

motorized transportation of people and goods is one of the primary functions of the

town,but requires no scenery in the space around it." (R.Krier, 1979; pp.22)

3.6.1.4.The Return to the Street

Early modernism years, the 1920's and 1930's, "death of the street" was declared by

themasters of the Modernist Movement. Le Corbusier exclaimed "To breathe-To live!

Homes to inhabit. The present idea of the street must be abolished: DEATH OF

STREET!DEATH OF STREET!" (Southworth&Ben-Jdseph, 1996; pp:72) But 1960's

and1970's were recognized the return of the street.

Urban design theory since the 1960's proposed the changes includes providing a

morehuman scale, offering more personalized and personalizable living space, and

addingvisual interest to the landscape. "The concerned efforts to create quality public

spacehas also produced some welcome result. In many instances, the return to the street

fromthe shopping mall has been successful in bringing a vitality back to street life."

(Ellin,1996;pp: 164)

The early efforts in favor of non-car users was the pedeslriaJlizalioJl. In post-war

decadescity planners had attempted to transform business streets into pedestrian

thoroughfares.These projects were successfully adapted across Europe but especially in

Germany.(Kostof, 1992)

In the post-war period pedestrianization started quickly in Germany, but was in

modestscale. In these decades some successful examples of traffic-free routes were

occurredin Nuremberg and Munich (1963). Between 1960-1966 in Germany, there were

63 pedestrianized street but was no other policy to restrain the traffic. (Hass-Klau,1990)

Another well known example is Stroget which is the busiest pedestrian street of

Copenhagen.The development plans of 1950's and 1960's created a mass transit
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networkwhich encircles Copenhagen's central areas. This create a public transportation

networkwhich is connected to Stroget by trams and street cars. This allows people to

commuteinto the city's CBD without the use of automobiles and encourages the re

arrangementof Stroget as a pedestrian street. Also this efficient mass transport system

helpedto preserve Copenhagen's medieval center character. Stroget works because it is

locatedin densely populated area; has close access to mass transit; major urban spaces

are scaled at a pedestrian level and has a pedestrian based culture. In this case, in

contrastto commercial interests, general thought the decrease of private car use in the

centerhas brought an improvement for business. (CLIP, 1997) (Fig. 3.33)
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Fig. 3.33. Stroget, Copenhagen's main pedestrianized street plan (a), street sections and

aerial·viewof the site (b), (CLIP, 1997)
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The new style of pedestrianization was launched in Germany with Munich Olympic

Gamesin 1972. This project supported the larger pedestrianized areas. In major German

citieslarge-scale pedestrianization was combined with an effective mass transit system

that was seen as crucial. Public transport would ensure accessibility into the heart of the

city.This concept was supported with large car parking facilities in close proximity of

thecity center and improved roads. (Hass-Klau, 1990)

The most important development in favor of residents and pedestrians was

improvement of Dutch Woonerf concept and area-wide traffic calming policies gaining

importance after 1980's all over the world. The background of these approaches will be

examinedin following chapters.

United States experience was extremely different from European expenence. In

USA,because middle classes and working class people have moved to the suburbs their

living and use of public space has changed isolated travel in automobiles and the

obsession with traffic flow have diminished and degraded the life of the street. The

impersonalshopping center and commercial strip had replaced downtown as a setting for

communal life. Inner city streets occupied by lower income groups and became the

center of the crime and fear.1950's was the decades of suburban shopping mall

movement.But in 1980' s pedestrianized new shopping streets were created in downtown

to revitalizing the city center. These shopping streets were combined with recreational

facilitiesincludes entertainment, eating etc. (Carr at aI., 1992)

In 1980's American Neo Traditionalism took the lead. New Urbanism has founded

in the middle of 1980's by architects and planners in California and Florida. The New

Urbanismattempts to revive the features that make pre-World War II towns such a

treasuretoday. In Charter of the New Urbanism, new urbanists wrote:

• "A primary task of all urban architecture and landscape design is the physical dcfinilion of slrcCls

andpublicspaces as places of shared use.

• Therevitalization of urban places depends on safety and security. The design of slreets and buildings

shouldreinforce safe environments but not at the expense of accessibility and openness.

• Inthe contemporary metropolis, development must adequately accommodate automobiles. It should

doso in ways that respect the pedestrian and the form of public space.
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• Streetsand squares should be safe, comfortable and interesting to the pedestrian. Properly

configured,they encourage walking and enable neighbors to know each other and protect their

communities."(eND, 1997)

They are also against the general street layout of traditional American suburbs. All

streetswere made as wide as possible because the zoning ordinance and traffic engineers

whoseconcerned solely with the movement of cars and trucks. According to Kunstler,

"Inthe new urbanism the meaning of street as the essential fabric of the public realm is

restored.The space is created understood to function as an outdoor room, and building

facadesare understood to be street walls." (Kunstler, 1996)

The founders of New Urbanism, Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk

developedthe Traditional Neighborhood Development ordinance (TND) which is set of

principlesagainst the encroachment of the automobile on pedestrian territory. (Kostof,

1992) TND ordinances included revolutionary ideas in street network, pedestrian

networkand street sections and layout for American suburbs. Firstly Seaside Florida was

designedby Duany/Plater-Zyberk and after the success of this project the others

followed.(Fig. 3.34) Advocators of new urbanism largely profited from area-wide traffic

calmingpoliciesand adapted the most calming devices in their projects.

Fig 3.34.Seaside Florida, (DPZ Homepage, 1998)
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3.7. BriefHistory Of Turkish Streets

Throughout the history, Anatolia has become the center of numerous cultures and

civilizationsfrom the Bronze Age settlements to Hippodamus's Miletus, from Selyuk and

Ottomantowns to Modem Turkish cities. Selyuk and especially Ottoman settlements in

Anatolia,evolved under great influence ofIslam culture.

In traditional Islam city, the city is organized along a spatial continuum ranging

fromprivate, semi-private/semi public to public space. In the case of Islam settlements

whilemainthoroughfares is public residential cul-de-sacs emphasize the semi-private or

sometimesprivate characteristics. The excess of the dead end streets in the city is

associatedwith the various ethnic and religious groups. These groups tend to isolate

theirneighborhoods to the other ethnic groups. In some cases property owners along the

cul-de-saccould close the entry of the street with the gate in terms of absolute privacy.

TheIslamic principle of privacy of women was also another significant factor in the

formationof the neighborhood structure. The search for the maximum segregation of

individualhouses within a dense urban setting led to the organization of residential

pocketsaround cul-de-sacs which acted as semi-private paths. (<;elik, 1993)

Religiousreasons had great impact upon medieval Ottoman settlements. Mosque

andmarketplacewere in the core of the city and placed at the crossroads of the main

thoroughfares.In Ottoman city forms influences of Hellenistic and Roman gridiron plan

schemewere non-existent. The evolving process of the city was completely spontaneous

andorganic.

The width of the street was suited to the crossing of the pack -animals and

pedestrians.Because horse-carts were not used till the end of 19th century due to the

religiousbeliefsstreet widths were relatively narrow. (Fig. 3.35)

Accordingto a research comprises West Anatolian streets between 17th. and 19th.

centuryindicatessuch results;

• Buildingshave direct relationships with the street. Encroachments to the street is

usual.Perimeter walls of the intumed houses surround the street.

• Overhangsof the buildings generally very close to each other which shelter passer-by

fromthe rain and torrid sun and creates the passage effect.
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Fig.3.35.Historic core of Diyarbalar, (Kuntay, 1996; pp:9)

• Thestones of the street, adjacent to the building and garden walls, are larger. This

largestones can be thought as sidewalk on which the pedestrian walk.

• Groundfloors of buildings along the street are reserved to the storage, stable and

suchuses. The interaction with the street begins after eye-level.

• Drainagechannel which collect the rain water is located according to axis of the

street.

• Streetsare not intersects each other at right angles. In steepy sites instead of stairways

zigzagpaths were used due to the ease of horse-cart access.

• Thevariations in street width continue throughout the street. Street lengths are also

nottoo long due to the crumpling and curves. (Tosun, 1983; pp:85) (Fig. 3.36)

At the end of the 19th century we see the transformation of central functions and

residentialareas of Anatolian cities as a result of changes in socio-econornic structure,

relativehigh densities, new mode of transportation both regional (railroad) and urban

road(horse-cart) scales and the differentiation of urban land uses. The use of horse-cart

andsomeother changes brought geometrical gridiron pattern which was used as the
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streetnetwork. In the case of newly developed areas, the neighborhoods which had

gridironpattern were mostly the areas where new comers to the city resided such as

migrantsand minorities. (AktUre, 1978)

Fig.3.36.A street perspective from Kula, (Tosun, 1983, pp: 132)

Theinstitutional reforms set in motion by the declaration of the Tanzimat Charter

foundtheir extensions in the built forms. The result was the transformation of classical

Ottoman-Islamicurban image and the adaptation of elements and form of Western

models.The new urban design philosophy came as part of the Tanzimat Reform

package.In the background of the Western style urbanization there was the great
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influences of some bureaucrats whose diplomatic missions were in important western

capitals such as Paris, Vienna and London. For instance, Mustafa Re~it Pa~a, one of the

authors of Tanzimat Charter, had grown to admire the European cities and wanted to

Ottoman capital to meet their standards. He argued that the regularization of the street

network should follow mathematical and geometrical rules. This meant according to

~elik"cutting straight and wide arteries through the existing mazelike patterns. Ease of

communication thus achieved would help to control the recurring fires that plagued the

city"(C;:elik,1993; pp: 49)

The first regulation for Istanbul was prepared in 1848. The some other regulations

werefollowed it. These law and regulations concentrated on similar issues: To improve

overallcommunication and citywide uniformity in the network, the.streets were classified

according to their widths. For example, in 1848 Building Regulation (Ebniye

izamnamesi) there were three category of streets: Main avenues, 7.6 m wide; ordinary

avenues, 6 ill wide; and other streets, 4.5 m wide. However, in 1882 Building Law

(EbniyeKanunu) there were five-category street classification and the minimum street

widthwere increased from 4.5 m to 7.6 m (:elik, 1993) This law was utopic according

to Tekeli because the widest street of Istanbul in this period was only 6 m wide. In all

regulationsand laws between 1848 and 1882, the cul-de-sacs were eliminated due to the

transportation concerns and the danger of fires. (Tekeli, 1996)

The Haussmannization of Europe had particular impact on redevelopment of

Ottomancapital especially in the form of wide uniform streets and post-fire schemes.

Althoughbourgeoisie moved into. the spacious flats lining Haussmalln boulevards in

Paris,in Istanbul no such displacement were made due to the remaining of the basic

qualitiesof old neighborhoods. With the opening up of the street network in the re

plannedneighborhoods and especially the eliminated of dead ends the street lost their

semi-privatecharacter and became thoroughfare. The building regulations of Istanbul

wasextended to the other Anatolian cities towards the end of the 19th century. ((::elik,

1993)

Ankara, center of the War of Independence, took the lead after the establishment of

new Turkish Republic in 1923. Western style urbanization beginning with the

redevelopmentof Istanbul and continued with the making of new capital Ankara. The

newcapital would be the model of the new social life in the direction of contemporary
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western standards. This physical environment and social life would also reflect the

ideology of young Turkish Republic would be the model in the development of other

Turkishcities.

Between 1923 and 1927 there was a chaotic and unchecked urban growth in

Ankara.In order to regulate urban environment and to achieve the new Republic city

model an international competition was arranged. In the competition's specifications

therewere two important point in terms of streets:

• Existing streets and buildings before the competition would be preserved, if necessary

littlecorrections could be made .

• High-rise, prestigious buildings were recommended on the both side of the Ankara's

two major streets: Cumhuriyet Street and Gazi Mustafa Kemal Boulevard. (Tankut,

1993)

German planner Hermann Jansen had won the first pnze 111 the master plan

competitionof Ankara in 1927 after that presented the exact schemr in 1932. Jansen's

planpay attention to the existing built-up structure and property lines his plan suited to

desiresof bureaucrats in terms of economic criterion.

Jansen was largely influenced by Camillo Sitte. He was in favor of the preservation

of old historic cores and quarters and was one of the advocators of garden city

movementin continental Europe. As mentioned previously, he was one of the most

importantmasters of Quasi- Romantics.

Jansen's planning principles for Ankara can be summarized in five main parts;

• Aestheticof the city was his main concern.

• In order to ensure economy from the road construction, streets were designed short,

straightand compatible with topography. Similar ideas also can be seen in Unwin's

worksfor some garden cities in England.

• Jansenplan proposed maximum three stories buildings for wllole Ankara. I Ie thought

low-density garden houses as the major building type in detached and semi-detached

styleand oriented them to sun for health considerations.

• As Hass-Klau suggested that, Jansen understood the danger of the road tramc in

residentialareas. According to Jansen, residential areas should be kept fi-ee of through

trafficand sufficient underground lines should be built to keep the historic city center
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free of it. The residential street layout of Jansen's proposals for German cities were

the closest copy of Radburn layout. (Hass-Klau, 1990) His general concept was also

validfor Ankara plan with some slight changes. (Fig. 3.37) As Tankut states, Jansen

saw cars as a health hazard because they were carrying pollution and dust to quite

residentialquarters. He minimizes the number of thorough traffic roads which allow

speedand uninterrupted traffic flow. He thought the other roads as subordinate and

keep them short, straight and narrow in order to ensure economy. He proposed

pedestrianaxes as the major path ways that connect the nodal points of the city.

• Forthe latter implications like street widening, he proposed front yards for any sort of

construction although the streets generally arranged narrower in the plan. (Tankut,

1993)
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Fig. 3.37. Jansen plan of the Workers' Quarters (a), Plan of the Bahgelievler Quarter (b),

(METU PlanningArchive, 1998)
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Jansen had some problems in the adaptation of the plan. The first problem was the

deadend streets. Jansen's cul-de-sacs were not accepted by the administrators due to

remainingof old traditional neighborhoods of Ottoman Empire. The other problem was

the lack of cadastre maps. This caused the changes in direction and routes of many

streetsthat proposed by Jansen.

As parallel to Jansen's aesthetic concerns, the city council, who saw the uniformity

asan aesthetic factor, applied the uniform building heights and rooflines in major streets

andavenues. (Tankut, 1993)

In 1933, a new building regulation (Yapl ve Yollar Kanunu) was prepared. This law

consisted the regulation of single buildings, and building lots and also the streets

classifications.In this law, dead end streets were prohibited and the maximum width of

the street was determined at least 9.50 m. 1933 Building Regulation also contained

somefeatures of 1882 Ottoman Building Regulation.(Ebniye Kanunu) Despite its major

deficiencies1933 Building Regulation became the background of Law 6785 of 1956

(6785 sayIllimar Kanunu) (Tankut, 1993)

After 1935 Jansen's plan was forced by speculators pressures, rapid rise in

populationand its direct impact on land prices. In 1950's Ankara had reached its final

population30 years ahead of time. As a result of this process it was allowed to increase

inbuildingheights an important street and avenues. Traffic congested in its streets. The

struggleof creating new Turkish Republic city model was intemlpted by the economic

reasonsand the danger of war.

In post war period we see the rapid urbanization in Turkish major cities. Turkey, as

Danielson&Kele~state, has been transformed by rapid urbanization. Urbanization in

Turkeyis an inherent component of the process of modernization. (Danielson&Kele~,

1985) Rapid extension of cities brought some negative urban images: masses of

migrants,housing shortages, traffic jams, polluted air, fouled water etc. Migration has

beenthe prime factor in rapid urban growth. Large numbers of people moved to these

bigcitiesbut the existing social and physical infrastructure of the city could not absorb

thenewcomers. Booming in population and migration created squatter settlements that

surroundthe big cities. Also transportation preference of Turkey was dramatically

changedafter 1950's. "Turkey's highway construction program was designed to increase

thearmy'smobility but roads can be used in both directions, and many villagers seeking
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to better their lives used the improved highway system to move from rural areas to the

cities."(Danielson&Kele~, 1985; pp: 17) This rapid transfom1ation in Turkish economic,

socialand political life influenced the urban streets directly. These conditions can be

discussedinto three main parts:

1.Rapid Rise in Car-ownership:

Railroad policy, which continued till the World War II, was diminished and after

1950highway policy became the government policy. In major Turkish cities rapid

urbanization has greatly demand for transportation at the same time spreading

development far beyond the reach of established services and facilities. With the high

ratesof urban growth travel on streets and highways has expanded far more rapidly than

hasthe capacity of the transportation system.

After 1950's inadequate public transportation has attracted large numbers of plivate

operators (dolmu~) and private car-ownership. Explosive growth of this trend is a

reflectionof economic prosperity an expanding middle class and Turkey's substantial

investment in automobile production. More and more private cars crowded onto

outmodedroad systems. This traffic problems were usual because the streets of such

citieswere still remaining character of pre-industrial neighborhoods. Invasion of major

Turkishstreets by automobile was recognized after the 1970' s.

Door to door transport capability of trucks and buses caused radical changes in

transportation of freights and people. At the end of 1966 the first mass-product

automobile"Anadol" appeared and followed by Fiat, Renault and others. After this

periodnumber of car-ownership changed the scale. For example, while only 3400

automobileexist in 1945, after mid 1970's in second Five-Year Development Plan

(1968-1972)automobile production goal was announced as 57.000 auto-per year, today

it is extended to 800.000 auto-per year. Automobile mania was launched by narrow

mindedgovernmental policy in the fonn of industrialization and consumption. But the

massproduction of automobile in Tekeli's words has completely different results on

societyand their social life habits apart from some other industrial products. Because

citiesof Turkey has yet indicated the features of pre-industrial period and the functional

hierarchyof living and working areas could not provide the mobility of the society.

inceour street pattern were no longer carry the large amounts of automobile, city wide
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urbanrenewals and upgrading of existing street network became inevitable. (Tekeli,

1971)

Tillthe 1970's the inadequate organization of the transport modes in the city did not

allowthe decentralization of urban functions. Therefore, the city grew as high density

compactform some changes were occurred in the urban scene:

• Demolitionof historic parts of the city centers,

• Inadequacyof social facilities,

• Increasein density and the loss of green spaces,

• Declineof quality in public open spaces.

Aftermid 1970's the first examples of pedestrianization of city center occurred in

Ankarain modest scale than spreaded to the other major cities. Streets and even

pedestriansidewalks in the city center has become the storage for private cars. The

intolerabletraffic chaos forced the major municipalities to consider on the high capacity

andmore efficient transport alternatives (metro&LRT) in this decade. One reason for

thehighdemand for light rail transportation (LRT) is that" it costs less than a full metro,

buthasa higher image than bus system" (Gardner, 1995; pp:22)

The main failure of the transportation projects in developing countries the World

Bankfound that is the institutional problems. (Gardner, 1995) In Turkey, the central

governmentacts a dominant role in traffic control and transportation policy.

Above all, increasing numbers of traffic accidents became one of the unending

problemsfor big cities' streets and highways. People are killed by cars in traffic while

walkingor crossing more than they are killed by a stranger with a gun.

2 Modernizationof Urban Public Space:

Modernizationwas the driving force of Turkish revolution. In urban scene we see

theboulevardsas the most important symbol of modernization of Turkiye. Since 1920s

foralmostall major cities and towns a boulevard, a ceremonial square, and provincial

governmentunit have been constituted. According to Korat, this is the reflection of the

ideologyon urban scene. (Korat, 1997)

Openspace, human scale and historic areas have all suffered from the unending

pressureof expansion in the major cities. In order to built new boulevards hundred of

buildingsand organic evolved traditional neighborhoods were demolished. We see the
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suchimplications for Istanbul in the reign of Adnan Menderes in 1950's. He sought to

stimulate private economic development which meant tunneling more state resources

into istanbul. A splended city hall was constructed, and new boulevards installed.

Menderes's remedial actions for istanbul was resembled to Haussmann's urban renewal

forParis: "Menderes attacked the narrow, hilly streets of istanbul to give the city a look

ofHaussmann's Paris." (Danielson&Kele~, 1985; pp:57) Again similar redevelopments

for Istanbul were done by mayor Bedreddin Dalan on urban street network at the

beginningof1980's. Semi private cellular division of old neighborhoods were connected

toeach other with efficient urban street network and the every part of city opened up to

allclasses and ethnic groups. The components of modem city such as large boulevards

andavenues, wide sidewalks, and car-free areas with squares, public art objects and

fountains enhance the social life of the city. The bright lights of these boulevards and

car-freeshopping streets attracted all sort of people in the same place together with their

oppositions.(Goksu,1996)

According to Ayca-Guven Bilse~ rant pressure, loss of quality in architectural and

urbandesign projects and overpopulation degenerated the urban public spaces. (Bilsel at

ai, ]989)

3.Reshapingof Residential Areas:

Allthe changes in urban pattem and social life also affected the physical structure of

residentialareas. With the rapid increase in car-ownership new sub-centers for upper

classesbegan to occur far from the central locations. High land cost and rapid rise in

. populationbrought rant pressure on residential areas. With 1965 Condominium Law,

"highrise apartments replaced smaller buildings on precisely the same lots, with precisely

thesame road system that once served low-density areas." (Danielson&Kele~, 1985;

pp:183)In building market private constructors has converted many traditional low-rise

singlehouses to the alike apartments. High density, uniform and monotonous residential

streetswere occurred as a result of this process. Because much of the new housing was

in apartment units residential densities increased rapidly in big cities and brought

overloadedpublic facilities, mounting traffic congestion and anarchic parking. Once quite

peacefulresidential streets were sacrificed the unending demands of motor traffic.

But some good implementations also has seen to preserve the historic sections of

old Turkishstreets: Sogukye~me Street. Stal1ing in 1976 the old buildings on the street
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weretaken in hand by the Automobile and Touring Club of Turkey, and their restoration

completedin 1986. (Fig. 3.38)

Fig 3.38. A view from Sogukyesme Street, istanbul, (http://hcgll.eng.ohio-state.edu)

The oldest houses in the street are typical of those built in Turkey prior to the

Ottomanmodernization program of the 19th century. In the design of the street window

frameswere renewed and gas lamps installed to light the street. Sogukye~me Street is a

traditionalOttoman street now, the flowers in marble pots all along the Hagia Sophia

fencegivingoff their fragrance. In opening Sogukye~me Street to public use, great care

hasbeentake to preserve its archeological and historical features, and its setting. The

streetis off limits to motor vehicles of any kind, and perhaps this is the most welcome

newsforthe visitor who wishes to pause a while and savor Istanbul that was.

These factors that were mentioned above acted the tranformative role on the

Turkishcity streets. However, the impacts of automobile seem the most destructive one

amongthe others. Our major concern should improve the quality of urban streets and

makethemlivable, outdoor rooms of the city.
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3.8. Conclusion

In early civilization's cities, both regular and irregular forms of streets existed.

Narrowirregular ones which provide protection from enemies, sun and dust would be

imitatedin Medieval for the same purposes.

In Hellenistic period, the concept of the street as an architectural entity was the

resultof conscious aesthetic aims rather than of compelling functional grounds. In

Romanperiod the street layout was functional rather than aesthetic.

Specialqualities of medieval were the small structures, small numbers and intimate

relations.Medieval towns and streets affected some 19th. century urbanists such as

CamilloSitte and advocates of car-free city concept today.

In Renaissance and Baroque periods, the concepts of discipline, order and geometry

shapedthe urban streets. In contrast to pedestrian friendly medieval streets, baroque

streetwas in favor of the new absolute powers: bourgeoisie and autocracy.

Enlightenment was the age of disorder, chaos and revolutions. Baroque uniformity

wasbroken and town planning was mostly ignored due to the industrialization and

uncontrolledgrowth. Preappearance of modern street and section occurred after mid

18th century. But the advent of contemporary street would seem with the rise of

automobilein the early 1900' s.

In the past, the street was the place where social classes and social uses mixed.

However,the streets of motor age mostly served as the channels of motor traffic.

1960'sand 1970's reflected the revival interest to return the street. Modernist anti

streetconcept strongly criticized by wide variety reaction groups. The importance of

streetinsociallife was recognized and attempted to restore again.

Turkish cities,as in many developing country, were transformed by rapid

urbanizationafter 1950's. Invasion of the Turkish cities by automobiles was recognized

aftermid1970s. There is an immediate need to change the priorities in our streets in

favorofvulnerableroad users.

In recent decades, traffic calming and pedestrian pnonty street design gained

importancein reviving the urban streets. Techniques and specific polices which comprise

pedestriansafety and priority will be discussed in following chapters.
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Chapter 4

STREET USE AND DESIGN

This chapter includes the factors that are influence the use of street space for various

usergroups, and the basic variables of street design and management.

4.1. The Use Of The Street

Throughout the history, urban streets has become the important part of everyday

life.People live on a street and have always lived on streets. Daily activities such as

travel,shopping, socializing etc. continue on streets. Streets have places where children

firstlearned about the world, where friends and neighbors met and where the social

centersof towns and cities. However they have also been the channels for transportation

andaccess.(Appleyard, 1981)

Sincethe rise of mass transportation especially the increase in numbers and speed of

automobilesstreets are distinguished as pedestrian space and motorist space. The strict

segregationinfluenced the physical characteristics of streets and the daily street

activities.Non-car users were forced to live narrower sidewalks. New streets were

designedfor the comfort of motorists not for pedestrians and cyclists. The result has

beenthedeclinein the attractiveness and the desirability of urban streets.

Howeverlast three decades has seen increased interest in the role of public space

andthestreet can play in shaping the public culture. The reviving interest on streets and

streetactivitieshas brought some new ideas in reshaping the street environment. New

fonnsof have emerged including pedestrian streets, auto-restricted zones, shared streets

etc.whichaim to take back the street activities and make the street outdoor room for

community.

Theuse of the street have different meaning for various user groups and social

classes.Many cities have districts where special qualities and ethnic characters were

observed.In terms of different social classes the use of the street space tend to be vary.

Forexample,while in upper class areas often the streets are, quite and empty even

walking is ignored in poor quarters the interaction among people is much more higher.



Cultural diversity is one of the factors which influences the use of street space.

Socialnorms, rules and habits are the deterministic factors in the use of street for various

activities.(Rapoport, 1987)

Alsothe user groups have different expectation in the use of street space for various

activities.For instance, while adults ,as Moore states, see the street as channel for traffic

oraccesschildren see the street as playground. (Moore, 1987)

Major street space uses can be categorized into two broad group according to

Eichnerand Tobey's classifications: functional uses and social uses. (Table 4.1)

TABLE4.1. Major Street Space Uses

FUNCTIONAL USES,

Vehicular Circulation

Pedestrian CirculationUrban Life Support

Through movement

Through movementproviding space and access for

utilitiesPicking up/dropping off

waiting for vehiclescontrolling traffic

passengers

(buses, taxis , cars)

access to parking

crossing streetproviding for emergency services

curbside parking

entering-leaving buildingslighting the streetscape

buses emergency vehicles SOCIAUAMENITY USESstrolling and window shoppingrestingand people watchingvendorstelephones, newspapers, art works and bannerseatingand waitingorientation! informationstreetperformersdrinkingfountains etc.

(Source:Eichner and Tobey, 1987; pp:280)
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4.1.1.The Use of the Street by Pedestrians

There are many variables which influence the use of the street by pedestrians.

Accordingto Rapoport these can be examined as follows:

1. Impactsof technology: e.g. in pre-industrial world walking was extremely prevalent.

2. Availabilityof safe environment against the danger of automobile and crime

3.Environmentalvariables such as noises, fumes, congestion, quality of paving etc.

4.Climateand weather

5.Topography: hills, hard slopes etc. affect vulnerable users and people with physical

disabilities.

6.Distanceto a given goal.

7. Availabilityof services such as kiosks, seats and toilets.

8. Culture,which defines settings, rules for appropriate behavior etc.

9. Physicaland perceptual characteristics. (Rapoport, 1987; pp:81)

The last two variables are more important than others according to Rapoport.

Culturallyestablished rules determine the use of the street. But these rules may change

accordingto different classes and ethnic groups. As Rapoport points out, cultural

variablesare primary for any activity, including walking and others, occurring in streets.

Itistheculture that structures behavior and helps explaining the use or non-use of streets

andotherurban spaces. In addition the cultural variables, people can also be influenced

by physicalvariables. The particular physical, especially perceptual, qualities of the urban

spaceshavegreat impact in activities as inhibiting or supportive. (Rapoport, 1987)

4.1.2.Street Activities

Theuse of street by large numbers of pedestrians brings the variety of activities to

thatstreet.Activities in the streets, according to Moughtin, increase when densities are

highenoughto inhibit the use of the automobile and to support a range of facilities such

asshopsand schools that are within walking distance from a sustainable catchment area.

Alsothe land-use mix encourages many activities which is vital for livable streets. The

eliminationof non-conforming uses from the residential area reduces the propensity for

socialcontactand interaction in the street. (Moughtin, 1992) But as outlined above the
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usesof street for activities varies from one culture to another. According to Rapoport

thesehighly varied set of activities and their characteristics can be discussed in two broad

classes:

1.Non-pedestrian Movement: This consist mainly of wheeled vehicles (especially in

modern culture, motorized vehicles) In other cultures and historical periods pack

animalsmay be involved.

2.Pedestrian Activities: We can subdivide it into two groups:

a, Dynamic Pedestrian Behavior: contains mainly walking and strolling. These are

comparatively constant in nature and culture influences how acceptable walking is,

whowalks, where, when, how fast and with whom.

b, Static Pedestrian Activities: include sitting and standing, squatting, lying down,

eating,playing, working etc. The cultural variety playa larger role in static pedestrian

activitiesrather than the dynamic ones. (Rapoport, 1987)

RecreationalActivities on the Streets:

Streets are also the places for recreational activities. Advance of urbanism in

twentieth century brought the decline in the utility of streets and thoroughfares as

recreationalspaces. There is a great relationship between the road capacity and

recreationalutility. (Fig. 4.1)

RoadCategory Significance as a RouteRecreational Utility

Motorway

NationalLow

Primarydistributor

]1

Rlona

Secondary
Localstreets

J
Cul-de-sac(dead

Local

Pedestrianizedareas

High

YlgW'e 4.1. Theoretical relationships between road capacity and recreational utility,

(Williams, 1995)
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While in local distributor roads the availability of recreational activities are high

urbanmotorways have limited recreational potential. Traffic free routes have perhaps the

greatestpotential to support outdoor activities. Pedestrianized streets and traffic calming

zonesoffers the best opportunity to pedestrians for such activities. (Williams, 1995)

1. Walkingand Cycling:

Walking can be thought at the head of the list of common outdoor activities.

Althoughwalking tend to be vary with culture and class according to some researchs,

eightypercent of journeys of less than a mile are conducted on foot. Walking distance

changesaccording to age groups, and also the level of mobility which is ensured by

privatecar or availability of public transport services.

One common problem in large cities is that because of the very large numbers of

pedestrians,a nominal 2 m sidewalk is often insufficient for walking. An estimate of a

requiredpavement size can be obtained from Table 4.2.

Table4.2. Calculating pedestrian sidewalk widths

Rate of flow Quality of flow

Pers/minlm width of walkway1.5or less

completely open

1.5-6

unimpeded: free movement, walking groups are easily

maintained6-18

impeded: groups must change and reform

18-30

constrained: groups cannot be kept, cross flows cause

conflicts30-42

moderatelycongested:bodilycontactinevitable,

frequent conflicts throughout the steam42-54

heavily congested, even when the slowest walkers are

obstructed>54

Jammed: enforced movement at a standstill

(Source:Gardner, 1997; pp:23)
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Walking in cities occurs in a range of circumstances. While some walking have

functionalnature and the travel between two locations, in a fastest way some walking

willbe seen as recreational such as strolling, people watching, socializing with other

residentsetc. (Williams, 1995)

Walking, according to Rapoport, is mainly a function of the two variables: culture

andphysical perceptual qualities. Physical comfort, levels of society, and the attraction

anddiversity of the townscape have great influence on the walking. (Rapoport, 1987)

Roadsafety is another significant issue for walking. Especially in developed countries,

streetcrime acted a larger role in the decline of walking in city streets.

2. Shopping:

Especially in cold climate zones and in some European countries indoor shopping

mallsas a corridor shopping street became popular in last decades. However, in most

centralareas shopping remains an important activity that brings people to the streets.

(Williams,1995)

3.Children'sPlay:

Children, according to Moore, see the elements of the street such as mailboxes,

signs,benches, trees, cars, gates etc. as an opportunity to play. Children measures the

environmentalquality of the street by the presence or absence of these objects. Research

emphasizedthat most common playgrounds for children are the streets, pathways and

associatedhard-surface circulation areas. (Moore, 1987)

4.Socializing:

Streetshave always been the places for social contact and interaction throughout the

history.But anti-street attitude of Modernists have caused the decline in the social role

ofurbanstreets.

Peoplewatching is popular recreation in many public places and the activity of the

street.Forthe widespread social uses streets ensure contacts with friends and neighbors.

(Williams,1995) In recent projects, as in Woonerf, to encourage interaction among the

communitymembers is one of the prime concerns.
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4.1.3. Physical Planning Variables and the Use of the Street

According to Schumacher, in the planning of a street the physical factors that appear

most to influence street use are: user density, land-use mix, pedestrian-vehicular

interaction, and configuration of street and context. (Schumacher, 1991)

Mixed land-use might encourage bicycle and pedestrian access, but without a

convenientand safe non-motorized system it may do little to invite people out of their

cars.A quality urban environment includes safety, proximity and access, and not simply

mobility.(Mozer, 1994)

Pedestrian! Automobile Interaction: The Modernist attitude of grade separation

forcedthe pedestrians to walk narrower sidewalks, overpasses and underpasses. While

separationof high speed movement from pedestrian activity may seem inevitable total

separationis generally not desirable for street activity. The prime concern in separating

pedestrians from vehicles is to ensure personal safety. Although full pedestrianized

streetsor multi-level solutions (skyway system etc.) may particular success in downtown

areas, for residential areas instead of strict separation between cars and people

interactionamong them should be taken into consideration. (Schumacher, 1991) Calmed

streetshave great success in slowing down the traffic in residential areas consequently

thesafeinteraction between people and motorists.

Configuration and context: "In contemporary planning practice, the public street

environmentis what remains after private planning for individual land parcels along the

streettakes place. When public open space is considered it is usually with the intention of

creating plazas around buildings or removing streets to create superblocks"

(Schumacher,1991; pp: 13 7) This anti-street attitude of twentieth century notions erodes

thetraditional configuration of urban street as 3- dimensional volume and figural ground.

Land-use planning objectives for livable cities and urban public spaces can be

outlinedin three headings:

• Regionaldevelopment based on decentralized concentration

• Localneighborhoods which contain a fine grain mix of uses

• publicstreets and spaces which are accessible, legible and attractive (Gardner, 1997;

pp: 13)
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4.1.4. The Factors Influencing the Recreational Street Use

According to Williams, the recreational uses of urban streets is affected by these

threesets of problems: (Williams, 1995)

1. RoadTraffic& Quality of Design:

Road traffic is the most important factor that prevents the pleasurable use of streets

forrecreational street activities and creating a number of difficulties. Especially the use

oflargenumbers of private car caused the environmentaL social and aesthetic problems

incities.Urban automobile according to Cities for People Report;

• Inhibitsthe social contact that binds communities together,

• Endangersother street users,

• Disturbspeople with its noise,

• Causesair pollution,

• Wastesenergy and natural resources. (Cities for People, 1997)

Automobilepollution is the main cause of terrible air quality in many cities. For the

pedestrians,cyclists, window shoppers or the retailers vehicle fumes are a noxious health

bawd that quickly devalues other pleasures that may be associated with being on the

street.In sum non of these factors enhance the capacity of the street as a place of

leisure,indeedthe effect is quite the opposite. (Cities For People, 1997) (Fig. 4.2)

Fig. 4.2. Downtown Houston, Texas, (Cities for People, 1997)
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Cars cause social isolation. Appleyard's "Livable Street" research of 1981 indicates

that the impact of automobile on informal social contacts within neighborhoods.

Appleyardclearly implies that the level of traffic is inversely correlated with the level of

socialcontact in the block. The removal of automobile from the urban environment will

domuchto build community. (Appleyard, 1981) (Fig. 4.3) Studies have shown that as

automobiletraffic on a street increases social life on the street dies. The noise, danger

and pollution slowly drive people from the street.
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Fig 4.3. Appleyard's Livable Street project, San Francisco, home territory on three

streets,(Appleyard, 1981; pp:23)
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Traffic noise makes conversation at normal levels difficult or impossible. Traffic

preventsthe normal opportunity to interaction on the street and causes the decline in

sociallife.

Traffic accidents are the another significant problem. The threat of injury and that in

trafficaccidents is the most serious problems of many cities and towns. In some

developingcountries including Turkey, death-by-auto is the leading cause of death.

Quality of design is also important issue. Poor urban design will also limit

recreationalutility of streets and other public spaces. In the city centers, streets should be

physicallycomfortable and especially interesting places in which people will choose to

recreate.In residential areas design requirements should indicate safety and creating

interestin street environment for the residents which can be achieved through good

urbandesign. (Williams, 1995)

2. EconomicOrganization problems:

Due to the recent influences of large-scale urban shopping centers and atrium style

developmentshopping has begun to remove from commercial streets. Especially in

UnitedStates shopping mall became the new centers of communal life after 1950's.

Theseimpersonal shopping centers and commercial strip have replaced the function of

downtownand commercial streets in central locations. (Carr at aI., 1992)

Maintenance of streets are also the problem. "Care of trees, materials, buildings and

alltheparts that make up a street is essential. People will choose well-maintained streets

ratherthanpoorly maintained ones." (Jacobs, 1993; pp:289)

l Safety:

Personal safety problems influence the vitality of street an~ the street activities

negatively.Especially the groups such as women and elderly people limit their activities

onstreetsdue to the fear of crime. (Williams, 1995)

4.2. Street Design

Safety,health and traffic: these three important variables has become important

considerationsin the street design but not the all. The aesthetic concerns including

specialdesignfeatures landmark and marker points, fountains and trees or the uniformity

hasalsoplayedan important role in the design of streets.
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In early civilizations special architectural features upon the street scene had

significantreligious and aesthetic values. For example, in Vedic city plans, as Kurokowa

pointsout, there was a holy bodhi tree at the intersection of two main thoroughfares.

Thetree was a spiritually powerful cosmic symbol. (Kurokawa, 1991) In Hellenistic

periodthere was conscious aesthetic aims rather than of compelling functional grounds

inthe concept of the street design. Street design and the establishment of efficient street

networkbecame the basic unit of urbanism.

In renaissance we see the full uniformity in street frontage and the importance of

streetnetwork due to the religious and military reasons. Baroque period recognized with

theuniformity of streets and wide straight streets again became an important goal in

streetdesign. Endless avenues and boulevards were emphasized the power of despotic

rulers.In the design of these streets public buildings, palaces and churches were the focal

pointsthat terminating the vista.

Industrial revolution brought new ideas to street design. Especially in some 19111

centuryutopians' schemes streetless communities were proposed or replaced with

coveredstreets. Boulevards of Haussmann also introduced the gigantic· scale in the

designof streets and for the first time recognized the presence of wheeled traffic.

Haussmannpreferred the baroque's uniform building frontages in his boulevards in terms

of publicorder and the aesthetic beauty.

Appearance of cars in the cities and towns has caused radical changes in street

design.Early Modernist' anti-street attitude has removed life from the streets. Street

designhasbeen considered in terms of engineering standards and comfort of automobiles

by them.Grade separation has forced pedestrians retreat from the streets. The vulnerable

usersof the modern streets were sacrificed to smooth, straight highways. Both in

GardenCityMovement and Modern Movement building line was separated from street

linewithset-back distances.

However,this trend was slowly reversed. In last three decades all over the world

thereare some conscious efforts to restore life and activities on the streets. To ensure

safe,comfortableand functional street environment for people again became the major

concerninthe street designs. In Europe, the Dutch Woonerf of 1970's, area-wide traffic

restrainsof 1980's, in United States, D. Appleyard's Livable Street Project of 1981, P.

Calthorpe'spedestrian pockets and Transit Oriented Development (TOD), and A.
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ater-Zyberk's Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND) has brought

tives to the street design. These projects have recognized the pedestrian

e design of streets.

Design in Urban Design Context

racter of a street should be determined by its context within the surrounding

ure and its place within a street hierarchy. To prepare a classification of

according to their pedestrian character, economic potential and

n capacity will be useful.

n:

ng to A.B. Jacobs a good street has definition. Scale, proportion and spacing

determine the degree of definition.

The scale of street should accord to its context within the street hierarchy.

tend to be vary due to the cultures and conditions, but in Gardner's list

tionship between street type and corridor width may be thought as an

ardner, 1997, :18) (Table 4.3)

treet types and corridor width

Type

ard

e

Street

treet

trian Alley

rdner, 1997; pp: 18)

Corridor width

25-40 m.

20-25 m.

15-20 m.

10-15 ffi.

6-10 ffi.
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Human scale is another prime concern in the definition of the street. Buildings

must relate first of all to human proportions. Maertens and Blumenfeld are heavily

concerned in their works with human scale. (Fig. 4.4)

''They (Maertens and Blumenfeld) use distances at which they report it is possible to recognize

people(human scale) and distances at which facial expressions can be seen (intimate human scale)

togetherwith angles at which objects can be seen clearly to judge to scale of buildings. They conclude

thata building height of three stories and width of 36 feet with a street width of 72 feet are the

maximumdimensions for a building of human scale. The smaller intimate scale requires a building

heightof21 feet a building width of 24 feet and a street width of 48 feet." (Jacobs, 1993; pp:278)

a b

Fig. 4.4. A sense of definition can be provided when height-to-horizontal distance ratios

are1:4 when the viewer is looking at a 30-degree angle to the street direction (a) Human

scaleand intimate human scale (b), (Jacobs, 1993; pp:278)
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Proportion: It is simply defined by the ratio of width of street to height. The

proportionof street according to Moughtin is critical for good street design: ''When,

forexample, a street is long and wide with two-storey houses ranged along a common

frontageall sense of space enclosure is lost." (Moughtin, 1992; pp: 141)

According to Gardner, the height of the buildings bordering the street should be

sufficientto visually contain the space. While quite narrow streets can be pleasantly

definedby five stories development, low rise is quite unsuitable for a wider street-type.

(Gardner,1997)

Building height IS critical here. In Christopher Alexander's book Pattern

Language, pattern 21 refers to four-story limit. It states that "In any urban area, no

matterhow dense, keep the majority of the buildings four stories high or less. It is

possiblethat certain buildings should exceed this limit, but they should never be buildings

forhuman habitation." (Alexander, 1977; pp: 119) Four story limit is important in his

patternlanguage because at three or four stories, one can still walk comfortably down

thestreet, and from a window you can still feel part of the street scene -details, the

peopletheir faces etc. - but above four stories these connections breakdown and the

visualdetailsare lost. (Alexander, 1977)

Numerous researches suggest that, buildings along streets a~e likely to provide a

senseof definition when height to horizontal distance ratios are at least (1 :4). At height

todistanceratio of (1:3) there always seem to be definition and at (1:2) definition is

strong.As the ratios get smaller to (1:5) and beyond there is not a sense of the street

beingdefined.Although these proportions are helpful to create enclosure for urban street

itishardto give an absolute height or upper-lower limit to street definition according to

A.B. Jacobs.In his points of view, " it may be upper limits are more more appropriately

determinedby the impact of height on comfort and livability of the street as measured by

sunlight,temperature and wind, than by absolute or proportional height." (Jacobs, 1993;

pp:279)These ratios also are not the only deterministic factor for good urban street. For

example,for the wide streets where width is greater than height as in Champs Elysees it

bastheinterveningtrees which create optical width and provide definition.

Spacingof Buildings is another significant factor in the definition of the street.

Tighterspacingis more effective than looser in achieving street definition. (Jacobs, 1993)

(Fig.4.5)
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Fig 4.5. Greater horizontal spacing and less definition, (Jacobs, 1993; pp:281)

3. LandUse:

The land-uses bordering the street will influence its character through the types of

use,the subdivision into different frontages and the activity of the edge according to the

numberof entrances into buildings. As Gardner points out, "pleasurable streets for

pedestrianshave many, narrow frontage buildings, many entrances, and display areas,

andpublicuses." (Gardner, 1997; pp: 19)

Accordingto Whyte, dead uses such as businesses without display windows, banks,

offices,parking garages and storage areas with blank: walls should not be placed along

thepublic street. On the other hand,· some uses such as kiosks or cafeterias may

enhancestreet environment. (Francis, 1987) Champs Elysees is one of the best examples

thatattracthuman interest through their outdoor cafes and shops. (Fig. 4.6)

4. Activitieswithin the Street:

Streetsmay provide space for traders, markets or fairs. These uses can conflict with

traffic,but can also often be managed by keeping them within a specific area or restricted

tospecifictimes of the day or week. Street activities despite their traffic problems are

generallyattractive to pedestrians. (Gardner, 1997)

Accordingto Francis, healthy streets are used by different people for a variety of

activities.Streets are generally designed for walking and driving but a lively and

successfulstreet constitutes from a balanced mix of different user groups and activities.

Activitiessuch as walking, talking, eating and sports sho\lld be encouraged for diverse

streetlife. However today these aGtivities often channeled through urban parks,
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restaurants and public buildings. According to Francis, our task should bring them back

to the public streets. (Francis, 1987) Multi-use of street space have obtained particular

successin woonerven type street designs.

Fig.4.6. Champs Elysees's cafes and shops: a livable promenade, (Jacobs, 1993; pp:78)

5.ClimaticFactors:

Streets,as Gardner suggests that, should be oriented according to their climate. For

example,it may be possible to orientate important streets against prevailing winds in cold

climatesand with prevailing winds in hot climates. (Gardner, 1997)

Theidea of to design streets, in accordance with the wind directions went further to

Vrtrivius,and renaissance urbanists Alberti and Palladio. Palladio, for example, said :

"Forthoseof a temperate and cool air, the streets ought to be made,ample and broad;

consideringthat by their breadth the city will be much wholesomer, more commodious

IIId morebeautiful. .. " (Moughtin, 1992; pp: 142)

Streets in hot climates, natural (tree planting) and architectural, (colonnades,

canopies)may ensure protection from the sun. Arcades create transition zone between
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buildingan street space. They provide shade from both sun and rain, and preferable

especiallyfor shopping streets. Eastern Roman provinces, as discussed previously, had

sucharrangements (porticoes) through their major shopping street.

Airflow is another climatic factor in street design. Tall buildings can create

unexpectedair turbulence which influence the pedestrians. Gaps between elevations

increasewind speed, so spaces between tall blocks or the areas below them are often

windswept. If tall and low buildings are used together the wind speed around tall

building'sedge will be higher. On the other hand continuous street frontages comprising

buildingsof similar height are less likely to create airflow problems. (Gardner, 1997)

(Fig. 4.7)

wind speed between

high and low buildings
increased 50-400%

•.••.._-

Fig.4.7. Air-flow, (Gardner, 1997; pp:20)

6.PersonalSafety:

The buildings watch out the public streets may increase the personal safety.

Accordingto Jane Jacobs "there must be eyes upon the street, eyes upon the street, eyes

belongingto those we might call the natural proprietors of the street." (Moughtin. 1992;

pp:130)

Cities,as Gardner points out, designed to be used 24 hours a day thus help avoid

certainareasbecoming dangerous zones.

Thesafetymeasures may include:

• "Replacingpedestrian underpasses and bridges with controlled surface crossings,
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• Providing low level pedestrian street lighting,

• Maximizing the numbers of windows and doors which ensure natural surveillance,

• Maximizing the linkages between new and existing developments,

• Locating important facilities such as public transport stops in busy, well surveilled areas."

(Gardner, 1997, :20)

Protecting pedestrians and cyclists from motor traffic is another significant issue in

personalsafety. The variety of actions, according to Mean Streets Pedestrian Report, to

makestreets safer for community includes;

• Trafficcalming: the installation of speed bumps, traffic circles or other devices in

residentialneighborhoods that slow cars down, and ensure that pedestrians are safe,

• Providingseparate walkways and another spaces for pedestrians,

• Designingpublic spaces to be more pedestrian friendly including the wider sidewalks,

brickedcrosswalks etc.

• Enhanced public education on pedestrian safety and laws designed to protect

pedestrians.( Mean Streets, 1997)

4.2.2.Street Design in Transportation Planning Context

Transportobjectives to improve the street space in favor of pedestrians includes;

• "Optimizingthe network for the movement of people not vehicles,

• Restrainingcar-use,

• Establishingan appropriate road hierarchy." (Gardner, 1997; pp:21)

Wemay constitute three groups of measures to apply these objectives: measures to

optimizethe network for the movement of people not vehicles, measures to restrain the

car use,and measures to establish an appropriate road hierarchy.

4.2.2.1.Measures to optimize the network for the movement of people

Todayin most cities, especially in developing nation's city streets, natural priority is

usedby the largest and fastest vehicles. To restore this situation in favor of the

wlnerableroad users should be the aim of the street design. These measures can be
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thoughtin three parts: Public transport priority measures, pedestrian priority measures,

andthe two-wheeler priority measures. (Gardner, 1997)

I.PublicTransport Priority Mesures:

Public transport should take a greater priority because these modes have a higher

carryingcapacity. Mass transit is used for high-capacity public transport systems includes

heavyrail (metro), Light Rail Transit (LRT) and busways. A metro system can have a

veryhighcapacity but is the most expensive one. LRT costs less than a full metro but has

a higherimage than a buses. LRT can comfortably share space with other road users,

includingpedestrians and it has no on-street emissions. But LRT is also relatively costly

accordingto bus system.

A network of busways with bus-only streets and tracks can provide a comprehensive

transitsystem at very low cost. Buses are more efficient users of road space than private

cars.''}fused only by cars, even a six-lane highway will have a lower transport capacity

thana 3.5 m. busway." (Gardner, 1997~ pp: 10) Buses may also carry thirty times as

manypassengers as a car. The freeing of buses from delays caused by other traffic can in

manycasesproduce a net economic benefit.

Bus priority measures

lWith-t1ow bus lanes

2.Contra-t1owbus lanes (lanes reserved in a one-way street for buses travelling

inthe opposite direction to the general traffic)

3.Reservedbus lanes on freeways

4.Bus-onlystreets

5.Busways(segregated roads .for buses only)

6.Priority at traffic signals(automotic adjustments of timings yo favour

approachingbuses)

7.0ther bus priority measures such as parking restrictions near bus stops and

stopsand traffic manegement measures applied to bus-routes

8.Comprehensiveschemes incorporatings bus priority and town planning

Figure4.8.Bus priority measures, (Gardner, 1997; pp:22)
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In bus priority measures ,that were listed above, bus-only streets and with-flow bus

lanesare the most common. In order to increase the efficiency of buses;

• "integrate bus routes with other modes of transport,

• provide high-density uses close to public transport stops,

• ensure convenient, well designed bus stops with good accesibility,

• optimizing levels of service and cost will be useful." (Gardner, 1997; pp:23)

On the other hand, the location and design of public transport stops can have a

majorimpact on decisions about which mode of transport to use. Public transport stops

shouldbe provided as close as possible to destinations such as housing, shopping centres

etc. (Queensland Department of Transport, 1997) The land uses that suppol1 public

transport are given in Appendix C.

2. Pedestrian Priority Measures:

There are some pedestrian priority measures to reduce the conflict points between

pedestriansand vehicles. These are;

Pedestrianization:

"The true selected pedestrianization schemes can bring environmental improvements

and can be acceptable in areas where pedestrian-vehicle conflict is extemely high."

(Gardner,1997; pp:23)

The majority of pedestrian schemes, as Simpson states, should be associated with

predominantlyshopping uses. But the restrictions of traffic may create some concerns on

retailersin terms of their profits. However, numerous researches suggested that the

successfulpedestrianization applications provide greater benefits both customers and

retailers.Pedestrianization should be supported by careful design of pavements, street

furnitureand lighting in order to enhance the environment. (Simpson, 1988) In busy

shoppingstreets pedestrian zones are often welcomed by both traders and the public.

troget,the busiest pedestrian street in Copenhagen, is one of the well-applied examples

ofpedestrianization.

On the other hand, some points are critical in pedestrianization schemes in terms of

safety.As Fieldhouse points out "too much pedestrianization can cause dead zones that

become110 go areas in the evenings. Specific effort must be put into the scheme to avoid
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this."(Fieldhouse, 1997) Full pedestrianization should therefore take place only within a

frameworkofa carefully planned road hierarchy. (Gardner, 1997)

VehicleRestricted Area (VRA):

It is simply an area where the movement of vehicles on its highways is restricted or

prohibitedby means of formal Traffic Orders. (Fieldhouse, 1997) But service vehicles

andpublictransport may be considered into the scheme. Service access can be restricted

incertaintimes of the day. If it is not possible to pick up or set down public transport

passengerswithin 400 m of a pedestrian area, permitting public transport entry to the

schemewill have to be considered. (Gardner, 1997)

Vehiclesdiscouraged and street traffic calmed:

Thisapproach ensure priority to pedestrians and discouraged the vehicles. In shared

surfacesvehicles are. only acceptable if traveling at walking pace. Vehicular access is

maintainedthrough restricted in numbers, and speeds limited to that of walkers. To slow

downthe traffic is more applicable in residential areas rather than the busy commercial

areas.Automobiles will be discouraged if traffic calming schemes can be combined with

publictransportation and traffic management measures. (Gardner, 1997) The objectives

andtechniques of traffic calming in residential and shopping areas will be discussed in

followingchapter.

Pedestrianmeasures according to Gardner should only be used after the alternatives

ofdiscouragingor restricting traffic have been explored. The design of street in favor of

motorcars, especially in residential and shopping areas, makes street undesirable and less

attractivefor pedestrians especially at night. Where the waiting time to cross a road is no

morethan 10 seconds surface crossings remain preferable. (Gardner, 1997)

3.Two-wheelerpriority measures:

Thebicycle is one of the perfectly efficient road users throughout China, Europe and

someAfricancities. In Turkey bicycle use as a transportation device is not preferable

butshouldbe encouraged in the system of multi-modal transpo11ation policy.

Practicalmeasures to promote cycling as follows;

• Cyclingshould be recognized as an important means of transport , as well as a

popularrecreational activity.
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• Barriers to greater use of bicycles in urban areas including lack of safety, poor road

design and road condition, the deterrent effect of steep grades and lack of facilities

should be eliminated. (Queensland Department of Transp0l1, 1997)

• Improved cycling parking facilities should be provided at major employment centers,

retail centers and recreational centers. (Gardner, 1997)

4.2.2.2.Measures To Restrain Car Use

"Cars will take all the space you give them." (Bytrafik, 1997) It is generally agreed

that the more road brings the more traffic. To provide balance between demand and

supplyTraffic Demand Management (TDM) or restraint has recently increased its

importance."In congested conditions each vehicle trip imposes delay( cost) on the other

vehiclesin the network which in total may exceed the net value of trip to the individual

concemed.The individual does not pay for such community costs himself and thus they

haveno bearing on his decision to travel or choice of mode." (Gardner, 1997; pp:24)

There are some policies to restrain the car use:

I. Parking Control:

Parking control is the most common form of demand management. It includes the

limitationof the total number of parked vehicles in a central area. Short term parking for

economicallyimportant activities is not significantly affected but longer tenn parking,

particularlyfor the period covered by the working day, is discouraged.

2. Supplementary Licensing:

This requires a vehicle to display an additional license when using the restraint area.

Licensescan be obtained on a monthly or daily basis from a licensing office or various

tradeoutlets. One of the most successful example of this is in Singapore. (Gardner,

1997) Singapore introduced a form of area-wide traffic restraint by introducing a pass

systemfor entering central portion of the city. All vehicles entering the central city

duringcertain hours must have first purchased a pass. (CART, 1989)

3 Congestion Pricing:

In this system, on street or in-vehicle detectors sense when congestion is occurring

anda charge is levied accordingly. Detectors can operate so as to generate a charge

relatedto the distance traveled within the area. This technique applied to Hong Kong and
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its benefit is HK$ 4 million per day. But the scheme was shelved highlighting the

importance of political acceptability of such a scheme. (Gardner, 1997)

Another traffic restraint policies is occured; for example, in Ottowa, Canada

introduced variable work hours and a dedicated busway service and in five years saw

publictransport patronage climb by 36%. Stockholm also has restricted all vehicles

weighingover 3.5 tons fully laden to a special road haulage network from 10 pm to 6

am.The result has been a 60-70% drop in heavy trucks in the city center at night.

(CART, 1989)

There are some other restraints such as reduction of parking spaces in the inner city,

increasingparking fees in peak periods, and marketing of public transport which are

succesfullyapplied all over the world.

4.2.2.3. Measures to Establish an Appropriate Road Hierarachy

To encourage sustainable modes of transport and restraining car use is not sufficient

onits own. The use of private car is inevitable and therefore measures must be taken to

ensurethat it is accommodated appropriately. This involves, according to Gardner,

"makingdecisions about which streets are suitable for through-traffic and on which

streets through traffic should be discouraged. The production of a road hierarchy

diagramis a useful design tool in this respect." (Gardner, 1997; pp:25)

The advantages of preparing a hierarchy for a town are;

• illustration of the existing road layout which identify omissions, irregularities and

duplications,

• it allows the existing pattern to be compared with and ideal pattern in which all roads

are used optimally for a road safety, movement, social and environmental

requirements,

• comparison between the ideal and the actual case can identifY deficiencies requiring

immediateremedial action,

• itprovides a useful mechanism for examining elements of the streetscape.

The road hierarchy assists us to determine which streets are upgrading and which

streetare downgrading. There are variety of measures available to this:
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Street upgrading includes improving vehicular flows on through routes. Junction

design,parking controls, traffic signals and urban traffic control are the tools of it.

Street downgrading consists restricting vehicular flows on local routes. Traffic

calmingtechniques assist the street downgrading actions. (Gardner, 1997)

4.3. Conclusion

Street use, as Rapoport states, mostly depends on the cultural and physical variables.

But today the decline in the use of streets are mostly influenced by the contemporary

socialand political systems which encourage privatization of people. Pedestrians, the real

usersof traditional cities, were removed from street activities and life. In some developed

nationsstreets became the center of crime.

After 1960's positive impact of street on community life has recognized. The new

designstook pedestlians, cyclists and multi-modal transportation as the prime actors in

creatinglivable streets. On the other hand, traffic calming policy and techniques are the

commonest among these new approaches. Because it contains from area-wide street

improvement policies to comprehensive transport planning and urban design

considerations. Therefore, this study will be focused on traffic calming techniques and

applications. In the next chapter, theoretical framework of traffic calming will be

examinedin detail.
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Chapter 5

TRAFFIC CALMING

5.1. What is Traffic Calming

The term "traffic calming" is open to interpretation and described by various sources

insuch ways;

"Traffic calming is a form of traffic management based upon urban design properly

appliedon a community-wide basis." (Halifax Regional Municipality, 1996)

"Traffic calming can be defined as restraining of automobile traffic through the use

of measures which physically alter the operational characteristics of a roadway".

(Jacobson, 1996)

"Traffic calming refers to the practice of designing streets to reduce traffic vehicle

speeds,ensure that drivers are more careful, or take safer roads" (Mean Street, 1997)

"Traffic calming is the management of traffic to improve safety and circulation, for

bothpedestrians and vehicles, and quality oflife" (Genesis Group, 1998)

Under these circumstances, traffic calming is fundamentally concerned with reducing

theadverse impact of motor vehicles on built-up areas.

According to Munn and Patterson, the traffic calming concept implies that the

balanceof power between motorized and non-motorized vehicles needs to be tipped in

favorof pedestrian and cyclists. (Munn and Patterson, 1998) However, traffic calming,

as Southworth and Ben-Joseph suggest, is not an anti-car policy. It consists of

redesigningof physical aspect of streets on the side of pedestrians social and physical

needs.(Soutworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996) It involves streets redesigns which guide or

restrictthe physical movement of motor vehicles. (Samuels, 19(6)

The main objective of traffic calming is to reduce the adverse effects of road traffic.

Theother significant objectives of traffic calming may be summarized as follows;

• ''To improve safety and convenience for vulnerable road users, including pedestrians, cyclists and

handicappedpeople,

• Toreducenumber and severity of accidents,

• Todecreasenoise and air pollution,



• To provide space for non-traffic activities includes rest and play,

• To enhance street appearance and reduce the number of traffic signs,

• Toprovide more planting and greenery,

• Topromote local economic and cultural activity,

• To implement improvements in public transport,

• Toachieve an overall improvement in the environment,

• To discourage non-essential use of unsuitable routes by motor vehicles." (Devon County

Council, 1991; pp:12)

Traffic calming aims to create safe and pleasant environment for non-car users

through some specific measures. However, traffic calming measures will be more

effective if they can be combined with regional scale sustainable land-use and

transportation objectives.

5.2. llackground of Traffic Calming Concept

Traffic calming has its origins in the Dutch "Woonerf' schemes of the 1970's, and

sincethen has been further extended and refined throughout northern Europe but

particularlyin the Netherlands.

EarlyStages of Traffic Calming:

Early responses to slow down the traffic in residential areas can be seen in Alker

Tripp'sworks, Buchanan Report in Britain and writings of Jane Jacobs in United States.

Jacobs, in her book 'The Death and Life of Great American Cities' advocated the

strictcontrol by making sidewalks wider, slowing down the traffic down, discouraging

trafficintrusion in areas where it is not required. According to Moughtin, this was the

trafficcalming policy that is written in 1960's and perhaps she was one of the first

forerunnersof the Wooneli' concept. (Moughtin, 1996)

In Britain, as Hass-Klau suggested, Alker Tripp was the first person who developed

anoverall approach of traffic calming in residential, shopping and working areas in

1950's.His concept implied substantial road construction and road widening for his

arterialand sub-arterial roads. However, in residential and shopping areas where the

pedestriandensity is extremely high, adverse effect of motor traffic would be reduced.
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The street in such areas should be restrictive in order to discourage through traffic.

Althoughhe did not use traffic calming measures as the area-wide techniques he thought

amajor part of the traffic calming concept for the first time in history. (Hass-Klau, 1990)

Again in Britain, Colin Buchanan and his team prepared "Traffic in Towns" report of

1963 which had much more impact in Europe. Buchanan's team came up with a

technique for evaluating and restructuring the urban traffic system by creating specific

zones, which they called" environmental areas" or "Urban rooms". These areas or

roomswere different character according to traditional street in term of their traffic

levelsand their functions. Streets would not only be evaluated according to their

capacityto carry traffic, but also environmental quality as measured by noise pollution,

social activity, pedestrianization and visual aesthetics, while others would allow

pedestrians and vehicles to mix safely in the street. The public domain would be

recreated for pedestrian by redesigning the physical features of the street.

(Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996)

However, Traffic in Town report was misunderstood in Britain. While most British

plannerssaw the report as the promoter of large-urban road building program, German

andDutch planners saw Buchanan as '1he father of traffic calming." (Hass-Klau, 1990;

pp:175)

In the 1960's and early 1970's, in a number of cities around the world, angry

residentsdemanded reductions in the level of traffic in their residential areas. This

movementcombined with the lessons learned from the pedestrianization of city centers.

Firstof all, Local Area Traffic Management (LATM) began in many cities in the world.

In this technique streets were classified into a hierarchy and then through traffic

discouragedfrom local residential streets. LATM included: Turning some local streets

intocul-de-sacs; speed bumps; narrowing of entries to streets or placing neckdowns mid

block;and tight roundabouts. (CART,1989) Although LATM contained some of the

trafficcalmingdevices the implication of traffic calming measures became common with

theDutchWoonerfschemes of mid 1970's.

The original ''W oonerf' schemes introduced the concept of shared space between

vehicleand pedestrian. Shared street was first developed and executed in Netherlands,

butits philosophical roots depended on Buchanan's Report of 1963 as discussed
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previously,Buchanan's theoretical concept was inspired by Niek De Boer ,Professor of

UrbanPlanning at the University of Emmen. (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996) (Fig. 5.1)
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Fig. 5.1. Typical woonerf street plan (a) and street cross section (b) (Southworth and

Ben-Joseph, 1996)

Hisdiscussionwas on how to overcome the contradiction between children playing

and caruse in urban streets by his design suggestions for the new town of Emmen in the

etherlands."He designed cul-de-sacs streets with additional streets for pedestrians. The
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cul-de-sacs were designed in such a form that motorist felt as if they were driving in their

owngarden and he gave these streets a different name: Woonerf' (Hass-Klau, 1990;

pp:212) Then, woonerf or residential yards was applied by the municipalities all over the

Netherlands. (Southworth&Ben-Joseph , 1996)

The five basic principles ofWoonerf according to Appleyard's observations:

• Cars are driven at a walking pace, as are mopeds and cycles

• Anyone who drives a car or rides a bike or moped within a Woonerfmust not impede

pedestrians

• Parking is forbidden except where P is painted on the street

• Withina Woonerftraffic from the right always has priority.

But there were some critics on the idea of Woonerf:

• Circulation problems, parking problems for service vans.

• Thedifficulty, strangers have finding their way around streets, the concept can have a

negative impact on adjacent residents.

• Somedrivers fail to respect the speed limits. (Carr at al.,1992)

TrafficCalming in Germany:

Although there are some negative impacts of woonerven principles, other countries

watchedthe Dutch experiment with interest. Germany in particular took a keen interest

inthe Dutch experiment because of their own success with pedestrianization of their

innercities.

Germans introduced the idea of area-wide traffic restraints or traffic calming instead

ofLATMor Woonerf schemes that only consists of local streets with low traffic flows.

Theyargued that traffic must be calmed on all roads including major roads, highways and

evenexpressways. The devices that used in area-wide traffic calming technique were

roadnarrowing, closing traffic lanes and planting trees.

TrafficCalming in Other Countries:

German traffic calming experience was in larger scale and provide great success.

Othercities and countries have now followed the German lead. The result of these

applicationswas successful. For example, in Holland, Sweden and Japan daily traffic has

beendecreased by 30-50%. (CART,1987)
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5.3. Traffic Calming Techniques

Wide variety of traffic calming techniques are available to decrease the impact of

vehiculartraffic and improve to pedestrian environment. These techniques can be applied

inresidential and shopping streets. (Gardner, 1997)

In Traffic Calming Guideline of Devon County Council specific traffic calming

measuresdescribed as two main categories;

• First, the measures to reduce vehicle speeds(speed reduction measures)

• Second, the supporting measures which help to create an environment conducive to

calm driving. (Supporting environmental and safety measures) (Devon County

Council, 1991 )

In order to achieve safe and traffic calmed environment these calming devices should

beused in combination. For example, road hump alone is not sufficient to create calm

drivingstyle or to change the street environment on the side of pedestrian activities.

Specific measures can also be designed to serve multiple functions. A round top

hump, for example, is mainly for speed reduction whereas a flat top hump can be

integrated with the sidewalk to provide a better pedestrian and wheelchair crossing

facility.(Devon County Council, 1991)

Fifteen specific measures are given In the under the following sub-headings:

objectives,design features, application, advantages, and disadvantages.

5.3.1. Speed Reduction Measures

I. Vertical Shifts in the Carriageway

Vertical shifts in the carriageway are the most effective and reliable of the speed

reductionmeasures currently available. (Fox, 1997)This may be an appropriate to use in

localstreets where traffic is traveling at 20 mph (30 kph) and below, although they may

beused at speeds up to 30 mph (50 kph) and along bus routes if vel1ical shifts are

reduced.(Gardner, 1997) There are currently several different techniques available to

achievethis; Road hump, plateau (speed table), and cushion.
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RoadHumps: "A raised proportion of carriageway laid at right angles to the direction of

traffic. Can have flat top integrated with the footway to assist crossing movements."

(DevonCounty Council, 1991; pp: 31) The width of humps may be restricted to allow the

retention of existing carriageway drainage. If parking spaces are at a premium road

humpsmay be preferable to other measures. Road humps are not recommended on bus

routesdue to the discomfort caused to passengers. (Hass-Klau, 1990)

Plateau:

Plateau extend the full width of the caniageway between the kerbs and extend over

a longer length of road than humps. The surface should be of a different material to the

carriageway and sidewalks. Plateau are more suitable than road humps when the

measuresare implemented on bus routes. The length of the plateau should be sufficient

to accommodate the full wheelbase of the bus to reduce passenger discomfort to a

minimum.(Fox, 1997)

Cushion:

"Cushion is the portion of carriageway with flat top, extending over part of

carriagewaywidth allow exemption for certain emergency vehicles, other large vehicles

andtwo wheelers." (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:31)

Objectives:

The main objective of these devices is to improve safety by reducing vehicle speeds.

Plateauxand flat top hums are also designed to allow pedestrians and wheelchairs to

crosswithout any change of level.

DesignFeatures:

Vertical shifts in the caniageway might be constructed in materials different from or

similarto the rest of the carriageway. Material changes help to create speed reduction

effectvisually but they should be placed at regular intervals to provide effective speed

reduction.Where the carriageway is raised to sidewalk level, vertical elements sllch as

treesand bollards may need to be provided to keep vehicles out of the pedestrian areas.

If the road humps and plateaux are constructed from kerb to kerb the satisfactory

arrangementfor drainage can be made. (Fig. 5.2)

Applicationsof Vertical Shifts:

Vertical deflections are generally applied in local streets where the desired speed

timitbelow 30 kph. Flat top humps are more useful than round top humps at places
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where the pedestrians cross. Cushions can also easily be installed and not create

problemsfor emergency vehicles, buses and bicycles.

To get successful results, the dimensions and placement of vertical shifts should be

chosenproperly. The effectiveness of such devices, at a given target speed, depend on

threefactors;

• Height of shift

• Gradient or ramp or profile of slope

• Distancebetween measures. (Devon County Council, 1991)

For example, to achieve an 85 percentile traffic speed of 30 kph less severe ramps

withdimensions of80 mm or 100 mm (height) are recommended.
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Advantages:

• Vertical shifts reduce reckless high speeds

• It is easy to install the items without needing re-paving or reconstruction of street

• It can be applied to every section of street

• Cushions can provide exemption for certain emergency vehicles, other large vehicles

and two wheelers and do not interfere with drainage.

Disadvantages:

• Vertical shifts can not be provide environmental improvement if they are not support

by other devices.

• Road humps do not discriminate between classes of vehicle and can be unpopular with

bus operators.

• Flat top humps and plateaux need careful design for people with a visual handicap,

and may require partial reconstruction of the street. (Devon County Council, 1991)

2.Lateral Shifts in the Carriageway

Lateral shifts in the carriageway are less effective than vertical ones in achieving

reductions in speed, but their impacts can be significantly increased when used III

combination with a vertical shifts. Essentially all lateral shifts may be classified as

chicanes.(Fox, 1997)

Objectives:

• To reduce traffic speeds and thus improve safety

• To rearrange street space, such as parking and sidewalks

• To interrupt long views (Devon County Council, 1991)

DesignFeatures:

Lateral shifts are created by building altemate sidewalk extensions or islands on the

carriageway.It also included alternate angled parking which provided and defined with

permanentfeatures such as planters.

The shift of lateral axis must be sufficiently severe to enforce the physical turn, or to

limitthe forward view, and must not be dependent on the presence or otherwise of

parkedvehicles.

In one way street limiting long forward views with lateral deflections is not normally

effectivethus they can be supported with vertical shifts. On the other hand in two-way
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streets because sufficient carriageway width provided at horizontal shifts this allows

driversto take a racing line and have negative impacts on speed reduction. The problem

canbe eliminated by dividing the carriageway at the shift. (Devon County Council, 1991)

Applicationsof Lateral Shifts:

This is an appropriate technique to use in local streets where traffic is traveling at 30

kph and below. The more severe forms are not suitable along bus routes. The

carriagewaymay be laterally shifted both at junctions and between junctions. Techniques

includepavement extensions central islands and chicanes. Chinaces are a form of pinch

pointimplemented on alternating sides of the carriageway. Road widths need to be wider

thanat normal pinch points because of the difficulty involved in manoeuvring around

them.(Gardner, 1997) (Fig. 5.3)
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Fig 5.3. Lateral shifts, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:37)
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View blocking by lateral shifts help to create speed reduction and they are useful

mainlyfor limiting long forward views in 30 mph (50 kph) roads.

The horizontal shift in the carriageway should not be less than the width of a traffic

laneto produce an effective '<[orced turn". Drivers ought to be required to make a turn

ofat least 45°. In order to provide narrow carriageway widths, traffic 3 m to 3.6 m and

two-waytraffic 4.5 m to 6.5 m are recommended. Lateral shifts might be combined with

verticalshifts to ensure speed reduction. To lessen the impacts of islands, to reduce

visualimpacts of parked cars and to limit the view planting can be used. (Devon County

Council,1991)

Advantages:

• Lateral shifts can be cheap and easy to constmct if no rebuilding of the caniageway is

required

• Alternative parking reduces pedestrian danger by ensuring unobstructed view of 50%

of sidewalk

• Allowsinteresting street design features

Disadvantages:

• Difficult to achieve good speed reduction effect whilst allowing access for larger

vehicles

• mightbe uncomfortable for bus passengers

• canbe hazardous for cyclists if speeds are higher than about 25 kph. (Devon County

Council,1991)

3. CarriagewayNarrowing

Carriageway narrowing may be considered as another supportive measure to vertical

shifts.It can not be considered as a speed reducing device in itself, but it can be thought

asa reminderor encouragement to drive slowly. (Fox, 1997)

Objectivesof Carriageway Narrowing:

• ''To limit the ability of vehicles to pass one another, and thus to limit speeds or to inten-upt traffic

flow

• Tolimit overtaking

• Toreducepedestrian crossing distance

• Torestrict the size of vehicle
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• To provide priority for buses

• To prevent on-street parking

• To define or shelter on-street parking spaces" (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:40)

DesignFeatures:

Carriageway narrowing or constrictions are spot measures at intervals along the

street.They can be achieved on one or both sides of the road, or by the inclusion of a

centralisland. Constrictions will have different effects and design requirements in one

way and two-way streets. They are an important features of multi-objective traffic

calmingdesign, but need to be combined with other measures for effective speed

reduction.(Fig. 5.4)

J
One Side Both Sides

(
Central

(-~)

Fig.5.4. Carriageway narrowing, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:41)

Applicationsof Carriageway Narrowing:

Carriageway dimensions will depend on the volume and type of traffic, the speed

limitin force and the road classification. Constrictions or narrowing are useful in both

livingandmixed priority areas where traffic volumes are less than 500 vehicles per hour.

Theyare suitable for one-way and two-way streets and useful in associations with

prohibitionsrelating to large vehicles. (Devon County Council, 1991)
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Advantages:

• Road narrowing greatly improve the safety of pedestrians resulting from the shorter

distance to cross the street.

• Assists pedestrian crossing the road

• An important supporting measure for other speed reduction measures (Jacobson,

1996)

Disadvantages:

• Not always reliable as a stand alone speed reduction device

• Can use problems for cyclists unless smooth materials are used, which in turn makes

the narrowing less effective. (Fox, 1997)

4.Roundabouts:

Roundabouts or traffic circles are large diameter circles formed curbs or other

pavingmaterials intended to control the right of way of vehicles at an intersections.

Objectives:

Roundabouts are used to speed reduction, smoothing traffic flow and reducing

vehicleconflicts.

DesignFeatures:

The surround to the central island of a small roundabout can be hardened to allow

overrunby large vehicles.

Applicationsof Roundabouts:

Mini roundabouts are often used on distributor and collector roads within residential

areas.There may be useful in 30 kph zones where there are low volumes of pedestrians

and cyclists. The design of roundabouts should be supported by planting and other

featuresto soften the appearance. (Fig. 5.5)

Advantages:

• Ensuresmooth flow of traffic wheretratlic flows arc moderate

• Allturning movements possible

• Canreduce traffic speeds if properly designed

Disadvantages:

• Dangerand/or inconvenience for pedestrians and cyclists

• Uncomfortable for bus passengers (Devon County Council, 1991)
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Fig5.5.Roundabout, Sheffield, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:44)

5.SmallComer Radii

Objectives:

Theobjectives of small comer radii are, to slow turning movements at junctions, to

assistpedestrianwhile crossing the street, and to provide greater safety for cyclists.

DesignFeatures:

Smallcomer radii ought to be used according to type of streets. Ramped comers

canbeused to slow cars while still allowing access by large vehicles.

Applicationof Small Comer Radii:

Smallcomer radii can be applied to both local and mixed priority streets and where

Wrningmovements would be too fast. On the other hand, small radii are not necessary

whereslowspeeds are achieved. Suggested maximum kerb radii are stated in table 5.1.

Smallradii should be supported by bollards which prevent overrunning of sidewalk

atcomers.In addition to this ramped comers may be used to slow down the traffic at

junctionand can be adapted in mixed priority and traffic areas. Central islands may also

beneededin the mouth of junction to prevent vehicles taking a racing line. (Fig. 5.6)
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Table5.1. Suggested maximum kerb radii (m)

Road Class Local Collector Mixed

Local 2

Collector 2 3

Mixed 3 4 6

Traffic 4 6 8

(Source: Devon County Council, 1991; pp:45)
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Advantages:

• Assists pedestrians to establish right of way over turning vehicles at junctions

• Reduce danger of cyclists being cut across by turning vehicles

Disadvantages:

• Create difficulty for large vehicles while turning (Devon County Council, 1991)

6, RoadMarkings

Objectives:

Road markings assist drivers and to improve predictability of vehicle path for the

benefitof pedestrians, cyclists and state priority.

Applicationof Road Markings:

Road markings are useful in traffic areas for safety and can be also used for mixed

priorityareas. They are applied according to regulations of the municipality. (Fig. 5.7)

Fig, 5,7. Road Markings, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:49)

Advantages:

• "Simple,cheap and usually effective,

• Usefulat night

Disadvantages:

• Somemarkings, for example center lines, encourage speed." (Devon County Council,

1991; pp: 49)
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5.3.2. Supporting Measures

A number of supporting measures are commonly used to support the speed reducing

techniques.However, as independent measures they generally have little impact on speed

reduction.(Fox, 1997)

I. OpticalWidth

Objectives:

Optical width is used to encourage slow driving and to enhance street character.

DesignFeatures:

Width of the street and height of the vertical elements influence drivers) perception

andmakethem slower visually. This effect can be created by a combination of measures

likeroad narrowing, tree planting close to carriageway on some other vertical features.

(Fig. 5.8)
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Fig. 5.8. Optical width (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:52)

Applicationof Optical Width:

It can be applied to the streets which show wide an open character that encourage

speed.Speedreduction can be significant when the height of buildings exceeds the width

of street.Also it should be combined with horizontal shifts and speed humps. (Fig. 5.9)

Advantages:

• The use of trees to ensure optical width also help the enhancing of environment and

createmicro~climate
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Disadvantages:

• When trees are used the effects may be reduced in winter when they are without

foliage. (Devon County Council. 1991)

Fig.5.9. Optical width, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:51)

2.NarrowCarriageways

Motorists tend to drive slower on narrower roads and traffic lanes than on wider

onesbecause they feel they are being constricted and believe they do not have sufficient

horizontalclearance to pass other vehicles or travel in their own lane at higher speeds.

(Jacobson,1996)

Objectives:

• ''To emphasize low speed and priority to pedestrians and cyclists

• Todiscourage overtaking

• Toreducethe width of the carriageway which pedestrians have to cross

• Tocreate space for non-traffic activities

• Toreduceoptical width

• To provide defined on-street parking and loading space. "(Devon County Council, 1991;

pp:53)

DesignFeatures:

Toreduce carriageway width allows to use releasing space for different purposes.

Howeveraccess requirements to individual properties need careful consideration.
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Application of Carriageway Narrowing:

Excessive carriageway width is best on all roads in built-up areas, but narrow

carriageways are especially valuable where extra space is required for pedestrians,

cyclists and for frontage activities. Carriageway width and layout should be determined

accordingto road classifications. Widths can be further reduced when 'occasional strips'

areused. Narrow carriageways benefit from combination with measures to reduce optical

widthand to interrupt long views. (Fig. 5.10)
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Fig 5_10. Carriageway widths, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:54)

Advantages:

• Canbe adapted to all roads
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• Allows reclamation of space for other uses

Disadvantages:

• Potential for conflict between motor vehicles and cyclists, unless separate provision is

made for the latter

• Reduced width when a vehicle breaks down and for certain maintenance operations.

(Devon County Council, 1991)

3.Changes of Surface, Texture or Color:

The changing of the road surface the standard asphalt to interlocking brick, concrete

pavers,or colored and stamped asphalt can influence driver behavior and reduce speeds.

(Jacobson,1996)

Objectives:

• "To distinguish between different surface functions

• Toimprove street appearance

• To reinforce speed reduction measures

• To simplifyconstruction of traffic calming measures in the carriageway

• Toimprove visual impact, particularly in poor light and under street lighting." (Devon

CountyCouncil, 1991; pp:60)

DesignFeatures:

Texture changes in rough road surface can produce a rumble to alert drivers to their

surroundings.Smooth surfaces ought to be used in pedestrian crossings. Materials

shouldbe used according to the existing street character and townscape merit. Different

colorscan be carefully designed and constructed. (Fig. 5.11)

Application:

Surface changes and colors are generally used to define a ramped entrance into a

sideroad, and may also be used for decorative purposes. It is not suitable where traffic

speedsare higher than 50 kph.

Advantages:

• Cancreate visual interest and improved street appearance

• If combinedwith vertical shifts can be create speed reduction effect

• Differentuses and purposes can be separated easily with these devices. (Devon

CountyCouncil. 1991)
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a b

Fig. 5.11. Surface changes in calmed streets: Lichfield, England (a), and Cologne,

Germany(b), (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:62)

Disadvantages:

• Rumble strips are a traffic calming measure that often cause problems due to the noise

levels. It has been shown that granite sets result in noise levels between 3-5 dBA

higherthan smooth asphalt.

• Rough surfaces are potentially hazardous for cyclists and pedestrians. (Fox, 1997)

4.Entrances and Gateways

Gateways can be used at the entrance way to a community to define the

neighborhood and give it a distinct identity. While most gateways do not actually

physicallyrestrain motorists, they ensure psychological impact on driving behavior of

otorists.(Jacobson, 1996)

Objectives:

• To provide visual and tactile cue to drivers of entry into a specific area or

environment.(Clark County Council, 1997)
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DesignFeatures:

The gateway effect can be achieved by the use of vertical features either side of and

closeto the carriageway. (Devon County Council, 1991) Pillars and archways can be

usedas vertical elements to enhance the appearance and lift the evolution of drivers and

residentsproducing greater sense of community. (Clark County Council, 1997)(Fig. 5.12)

Applicationof Gateways and Entrances:

They can be used for special areas such as street markets and historic centers and

alsoslow speed areas or 20 mph zones. If buses and lorries are excluded the minimum

heightof the gateway ought to be 4.25 m otherwise it can be 5 m. Gateways might be

supportedwith carriageway narrowing and should be avoided from large dimensions.

Arch formed by climbing
plants on wires

Gateway effect with planters
and low shrubs

Free·standing trelii, ,rch

Entrance 10 '1lllage

Entrance to 20 mph zone using
high planling

Village entrance wilh
divided carriageway and
side and cenlral planting

Fig 5.12.Entrances and gateways, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:63)

Advantages:

• Effectsdrivers behavior in change of street priorities

• Addsvisual enhancement to the streetscape.

• Posesno access restrictions for road users. (Clark County Council, 1997)

Disadvantages:

• Highcost for device installation
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• If all classes of vehicles allowed the device might be too large for the scale of the

street. (Devon County Council, 199 I)

'.Centrallslands(Medians)

Central islands or medians are generally center street located and used to separate

oppositelanes. (Clark County Council, 1997)

Objectives:

• To provide visual cue of change in roadway environment

• To make crossing easier and safer for pedestrians

• To interrupt forward views

• To assist in the creation of gateways

• To prevent overtaking. (Clark County Council, 1997)

DesignFeatures:

Medians generally need to be raised above camageway level but if pedestrian

crossesneeded they should be in the same level with calTiageway. If well landscaped

centralisland enhance the street appearance. Island sited directly opposite bus stops can

helpto slow the traffic and retain priority for buses, providing other traffic is not

subjectedto undue delay. (Devon County Council, 1991) Central islands have only a

limitedeffect on reducing speeds unless combined with another measure such as chicane.

Theydo however provide useful pedestrian refuges. (Fox, 1997) (Fig. 5. 13)

Applications:

Central islands or medians are most useful in two way streets with moderate or

heavytraffic and can be sited where pedestrian density is extremely high. (Devon County

Council, 1991) Medians may be used in conjunction with other traffic calming

devices.(Clark County Council, 1997) Islands, according to Devon County Traffic

CalmingGuidelines, "should be at least 2 m wide and about 4 m long if tree planting is to

be included. Level areas where pedestrians are encouraged to cross should be of

generouslength, and the case of long central islarids should be repeated at frequent

intervals,especially in shopping streets." (Devon County Council, 1991; pp: 67)

Advantages:

• Preventpassing

• Separatesopposing vehicles trave1lines
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• Provides visual enhancement of roadway

Disadvantages:

• Cause major parking removal

• If landscaped, it can be expensive

• Limits access and movement (Clark County Council, 1997)
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Fig.5.13. Central islands in mixed and traffic priority areas, (Devon County Council,

1991;pp:66)

6.SharedSurfaces:

Objectives:

Sharedsurfaces aim to allow pedestrians freedom of movement within the street.
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DesignFeatures:

In original woonerf schemes there was no separation between pedestrian and motor

traffic. However this can create feelings of insecurity for pedestrians especially people

with a visual handicap: Some separation may be often be desirable and can be created

withbollard or low kerbs or street furniture consequently demarcation of people walk

andcarriageway is ensured.

Parking in shared surfaces should be located in identified bays. Again in Woonerf

schemes,parking is forbidden except where P is painted on the street. But these should

be clearly defined in traffic regulations. In any case vehicles have to be kept in traffic

awaydoorways. (Fig. 5. 14)
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Fig.5.14. Example of shared surface layouts, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:69)

Applicationsof Shared Surfaces:

Sharedstreets are suitable to local streets where traffic flow is less than 300 vehicles

Per hour.Shared surfaces, are one of the best solutions where average traffic flow is less
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than 100 vehicles per hour and where the pedestrian density is extremely high. Intensive

pedestrianactivity may possibly available in shopping streets, railway stations, at hospital

or school entrances etc. Shared surfaces can be applied to junctions and links.

In order to ensure shared surfaces or shared street the space should not be so large

andallow the presence of parked or moving vehicles to dominate the street scene. The

distancebetween speed reducing elements should not be greater than 30 m.

The designing of shared surfaces required planting, paving, street furniture and other

elementsto create a pedestrian friendly envir,onment. (Fig. 5.15)

Fig5.15. Shared space, before and after, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:71)
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Advantages:

• Well designed schemes enhance street environment provide pleasure and safe spaces

for their users.

Disadvantages:

• Canbe expensive to provide

• Can create circulation problems if parking space 1S not properly designed and

regulated. (Devon County Council, 1991)

7, SidewalkExtension

Objectives:

• To ensure more space for pedestrians and reduce carriageway crossing distances

• To prevent parking at or near junctions, to define bus stops, pedestrian crossings and

permitted parking areas.

DesignFeatures:

The enlarged area should not be cut across by surface drainage channels. Extensions

at corners ought to be avoid the problems for pedestrians created by large kerb radii.

Extensionsalso be defined on-street parking areas sufficiently. Sidewalk extensions

shouldespecially ensured in focal points where people meet, chat and rest.

Applicationof Sidewalk Extensions:

Sidewalkextensions can be provided in junctions, pedestrian crossing, bus stops and

on-streetparking areas if needed. (Fig. 5.16)

Extensions which define on street parking areas should be a minimum of 1.8 m from

theoriginal kerb line, normally 2.25 m is preferred. Planted are as and bollard are

supportedthis device and ensure security for pedestrians. The design of on-street parking

shouldalso be associated with sidewalk extensions. (Devon County Council, 1991)

Advantages:

• Widelyapplicable and relatively cheap according to other devices in pedestrian safety

Issues

• Mayinfluence positively the activities in street space such as shops, restaurants etc.

• Canimplypermitted parking areas

Disadvantages:

• None(Devon County Council, 1991)
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8. Planting

Tree planting can be a very effective speed reduction measures. (Gardner, 1997)

Objectives:

• To limit forward views

• To reduce physical and optical width

• To define street space and activities

• To enhance streetscape and create microclimate, noise and dust absorption. (Devon

CountyCouncil, 1991)
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DesignFeatures:

In practice it can be very difficult and costly to plant new trees in existing urban

areasdue to the large number of utilities which will exist underground. Planting may be

either within pedestrian footway or within a former vehicular carriageway. Trees should

beat least heavy standards, physically supported in the early stages and will reqmre

kerbsto prevent vehicle over-run. (Gardner, 1997)

The type of tree may reduce optical effect if trees are without leaves. Tree planting

shouldbe combined low shrubs in order to reduce weed growth and increase optical

effect. (Fig. 5.17)
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Fig, 5.17.Planting: trees in the street, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:77)
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Application of Planting:

Planting is one of the most important device for traffic calming schemes. But

suitablespecies should be chosen in tree planting applications

Shrubs and planters should not view of drivers and pedestrians. Trees should be

located in a planting area of at least 2 m2 if possible. (Devon County Council, 1991) the

distancethe tree is planted from the kerb line will depend on the size the tree will grow

to and the height of the canopy in relation to passing traffic. But any case distance should

notbe less then 0.5 m from the kerb street lighting may have to be redesigned to take

account reduced lighting levels caused by tree planting. (Gardner, 1997) Kerbs need to

beused to prevent surface water from the carriageway entering planted areas.

Advantages:

• Planting enhance the visual quality of streetscape, at the same time ensure micro-

climate

• Trees provide vertical features at relatively

Disadvantages:

• May increase maintenance cost if not sponsored. (Devon County Council, 1991)

9. Street Furniture and Lighting

Lighting and street furniture have very important impact on the quality of the built

environment.

Objectives:

• To increase the functional and aesthetic qualities of the street

• To encourage the use of public space

• To enhance the safety and security of pedestrians

• To ensure vertical elements adjacent to the carriageway. (Devon County Council,

1991)

DesignFeatures:

Bollards may effectively be used to separate can-iageway and pedestrian areas. To

keepmotor vehicles out, bollards have to be spaced about 1.5 m apart. Lockable bollards

aremore suitable for access in restricted area required. Bollards can also be use different

purposessuch as cycle parking or market stalls. (Fig. 5.18)
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Fig.5.18. Application ofbollards, (Devon County Council, 1991; pp:80)

Street furniture, including seats, telephone kiosks, bus shelters etc. can be designed

and grouped to create attractive focal points within the street. Seating should be

providedat regular intervals.

In local and mixed priority streets standard traffic furniture and road markings are

generallyinappropriate. Lighting requirements are also less important in low speed areas.

Applicationof Street Furniture and Lighting:

Street furniture and lighting should be applied to enhance living quality in built-up

areasand to impact traffic calming measures positively. The design needs and location of

streetfurniture ought to be associated with other calming measures in the traffic calming

scheme.

Advantages:

• Assists to increase the functional and aesthetic qualities of the street and support

livability.

Disadvantages:

• None,if properly designed and sited. (Devon County Council, 1991)

Trafficcalming devices, as outlined above, can be very effective if they are used in a

combination.The contribution of each measure and its suitability for each category of

roadis summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Summary of Applications and Effects of Traffic Calming Measures

SUMMARY OF APPLICATIONS AND EFFECTS OF TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURES
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Rating

3.15 Optical Width C

3.16 Narrow Carriageways C

3.17 Occasional Strips C

3.18 Surface Changes . type/colour/location C

3.19 Entrances and Gateways C
3.20 Central Islands C

3.21 Shared Surfaces C

3.22 Footway Extensions C

3.23 Planting/Greenery C

3.24 Street Furniture and Lighting C

3.25 Regulations C

3.7 Vertical Shifts in the Carriageway A
3.8 lateral Shifts in the Carriageway . B

3.9 Carriageway Constrictions B
3.10 Roundabouts B

3.11 Small Corner Radii B

3.12 Priority Management B

3.13 Road Markings C
3.14 Electronic Enforcement C

SPEED REDUCTION RATtNG:

A Guarantees 85 percentile traffic speeds below desired maximum

B Reduces speeds but does not guarantee 85 percentile level

C Serves as a reminder or encouragement to drive slowly and calmly

SUITABILITY: ( FOR DIFFERENT STREET/ROAD CLASSIFICATIONS)

l local streets ••• Positive effect

C Collector streets ~ Negative effect

M Mixed priority streets - Neutral

T Traffic priority roads

* Suitable

+ Possible

o Not recommended

(Source:Devon County Council, 1991; pp:28)

5.4. Effectiveness Of Traffic Calming

SocialBenefits:

1. Calmed or shared streets are more than transportation channels. They are places

suitedfor pedestrian interaction. Shared street encourages communication between

neighbors.(Ben Joseph, 1995) (Fig. 5,19)

2. Sharedstreets especially benefit children's activities. They provide play options and

increasesocial contact within a safe home-base territory.
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Fig.5.19. Change in the incidence of use of a street area: (a) prior to and (b) after traffic

calming,Hannover, Gennany, (Williams, 1995)

3. The impacts of traffic calming schemes on accident levels is generally related to both

speed reduction effect of the scheme and on any reduction in traffic levels as a

consequence of it. Studies have shown that traffic calming can reduce accident levels

by up to 40% and have significant impact on reducing the severity of accidents. (Fox,

1996)Even though it might seem that vehicular traffic and pedestrians would be in

conflict, the physical design of calmed area subordinates the traffic. As a result this,

much safer environments for pedestrians are achieved according to the usual street

layout. (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996) The surveys found that mothers as well as

childrenconsider the shared streets safer than an ordinary street. ( Ben Joseph, 1995)

4. Humanscale is restored in the traffic calming schemes. The general layout of shared

streetaesthetically more pleasing than the traditional one and have positive impacts on

theincrease of quality of life.

5. Residents of shared streets tend to view the street as an extension of their personal

spaceand often maintain and landscape the planting beds near their homes. With the

participation of residents, local authorities will therefore have tewer maintenance

costsand better traffic safety and control.

6. Usingtraffic calming techniques it can be ensured reduction in noise and pollution.

Noise reduction through traffic calming is mainly related to reductions in traffic

volumesand in vehicle speed. The impact of traffic calming on air pollution is similar

to its effect on noise levels. Air pollution has been shown to be less when vehicle
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speeds are at 30 kph than 50 kph. The style of driving habit has also great impact on

air pollution and noise levels. (Fox, 1996)

Negative Impacts of Traffic Calming:

I. The original Woonerf required reconstruction of the street and the removal of kerbs

and footways to achieve a common shared space and therefore very expensive. (Fox,

1996) However, traffic calming schemes can be implemented in various costs and

levels: from expensive street reconstruction projects to relatively cheap placement of

temporary devices on existing ordinary street layout. (Samuels, 1996) Although it is

said that "the initial cost of constructing shared street is higher than the cost of asphalt

road" recent analysis suggests that the design with the lowest initial cost (e.g.

asphalt) may not be the best choice in long run. With the use of pavers, street repair

is simplified, as streets can be opened for utility line repair and the pavers replaced

with no need for patching material. (Ben Joseph, 1995)

2. Traffic calming implications may sometimes inadequate in reduction of motorcycle's

and moped's speeds to the desired speed levels. Increase in number of such vehicles

can influence the shared street negatively. (Kaplan, 1992)

3. It is hard to apply traffic calming in densely developed built-up areas. For these areas

the modes of transportation is critical.. If the level of walking-public transport based

trips is much more higher than the private car use the adaptability of traffic calming

would increase. (Kaplan, 1992)

4. Residents and retailers may fear the potential loss of on-street parking spaces. But if

traffic calming techniques are combined other traffic restrains their negative impacts

willbe reduced.

5.5. Conclusion

Traffic calming derived from the need for safer, more livable communities at the end

ofthe 1960's. Traffic calming has its origins in Dutch Woone,:r schemes of the 1970's.

By the late 1970's traffic calming had become the planning and transport policy

everybodyseemed to be interested in. Early 1980's has become the years of area-wide

traftle calming techniques that is developed in Germany. Area-wide traftlc calming

schemesseek to calm both main streets and residential streets but main street traffic
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calming is still relatively new concept. Also in this period the cheapest form of traffic

calming (30 kph speed limit) was largely implemented due to the expensive construction

costs of woonerven streets. In the late 1980's other car restraining policies and

promotion of public transport and bicycle use are becoming part of the whole concept of

traffic calming.

In early years of traffic calming, design of shared streets is largely seen in the field of

traffic engineering. However, according to Hass-Klau, traffic calming can only be

implemented successfully if traffic engineers and planners work closely together.

Environmental engineering involving the measures of speed, noise and pollution became

important too. (Hass-Klau, 1991) On the other hand, Southworth and Ben-Joseph

suggest that, "because residential streets are less influenced by traffic their domain lies

morein architecture than in engineering, and thus should be under the design jurisdiction

of the architect, landscape architect and planner." (Southworth&Ben-Joseph, 1996,

pp: 120)

Traffic calming measures ,while simple in concept, are a complete change in direction

from conventional traffic planning of the past three decades and became popular

throughout Europe and some other countries. By 1990 over 3500 shared street had been

constructed in the Netherlands and Germany, more than 300 in Japan and 600 in Israel.

Trafficcalming, in contrast to conventional implemented street, gives a new balance

betweentraffic service and important neighborhood values such as safety, walking and

interactionamong neighbors.

Traffic calming has the ability to improve the quality of life for a wide range of

peopleand has a critical role play in making and keeping city streets safe. Turkiye has

notyet adapted traffic calming as outlined in world-wide examples. Since traffic calming

measuresrequires wide-range transportation policies and cooperation between local

authoritiesand other governmental institutions, the developing process of traffic calming

measuresmay take long time in Turkish experience.

The heavy costs of redevelopment of the area is another critic issue. On the other

hand,the cheapest form of traffic calming now can be adapted in both towns and cities of

Turkey.Traffic calming, while not answer to all transportation problems, will assist in

improvingthe quality of life within Turkish cities and towns. The case study will be

focusedon such issues in detail.
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Chapter 6

CASE STUDY: BOt'nova Central District

The quality of life in our big cities and towns is under growing pressure from the

increasing volume and use of motor vehicles. As more space is given for automobiles,

less space is available for other street activities. Our streets should not be the places

where people retreat because of traffic. There is a need to change priorities in the way

our streets and public spaces are designed and managed so that they can playa useful

role and make life more enjoyable in our dense urban qum1ers.

In the theoretical framework of traffic calming, Bornova central district was choosen

as an case example. Bornova takes part in the east axis of lzmir. It is a dense urban

center where the pedestrian density is extremely high. There is an urgent need to

introduce traffic calming techniques in Bornova and as well as the other big cities and

towns.

6.1. Existing Structure Of The Study Area

Existing physical structure of the project area will be examined general

characterics, main functions, problems and potential values sub-headings.

6.1.1. General Characteristics of the Study Area

Bornova is a county of izmir with a population of about 370.000 people. It contains

a dense structure of mixed residential, commercial and industrial activity. Important long

distance road connections, some regional scale industrial institutions and existence of

Ege University has made Bornova rapidly grown settlement after 1960's. Bornova also

includesthe some parts of the CBD of izmir Metropolitan area that has been proposed

by Izmir Master Plan.

The northern part of central area of Bornova includes the old town center and

residential areas. The area that was choosen for the area-wide traflic calming plan

coversthe main parts of this center. Study area also constitutes the most crowded parts

ofthe central district that contains mixed high density shop top housing, offices, public



buildings and recreational facilities. This intensive cental district is an area where the

pedestrians and motor vehicles are in conflict.

In the area-wide traffic calming projects to avoid shifting the problem from one

street to another, boundary of the area is determined by major throughfares. Therefore,

project area is defined by two major arteries: Mustafa Kemal Street and Fevzipa~a Street;

anda collector: 159 street. (Fig. 6.1)

Bornova has a detailed plan which was approved in 1982. (Fig. 6.2) The success and

failureof this plan as follows;

1. The traffic restraint methods, except full pedestrianization, were not taken into

consideration in all over the plan.

2. Although the project area was shown as an special district with. its conversation areas

and pedestrianized routes the basic decisions in pedestlian-motor vehicle relationships

were not based on reliable field survey results.

3. Activity nodes and safe routes for pedestrian and cyclists were designed superficially

although the whole central area is pedestrian oriented.

4. In spite of the heavy demand of parking space, different car parking alternatives such

as multi-storey or underground parking were ignored.

5. Major roads were not designed wide enough to allow to arrange public transport

lanes and separate cycleways. On the other hand, local roads are open to through

trafficand were designed as if they were parking places for motor vehicles.

6. Two important traffic routes, 159 Street and Fevzipa~a Street, were fully

pedestrianized with the plan. It seems as if they have positive impact for pedestrian

circulation and activity in project area, the feasibility of this idea was not supported by

fieldstudies. On the other hand, site survey results indicate that Fevzipa~a Street is a

mixedpriority road which traffic volume is more than 9000 vehicle / a day. At the

sametime 159 Street is a collector road which full pedestrianization decision should

beconsidered carefully.

7. The old marriage registration office lost its function therefore land use change

decisionof this area is correct. However, in the plan it was shown as the sUlface car

parkingplace. Because of the being crossroad of the major pedestrian routes, it needs

morecreative solutions.
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3. Existing Street Elements:

Parking:

The heavy demand of parking space is occured all over the study area. In

working hours commuter parking and in the evening hours residents' cars demand more

parking lots. However, parking problem was unsolved and no proper solution has been

produced by the local authority yet. Parked vehicles often obstruct the pedestrian

crossings and sidewalks. Especially in major roads traffic is interrupted by sometimes

doubled on-street parking. Lorries are not' prohibited on local ro'ads. Thus they create

some difficulties in the vehicular circulation and on-street parking. Unfortunately, urban

streets are perceived as the natural storage places for motor vehicles. On the street,

activities are prevented by parked cars. Even the front yards and rear gardens of some

apartments are used as parking spaces. (Fig 6.8)

Road Signs and Paving:

No special road markings and paving matel;als have been considered to guide

pedestrian crossing, parking lane, direction of travel etc .. by the local authority. Most of

the streets were covered by asphalt. Only in pedestrianized Sanat Street paved concrete

blockswere used.

Vegetatioll and Street Furniture:

Bornova Central Park ensures the largest amount of recreative green space of the

studyarea and as well as the whole Bornova. In the project area, edges of streets are

mostlyplanted with pine trees and palm trees. However, taking care of the trees is often

neglected.

Existing street furniture in the project area is shown in Fig. 6.8. The placements

of street furniture are not arranged properly and their numbers are inadequate for an

intensivepedestrian area.

6.1.3. Problems ofthe Study Area and Its Potential Values

Problems in the project area can be summerized in eight groups:

1.GeneralAppearance of the Site

• Visualconfusion originated from pillars, wires and advertisement boards,

• Thelack of aesthetic view and vista points engaging the eyes
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2. Streets and Passages:

• Tighter major roads to provide public transport corridors, cycleways or parking

requirements,

• Poor quality street surface, paving

• The maintenance problems of streetscape

3. Vehicular Circulation:

• Crammed or slowed down traffic in major streets especially in rush hours,

• Inappropriate circulation system. Especially in one-way local streets drivers failed to

respect to direction of travel.

• Uncontrolled lorry traffic in the whole study area

4. Parking:

• Difficulties in loading and dropping points along the major traffic roads

• Inadequate parking bays in all types of streets

• Unattractive and badly designed parking lots

• Insufficient lighting for parked vehicles especially in side streets

5. Pedestrian Spaces:

• Narrow sidewalks for different street activities and even walking

• High kerbs that create difficulty for handicapped people, children and elderly people,

• Invaded sidewalks and pedestrian way entrances by parked vehicles,

• Uncontrolled or unmarked pedestrian crossing points

• Dark side streets which create safety problems at night

• Inadequate street furniture and public utilities for outdoor activities

6. Infrastructure and Road Signs:

• Inadequate surface drainage system,

• In local and cul-de-sac streets the lack of vehicular and pedestrian lighting,

• Dangerous traffic signs hanging on the sidewalks or pedestrian places.

7. Land-use:

• Increase in number of the shopping centres that compete the old retail centre in the

project area in terms of variety of products and level of service

• Absence of off-street playgrounds for children
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8. Planning Problems:

• Absence of a local action plan to enhance the environmental quality of the study area.

• Unable to find the guidelines or standards for better communities and better streets

prepared by the local authority.

Potential values which influence the determination process of the study area as

follows;

1. The study area is appropriate for pedestrian priority streets design because of being

pedestrian OIiented,

2. Existence of important public buildings and commercial activities which attract the

large numbers of people to the project area,

3. Street cross-sections are suitable for sidewalk widening and different street activities.

4. Infrastructure investments in the study area were mostly completed. This may help to

save some redevelopment costs of the calmed streets. Also there are potential

underground and multi-storey car parking locations in order to solve the heavy

demand of parking lots in the central area.

5. There are conservation areas and listed buildings that protect the general character of

the study area.

6. Because of being the center of commercial, cultural and recreational activities the

study area is a desireable space for entertainment activities.

7. The major and local streets are appropriate in the application of many traffic calming

devices.

6.2. Plan Goals

The goals of the area-wide traffic calming plan can be examined in nine broad

headings:

I.To Provide a Pedestrian and Cyclists pJiority and Accesssibility:

The road classification should be given priority to pedestrian and cyclists over motor

traffic. One of the important aims of this project is to identify ways of encouraging these

modes of travel as alternatives to car. Traffic calming strategies help to limit growth in

the living areas by discouraging the use of unsuitable roads by through traftic and give

priorityto other vulnerable road users. Pedestrian accessibility also provides the ease and
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convenience to reach a destination by walking or bicycles. Traffic calming measures

promote the pedestrian accessibility and priority.

2. To Provide A Safe Environment:

A safe environment minimizes the danger of vehicle accidents and other hazards, and

enhances people's sense of comfort. Creating a safe environment requires controlling

negative impacts of traffic, pollution, crime and other undesirable impacts. The definition

of a road hierarchy will determine the degree of safety improvements on selected road

for vulnerable road users. For example, while in living areas more restrictive types of

traffic calming devices are applied in traffic priority areas more conventional methods are

prefered. To provide a safe environment also encourages public social contracts and

helps to create a livable street. .

3._To Create Safe Routes To School:

To ensure reduction in child pedestrian injuries is a specific target of traffic calming.

Special attention will be given in designing of safe and enjoyable routes to school.

4._To Support Public Transport:

To encourage public transport priority shold be determined in regional context.

Public transport and other multi-modal transport alternatives will decrease the private car

dependency. In major traffic routes of the project area public transpol1 priority will be

supported.

5.._To Control The Lony Traffic:

Lorries create a particular difficulty in vehicular circulation and on-street parking in

the project area. Especially in living areas heavy grade vehicles will be discouraged.

6._ToProvide Adequate Parking Space:

"Traffic calming schemes should include provIsion for on-street and other

parking, but should not be devised soleyly to increase parking capacity." (Devon Traffic

Calming Guidelines 1991; pp: 17) However, the project area is a dense commercial and

residential district and parking demand is heavy. Therefore imaginative parking solutions

willbe required in appropriate locations.

7._ToProvide Environmental Enhancement:

Traffic calmimg measures change the way in which streets are used. To slow down

the traffic and in changes in road surfaces create a comfortable and attractive

environment for pedestrians, cyclists, residents, and others. If an environment is
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physically uncomfortable and unattractive people will do only necessary outdoor

activities. The fundamental aim of this project is to create livable streets where the

variety of outdoor activities are occured.

8. To Support the Economic Vitality of the Study Area:

Areas free from the dangers and disruption caused by traffic have greater potential

for economic growth and development. For the study area full pedestrianization, vehicle

restricted areas and vehicle discouraged calmed streets will be used in combination to

encourage the shopping and the other commercial activities. In the project area,

redevolopment of the old shopping center is required in order to compete other big

shopping centers and commercial districts in near locations.

9. To Provide High Quality of Construction and Maintenance:

High quality design and construction provides many benefits;

• it enhances the quality of the physical environment,

• it supports human comfort and safety,

• it can provide identity to a street and it can SUPPOIt public social activity. (Creating

Livable Streets: Street Design Guidelines for 2040, 1996)

Maintenance also preserves current public investment for future public use. It

enhances the quality of street environment and can increase the economic value of

adjacent properties. The redevopment of some streets in the project area will create high

investment costs. Thus, the maintenance of calmed streets will become important to

protect the identity and public social activity.

6.3. Introduction to Traffic Calming Project

In this section, the streets in the project area were classified as major, collector and

local street and were also described by the sub headings of context, objectives, and

description. On the other hand, general traffic calming strategies for the study area were

outlined in traffic calming concept plan. (Fig. 6.9.)
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6.3.1. Major Streets

There are two major roads in the study area: Mustafa Kemal Street and Fevzipa~a

Street. (Fig. 6.10)

Fig. 6.10. Location of the major roads

1.Mustafa Kemal Street:

Context:

Mustafa Kemal Street is the main artery Bomova central district with intensive

shopping, commercial, and residential uses. It is also a primary county road carrYing

heavy volume of through traffic.(more than 1500 vehicle per hour)

It is an important bus route with 50-70 buses per hour in each direction. Building

along the street are generally 7 to 9 stories high and it is roughly 21 m. wide between

buildings. Then~ is an immediate need for environmental and safety improvements for

pedestrians particularly at the common crossing points along the street. Undesirable on

street parking should also be prevented near pedestrian crossings.

Objectives:

• to provide safe crossings in front of the primary school and near intensive pedestrian

zones,
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• to provide activity pockets in appropriate locations along the road,

• to create controlled on-street parking bays and bus stop shoulders.

• to provide separate cycleway in each direction in the wider parts of the street.

Description:

Because of the fact that Mustafa Kemal Street is a traffic priority road more

conventional accident prevention treatments such as light controlled crossings were used.

Except this, pedestrian crossings were set back from the junctions and defined with

surface changes. Almost every point of the street has been commonly used by pedestrians

for crossing. Therefore, former central island was preserved. (Fig. 6.11)

Activity pockets were arranged near public buildings and uses to increase the staying

functions of the street. To encourage the use of cycles, a separate cycleway was designed

along the wider parts of Mustafa Kemal Street. On-street parking bays were clearly

defined by trees and planters which were placed within the carriageway.

Fig. 6.11 A detail from Mustafa Kemal Street

1 "
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2. Fevzipa~a Street:

Context: _"

Fevzipa~a Street is an one-way mixed priority road that carries about 8000-10000

motor vehicles per day. It is also a major bus and dolmu~ route.

The northern part of this street is surrounded by shop top housings and offices. On

the other hand, in the eastern parts there are large parceled public institutions, listed

buildings, and Bornova Central Park. In both sides of the street pedestrian density is

extremely high and there are problems in pedestrian crossings near primary school and at

the entrance of the pedestrianized side street. The locations of public transport stops and

on-street parking areas should be reconsidered along the street. The environmental

enhancement ofFevzipa~a Street is also required.

Objectives:

• to increase safety at common pedestrian crossings and school entrances,

• to enhance the street environment,

• to widen the sidewalk where the majority of pedestrian activities are occured.

Description:

The carriageway width was reduced from about 8-9 m. to 4 m wide with an

additional 2.5 m. sheltered parking was provided at both sides. Parking bays were

defined by sidewalk extentions where parking is undesirable,namely at junctions and near

pedestrian crossings. (Fig 6.12)

.0 _ _ . .. - _ ....•.......... -_ - _.

rrr11"··.

Fig. 6.12. A detail from Fevzipa~a Street
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Dense pedestrian activity occured throughout the street. Therefore, additional

crossings for pedestrians were proposed. Extended sidewalk, trees, and activity pockets

were also provided between the primary school and Bornova Central Park to create a

pleasant zone for pedestrians. The appearance and furnishing of the area will encourage

pedestrians to stay or have a rest in the street rather than just hurry through as before.

Former bus stop was shifted to the redesigned traffic-free area in order to make

pedestrian circulation easier and to revitalize this route.

A public plaza was created to provide a focal point that indicate the entrance of the

Municipality, Bdmova Central Park, and its playground. Along the road environmental

enhancements such as repaving of some footway sections and landscaping were

proposed.

6.3.2. Collector Streets

There are two collector roads in the project area: 159 Street and Siivari Street. (Fig.

6.13)

Fig. 6.13. Location of Collector roads
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6.4. Conclusion

Apart from some traditional approaches area-wide traffic calming scheme was

proposed for Bomova central district. The effectiveness of the proposal can only be

measured by before and after studies which include the comparative results between

former and further traffic volume , speed, number of accidents, level of noise and air

pollution etc ... To evaluate the positive and negative impacts of the scheme the

construction process of the plan should be finished. However, some expected benefits

from the scheme as follows:

• the increase in social activities which support communication among the people,

• variety in play options for the children,

• decrease in accident level,

• participation of the residents in taking care of their streets,

• reduction in noise and air pollution through traffic taming efforts,

• the environmental enhancement of the streets so that the increase in economic vitality

of the area.

The full reconstruction of the study area through traffic calming measures might be

more expensive according to traditional traffic restraint methods. However in most cases

the full reconstruction of the street is not necessary. It would be better if the construction

of the scheme is realized by manegable parts. Under these circumstances, the area-wide

traffic calming scheme could be implemented in two stages:

The first stage is the creation of a slow speed area where the traffic speed is under

30 kph (apart from major roads and collectors). This can be achieved with the installation

of vertical shifts and road signs indicating the slow-speed areas. It is necessary to install

speed reduction measures in order to achieve desired speed limits.

Stage two involves more differianted physical measures to Improve both the

functional and aesthetic elements of the streets. This includes the provision of new

surfaces and lighting at all entrances, emphasizing pedestrian crossigns at important

junctions, carriageway narrowing and repaving, redesigned on-street parking, public art

elements, and better facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. This stage is relatively costly

according to the first one. However it can be implemented step by step.
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The techniques, which were proposed for the first stage, are the effective speed

reduction measures and guarantees 85 percentile traffic speeds below desired maximum.

This cheapest form of traffic calming has been implemented for 20 years. However, these

tools have a poor visual effect and require a good combination with the supporting

measures which were mentioned in the second stage.

Traditional methods may have lowest initial costs but it could not be the best choice

in long run. Traffic calming measures can payoff themselves with some specific policies

that will be discussed in following chapter.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

Streets, as Kostof suggests, as mutable as life itself The continual transformation in

the physical and social structure of the street is the result of economic, technological,

social, and political changes throughout the history. However, in the age of information

the future will be more uncertain for urban streets.

According to M. Batty, by the year of 2050, everything around us will be some part

of computer. There is no doubt that, the decline in the use of urban streets for

communication and social interaction will be more obvious in privatized information

societies.

Contemporary street mainly serve as the channel for the motor vehicles. For the

individual, its functions are reduced to an access route to home. Once quite and friendly

streets of the past were replaced by the inhuman highways and traffic roads for the

comfort of automobiles.

There is an urgent need to bring back life to our urban streets once before. In this

context, 1960s reflected the revival interest to return the street. In late sixties, in a

number of cities around the world, angry residents demanded reductions in the level of

traffic in their streets. This movement was combined with the lessons that were learnt

from the pedestrianization of city centers in post-war period. After that, the Dutch

"woonerf' concept, that is the very beginning of traffic calming, was launched and was

extended throughout the Europe in late 1970s.

Woonerf s basic principles were; to slow the traffic down (in walking pace) into

local roads so that to create safe living areas for people, to provide pedestrian and cyclist

priority, and to enhance the quality of street environment to foster the social activities

among the residents.

In German lead, woonerf principles were widened and considered as the area-wide

traffic restraint methods, or traffic calming. These techniques have been largely applied

successfully in many countries about 30 years.

On the other hand, as in most developing countries, cities has been transformed by

rapid urbanization in Turkey. Rapid rise in car-ownership, modernization efforts upon

public urban space, and the reshaping of residential quarters has become the prime actors



public urban space, and the reshaping of residential quarters has become the prime actors

in the vanishing of traditional streets. Once quiet residential streets of Turkish cities were

sacrificed to the unending demands of motor vehicles especially after mid 1970's.

The overwhelming economical and social problems have caused the neglectance of

urban design issues especially in big cities. In this context, traffic calming can be an

effective way in the restoration of street environment for the benefit of non-car users in

Turkish cities.

In order to increase the effectiveness of traffic calming measures radical changes are

required in both regional and urban scale. If traffic calming policies are combined with

urban planning and transportation planning objectives the resultant environment will be

more attractive for those living in the cities. The objectives in urban and regional context

as follows:

In urban planning scale, the objectives should be; to avoid sprawl and high density

devolopment through policies of decentralized concentration, to reduce automobile

dependency through a mixed use urban development with the sustainable modes of

transport, and to make urban areas more attractive to vulnerable road users.

In transportation planning context, the objectives should be; to optimize the existing

network in favor of non-car users, to discourage car usage by the Traffic Demand

Management (TDM) which includes parking control, congestion pricing etc ..., and to

optimize the efficiency of the road network through the establishment of appropriate

road hierarchy.

Urban design objectives require the combination of such efforts in the efficient

organization of urban streets. Traffic calming measures will be more effective with the

help of public transport priority and traffic demand management policies.

Local authorities have major role in order to create walkable streets in our cities.

Municipalities, that are to be expected as the most significant interest group related to

urban design issues, leave the urban streets to the justice of the vehicular traffic. The

superficial solutions of municipalities, which involve the strict separation of pedestrian

and motor vehicles, were failed to success in the designing of walkable streets: Sidewalks

were constricted, kerbs were heightened, and pedestrian places were invaded by parked

vehicles.
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There is a need of introduction to new techniques like traffic calming instead of

inefficient conventional traffic restraint methods. Local authorities in Turkey should

prepare traffic calming design guidelines and apply these techniques in their urban

streets. They should also encourage the traffic calming studies which might be the model

for following traffic taming efforts to other cities and towns.

Full reconstruction of the street can be relatively expensive according to traditional

road building methods. Most of the time, local authorities avoided the costly projects

because of the inadequate budget complaints. However, if it is compared with the

wasting money, that are given to the repaving of sidewalks and kerbs, the

redevelopment of the street through traffic calming measures can payoff itself in long

run. Also, some residents and shop owners have taken on sponsorship of planted areas

and street furniture. On the other hand, the costs can be kept much lower than full

reconstruction of the street by adapting techniques phase by phase and by retaining kerbs

and surface materials in particular locations.

Specific budget provisions should be made for traffic calming schemes by the local

authorities. In the case of area-wide schemes, it may be appropriate to phase the

construction works over more than one financial year. The quality of the workmanship

and materials are also another significant issue. High quality design and materials can

often reduce future maintenance costs of the scheme. Besides this, in order to reduce

probable extra costs, traffic calming plans should be associated with the other

improvement programmes, such as housing improvements, infrastructure investments

etc...

After construction process, the monitoring of the scheme should be ensured in order

to measure positive and negative impacts of the design upon the study area. Numerous

after studies suggested that implementation of traffic calming schemes provide reduction

in noise and air-pollution levels. As Whitelegg pointed out that, reducing speeds in

German cities through traffic calming has produced dramatic reductions in both injuries

and pollution. According to him, a simple policy like traffic calming can bring about

substantial gains to the environment and improvements for pedestrians and cyclists but

only if used as part of a comprehensive attack on overall levels of car use. (Whitelegg;

1993)
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One of the significant tasks of the local authorities and public institutions are the

establishment of public involvement. The key to successful traffic calming is acceptance

by local community. In the preparation, design and implementation of schemes the

participation of the local interest groups should be ensured. Such involvement serves

several purposes:

• the different and sometimes conflicting interests m the area need to be fully

considered during the design process of the scheme,

• the designers themselves need to have the benefit of local knowledge and ideas,

• and a wider undestanding and acceptance of the purpose and benefits of the scheme

can be promoted.

As the part of the local community, we should also establish interest groups such as

community action groups, civic societies and other representatives of particular interests

in order to act a larger role in the development of walkable street environments.

Area-wide traffic calming studies are relatively new issues in urban design. There are

some comprehensive area-wide traffic calming "models" that have been bottom-up

community-based products built out of frustration with aspects of the automobile and/or

malfunctioning intersections are: In England, Brattleboro (1994) and Manchester(1996)

and in Germany, Buxtehude -Hamburg and Frankfurt City Centre and so on. These

studies address downtown urban and traditional strip commercial issues, addressing

vehicle, pedestrian, bicycle, intersection and streetscape issues. The traffic calming model

proposal, that is shown in Fig. 7.1, was produced under the guidance of Devon County

Council Traffic Calming Guideline, Clark County Neighborhood Traffic Calming

Program and Halifax Regional Municipality Traffic Calming Policy. (Fig. 7.1)

The another key success feature of the traffic calming plans is the education.

Educational opportunities for children and adults ought to be provided in the context of

traffic safety. A comprehensive approach for livable neighborhoods and walkable streets

can be achieved through a combination of education, encouragement, engmeenng,

enforcement and legislation steps.

Unless there is encouragement of regional and urban scale policies, traffic calming

measures can not solve all the traffic and urban design problems. However, it can be the

starting point in order to create safe, and livable streets in our cities and towns.
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APPENDIXES

A. TRAFFIC VOLUMES OF THE SELECTED ROADS

Traffic volume data was given for selected major, collector and local roads that

consist peak hourly volume (PHV), and the hourly volumes (HV) according to vehicle

types. The aim of this study is to measure the appropriateness of the selected roads in

the study area in terms of application of basic traffic calming devices. In traffic volume

study, an intensive weekday was choosen for per streets and studies were conducted for

a duration of working hours (8.00 am- 18.00 pm). Average daily traffic was calculated

as 12 hour day. No doubt that, weekly and montWy counts will increase the reliability of

the study. However, average hourly traffic volumes and peak hour traffic will give an

idea about which streets are need to be downgraded.

A.I. Major Roads

The traffic flow of two major roads, Mustafa Kemal Street (Fig. AI) and

Fevzipa~a Street, (Fig. A2) were indicated in table AI, and table A2.

Table AI. Traffic Flow of Mustafa Kemal Street

Mustafa Kemal Street
VehicleTypes/

AutomobileLightLorry andDolmu~Public BusTOTAL
Hours

CommercialTrucks
Vehicles8.00-9.00

9462531371671091612

9.00-10.00

10291241401611011555

10.00-11.00

1083192153115641607

11.00-12.00

928227178129631525

13.00-14.00

1081147168138631597

14.00-15.00

964187147147841529

15.00-16.00

917218143147731498

16.00-17.00

933166101143731416

17.00-18.00

109520382140911611

TOTAL

897617171249128772113950



Table A.2. Traffic Flow ofFevzipa~a Street

Fevzipasa Street
VehicleTypes/

AutomobileLightLorry andDolmu§Public BusTOTAL
Hours

CommercialTrucks
Vehicles8.00-9.00

411605613271729

9.00-10.00

380556812361687

10.00-11.00

387607312552697

11.00-12.00

403738911656737

13.00-14.00

423648110961738

14.00-15.00

4391086711364791

15.00-16.00

449807510353760

16.00-17.00

379796112359700

17.00-18.00

496636514147812

TOTAL
376764263510855246651

A.2. Collector Roads

The traffic flows of the two collector roads, Siivari Street (Fig. A.3) and 159

Street (Fig. A.4) were given in the table A.3. ,and table A.4.

Table A.3. Traffic Flow of Siivari Street

Siivari Street

VehicleTypes/

AutomobileLightLorryTOTAL
Hours

Commercialand
Vehicles

Trucks
8.00-9.00

1782217217

9.00-10.00

1292315167

10.00-11.00

1522317193

11.00-12.00

1901031232

13.00-14.00

1942819240

14.00-15.00

2192323265

15.00-16.00

1702920219

16.00-17.00

2102034263

17.00-18.00

2302618274

TOTAL
16712051942070
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Table A4. Traffic Flow of 159 Street

159 Street

VehicleTypes/

AutomobileLightLorryTOTAL

Hours

Commercialand
Vehicles

Trucks

8.00-9.00

1353320188

9.00-10.00

1683133232

10.00-11.00

1792327229

11.00-12.00

1892739255

13.00-14.00

2082949286

14.00-15.00

2513237320

15.00-16.00

2523236320

16.00-17.00

2422111274

17.00-18.00

3044333380

TOTAL

19282712852484

A.3. Local Streets

The traffic flow of the seven local roads (Fig. AS), was given in the table AS.

Local roads, Number 2, 9, and 10, are not through traffic routes. Therefore, traffic flow

rates of these street were not calculated.

Table AS. Traffic flows oflocal roads

Local Roads (vph)

Street No!

1345678
Hours 8.00-9.00

111395082381194
9.00-10.00

1611788632613114
10.00-11.00

1412669882816112
11.00-12.00

22135106833624128
13.00-14.00

251271081014523118
14.00-15.00

3115164985228132
15.00-16.00

14140110844621121
16.00-17.00

20146116904040128
17.00-18.00

36152144855831169
TOTAL

18912338557743692071116
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B. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Traffic calming and pedestrian Pll0rity street design is a fresh idea for our cities

and towns. Therefore, in this section meaning of some new terms that were mentioned in

the thesis will be given with their Turkish suggestions. It is compiled from the various

sources: Shaping up: Queensland Department of Transport, Devon County Council

Traffic Calming Guidelines, Clark County Road Standards and TRL Guide.

• Busway (Otobtis Yolu): System of bus stations connected by dedicated rights-of-way

for buses only.

• Carriageway (Ta~lt izi): That portion of the road devoted particularly to the use of

vehicles, inclusive of shoulders and auxiliary lanes.

• Central Island- Median- (Orta Refuj): The area separating the opposing traffic lanes

of a divided roadway.

• Chicanes (Kavisli Y01 Degi~irnleri): That are a form of pinch point implemented on

alternating sides of the carriageway.

• Cycleway (Bisiklet yolu): That portion of road, street or public path set aside for

exclusive use by cyclists.

• Cushion (Yol Minderi): Raised portion of carriageway with flat top, extending over

part of the carriageway width only to allow exemption for certain emergency

vehicles, other large vehicles, and two-wheelers.

• Design Speed (Tasanmla ongoriilen HIZ): A speed fixed for the design and

correlation of those geometric featu~es of a carriageway that influence vehicle

operation. Design speed should not be less than 85th percentile speed (the speed at

which 85 percent of vehicles travel)

• Design Volume (Tasanmla ongoliilen Trafik Hacmi): (a) The number of vehicles

expected to use the transport route adopted for the purposes of design, normally

expressed as of vehicles per hour. (b) The number of vehicles per hour for which the

road is designed.

• Integrated Transportation (Entegre Ula~lm): Considering all modes, land use

patterns and social, environmental and economic impacts.
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• Lateral Shifts in the Carriageway (Ta~lt Yolundaki Yanal Degi~iklikler): Lateral

shifts are the techniques that are created by building alternate sidewalk extensions or

islands on the carriageway and include pavement extensions central islands and

chicanes.

• Light Rail Transport (Hafif Rayh Sistem): A modern electric train systme capable

of on-street running, but segregated from the road traffic as much as possible.

• Occasional Strips (Duzensiz Serider): That are set out adjacent to and at the same

level as the main carriageway. Occasional strips occur either side of the carriageway

and are used to divide the carriageway with a different texture or colour.

• Optical Width (Gorsel Geni~lik): That is a technique to reduce the traffic speed with

the use of vertical elements between the width of the street.

• Parking Lane (park Seridi): An auxiliary lane primarily for the parking of vehicles.

• Pinch Points (Daralttlrru~ Yol Kesimleri): A technique that can be used to slow traffic

down at key locations, define parking bays and provide opportunities for

environmental improvements such as tree planting.

• Plateau (Plato): A section of carriageway (from kerb to kerb) raised via ramps to

sidewalk height covering the whole of a junction.

• Raised Crosswalk (Yukseltilmi~ Yaya geyidi): A section of the roadway used as

traditional pedestrian crossing areas that are purposely raised to afford greater visual

enhancement to crossing locations. It is used a combination of speed hump, sidewalk

extensions, and crosswalk striping.

• Road Hump (Yol tumsegi): A raised portion of carriageway laid at right angles to

the direction of traffic. Usually built from kerb to kerb, or tapered to retain drainage

via existing channel.

• Shared Surfaces (Payla~lmh Yuzeyler): That are spaces where the demarcation

between sidewalk and carriageway is removed and where vehicles are slowed to a

walking pace.

• Streetscape (Sokak Duzenlemesi): The design and character of a street, often with

regard to the aesthetic design of features such as landscaping, lighting, pedstrian

facilities, signage and street furniture.
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• Traffic Calming (Trafik Sakinle~tirme): In a narrower sense,traffic management

techniques aimed at reducing the impact of traffic especially on local streets. In a

wider sense, it may be defined as an overall transport policy concept, which includes,

apart from a reduction of the average motor vehicle speed in built-up areas, a strong

promotion of the pedestrian, public and bicycle. transport and traffic demand

management techniques.

• Transit Oriented Development(TOD) (Ula~lm· Oryantasyonlu Geli~me):Urban

development comprising of mixed residential and commercial uses within a

comfortable walking distance of public transport and the core commercial area.

• Travel Demand Management (TDM) ( Yolculuk Talebi Ybnetimi): Measures to

influence the demand for travel, and how and when this travel is undertaken, leading

to an overall reduction in traffic congestion, energy and pollution costs.

• Vertical Shifts in the Carriageway (Ta~lt Yolundaki Dikey Degi~iklikler):That are

most effective speed reduction techniques that are used to slow the traffic down with

the installation of road humps, cushions and plateaux.
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C. LAND USES THAT SUPPORT PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The type of land use has a significant impact on the whether public transport can

be provided at a reasonable cost to meet the required standard of service in terms of

frequency, reliability and comfort.

The table A.6. indicates the overall level of public transport orientation for a

variety of land uses. This level of public transport orientation is classified as high,

medium or poor according to whether the land use is likely to support a satisfactory level

of service. This table is adapted from Queensland Department of Transport: Shaping Up.

Table A.6. Land Uses That Support Public Transport

LAND USES

Apartment buildings! Attached houses! town houses

Duplexes

Detached houses on > 700 m2blocks

CarParks

Clubs

Cultural/ community centres, public halls, etc ...

Child care

Government Offices

Military Zones

Libraries

Urban Parks

Post Office

Recreation Facilities

SchoolS! CollegesIUniversities

Show grounds

Youth Centres

(cont. next page) Al2



LAND USES

Banks

Cafes

Cinemas

General Stores

Junk Yards

Motor Vehicle Storage Yards

Pharmacies

Restaurants

Service Stations, car repair etc.

Shops

Showrooms

Snack bars, fast food kiosks etc.

Medical Centres

Anchor Stores (department stores, supermarkets,etc.)

LEVEL OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORTA nON

(Source: Queensland Department of Transport, 1997, pp:69-72)
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